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Soil $t sachet Made BY aNumber of Promi.
east Free Silver Democrats.
The great barbecue that the Demo-
crats of Hopkiusville and Christian
county have been looking forward to
for some time came off Friday, and it
was enjoyed by a tremendous crowd.
A prettier day for the barbecue could
not possibly have been had, even if it
had been made to order. At an early
hour that morning large crowds of peo-
ple began to enter the city from all
directions, and for some time all the
aventies leading into the city were alive
with people who • me anxious to hear
the gentlemen ho ere to furnish the
oratory for the occasiou, and some of
them possil ly are a passing tlought to
the bountiful dinner that thee I new
Was to be spread. The barbecue was
held at the Fair Grounds, and for . ev•
egal hours before eoei, : event:, street,
West of Main. was lled by one cons
tinuous, unbroken line of vehicles from
the two-horse farm wagon to the stylish
phteton and srffrey.
On account of an unavoidable acci-
dent Gen. St. Clair, of West Virginia,
and Hon. C. A. Hooker, of Mississippi,
who were to have been here to address
the people assembled at the Fair
Grounds, failed to arrive, and is hile
their failure tobe here was very much
regretted by everybody, yet the
people were not disappointed
in the matter of speeches.
as fortunately some excellent speakers
happened to be on hand or within easy
reach, and they ably supplied the places
of the gentlemen who were to have
been here.
The gentlemen who spoke were Mr.
Bob Franklin, the well-known Frank-
fort Democrat; Dr. Clardy, the Demo-
cratic candidate for Congress in this
district, Capt. C. D. Bell, the Demo-
cratic nominee to fill the vacancy caused
in the Senate by the resignation of
Judge J. I. Landes, and other local ora-
tors. It was accidental that the Bryan
and Sewall Club was so fortunate as to
get Mr. Franklin here. He had missed
his train at Guthrie and he was tele-
graphed to and requested to come, but
as the train coming this way had passed
Guthrie, he had to drive through the
country in a buggy, but a little thing
like a drive from Guthrie to Hopkins-
ville cots no figure with the Democrats
this year, because they recognize the
importance of the issues involved in the
present campaign.
All the gentlemen that spoke deliver-
ed able addresses, and the close atten-
tion that the endive,...) paid showed how
deep is the it_ tt tea that the people feel
in the issues over which the present po-
litical fight is being waged.
The Bryan and Sewall Club of this
city is to be congratulated on the suc-
cess of Friday's barbecue. It gave the
public a day of unalloyed pleasure, and
it has the thanks of every man, woman
and child that partook of the bountiful
spread.
REMOVmet TO HOPKINSVILLet.
Words of Praise for Dr. Thcmas L.
Bacon.
The removal of Dr. Thomas L. Bacon
and accomplished family from Cadiz to
Hopkiusville, occasions wide-spread re-
gret, and none, perm's, deplore his de-
plore his departure pore thad he him-
self does, says the Cadiz Telephone.
Coming to Cadiz long years; ago, little
children have grown up about him,
menting and receiving his benevolent
approval and encouragement in n11 wor-
thy deeds. His absence will not only
appear odd to them, but also to himself.
Au eminent physician of ripe experi-
ence and the fairest repute, both social-
ly andeeligioasly, Hopkinsville is to be
congratulated upon the acquisition of so
valued a citizen, one whom Cadiz would
fain retain. Dr. Bacon will leave for
his new home the first of next month
and prepare for the permanent residence
of his family in a house located quite
near the central part of the city.
Where it Crosses the L. & N.
The Cairo and Cumberland Gap rail-
road survey crosses the L. &. N. at
Clardy. two miles South of Gracey and
two miles North of Julien. Some slight
alterations in the survey may be effect-
e 1.
Veteran Minister Dead.
News was received here last week of
the death of Rev. John Wesley Lyle, a
well-known Methodist minister, which
occurred at his home near Fruit Hill,
Ky. He was sixty years old and had
been actively engaged in the ministry
for forty years.
ELOQUENT SAKERS.
Splendid Effoits it) a Bad
Cause.
AUDIENCE WAS LARGE
Col. John R. Follows and Senator Lindsay at
The Opera House.
The opera house was crowded • it!
people yesterday afternoon. There oer
Democrats, Boltocrats, Republican • an.
Prohibitionists there. The gold D -
crabs were decidedly in the minority.
,"Really it would have been w. -. • -
prise if the audience had been ilia..
larger, for if all the people who came 0.
on the excursion train had, in adlitiou
to the Hopkinsville folks, wedged flee-
selves into the building, breathing room
would have commanded a premium.
Fortunately for the comfort of : • •
who attended the speaking, a big eie
tiou of the excursionists did not c
here to listen to political addre
They came to see the town, to v •
• es—came because it uid not •
.1••• rit411.1.
. a . I r4 t fo.411% I
t. 01'
•t. I I I .•.:111:11r
ie..... lee le.. at 1 p us.,
•' • l 1r:A . 
aietieteseti by tiou. John
ri.cr Fedows, of New York.
u Lefeyette. Ky.,ani: Dever I You wilt be the guest of the SOUND
ri eeu ter inas run over by a t eiONEY CLUBS of Madisonville 
ate.
FOLLOWING BIBLICAL INJUNCTION.
, And now also the ax is laid unto the root of the trees. Therefore
evereateee which bringeth not forth good fruit ie hewn down and cast into
the fire.—Math. iii, 10.
—St. Louis Poet-Dispatch.
number of young men who were out
horse racing about five miles North of
Dover oh Dyer's creek. Fox was badly
injured about the face and body. The
names of his assailants were not given,
but it is thought that they will be prose-
cuted.
Ribbons for Trenton.
A goodly number of blue . ribbons
went to Trenton horsemen at the Hop-
kinsville Pair. Trenton horses, have a
way of getting the ebbons wherever
they show.—Todd County' Times.
Newton Boys Held Over.
The examining trials of Ire, Hugh,
Otto and Niles Newton, charged with
conspiracy to kill Ed Smith, near Gol-
den Pond—an account of which ap-
peared holt week in the New ERA—Were
'held at Cadiz this week. The court, af-
ter hearing the eviderice, dismissed the
charge against Niles Newton and held
the others over to answer in the Circuit
Court under the charge of assaulting
with intent to kill.
1•Tz..;777" IS
Earlington, who have chartered a trait.
and will furnish you transportation
free.
Present this card at the train.
The train will page Slaughtersville at
10 a. m. and will be due at Hanson et
10 :10 ; Madisonville, 10 :25 ; Earlingtme
10:37; Morton's Gap, 10:40; Norton-
ville, 10:52, and will arrive at Hopkins-
ville in time for dinner. The train will
leave Hopkinsville on the return trip a'-
soon as the speaking is over."
The audience was one of which any
public Man might well feel proud, and
the speakers yesterday afternoon were
accorded a respectful hearing.
Cob John R. Fellows, of New York,
and Hon. William Lindsay, Unite(
States Senator for Kentucky, were the
orators. They are men of National
reputation. To most of the audience it
seemed a huge pity that such distin-
guished gentlemen should devote thi ir
time and talents and brains and bre
'jitney in advocating the cause they rep
resent.
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20  years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak  Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, ail joints gr-und, guaranteed to keep fire all night aml
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their 4.wn talking. They cure dyspepsia, economize in fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES 8• BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Feli,
For InstRncr, Our Low Prices
—ON—
Building Materia', Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
aro 31ELICA.A.31E11:0E3
Senator Lindsay spoke first. He
made a strong speech, viewed from a
gold standard point. Ile said, in sub-
stance. that Democrats were not as
Democrats under any moral obligations
to support the nominees of the Chicago
convention. He entered into a defense
of his own record and spoke of his
eoarse in voting several times against
free coinage in '94, after which he was
re-elected to the Senate by the Demo-
-retie Legislature of Kentucky. He
toasted the deal between the Democrats
and Populists for fusion, and said that
the currying out of his bargain released
Dimes-ruts from being bound by it. He
.11111 to pia things Mildly this was u
tw year, and that the Chicago conven•
tion was not a Democratic vanvention.
Demo racy was not Populism and no
,oe hint u tight to combine the two.
:ie said there were thirteen Democrute
in his elt etoral ticket,. and the Democrat
r ,0 r,puloutet1 that was a bolter, be-
etase of the Bryan electors btiug in
,ait Oiler's than Demoentts. Senutor
e.sey then six ke at length upon the
e ;al gurstain, anti tried to show
that the present agitation and uuct-r-
reinter was caused by- the advocates of
r silver end "other fallacies." He
-.Au It e as want of coutiance and not
-if honey that stood in the way of pre
ity. eed that tlefeuting free silver
et ito more than any thing else to put
ves on a Willitt bnsis. "The man
ti repute/ate JOT,r.on end Jacl.son
tuts no right to call any Democrat it
ri- suet it u as th duty of
inOcrats to take the dug out of the
, of the Populists and others who
-ove stele,. it and bring it buck to the
ewe. ite friends.
t, F el env s was introduced by
• .. a, Joe eleCurroll. His opening re
•eirks were un app. al to the voter to
e ink for himself and be governed only
• y his melee of right. Col. Fellows said
ie came to address the people as a Dem-
oerat. .fie said he was not it Democrai
ey inheritance, but was inised by a
Whig father, and it was only by read-
ing and education that he became one.
lie said the Chicago platform was all
an-Democratic, as he had for years read
Democracy. He expressed his faith in
Democratic conventions as a way of re-
.ffirming party principles, as a political
faith. He denied the right 'of any party
to declare What was Democracy, which
;tad existed even before Jefferson, and
'hat needed none to declare it. He said
'hat there was no surh Democracy
mown to our flatters as was prochtimee
e Chicago. They had stolen the party
'Jetliner and nearly every declaration
nude at Chicago was wrong, and if he
vas wrong now he had been wrong all
is life, and if so he would •-go down tt-
rite grave believing in the same grant;
'Id faith of the past, and submit to DO
iew creeds promulgated ly AltgehL-
tud Tillmans." He said the Ciorage
onventiou was opened in fraud, fine
- hat all Its acts were in harmony with
ts birth. He said it ithopted the Popu-
st platform of 1892, nominated a mat
Ito voted for Gen. Weaver four yen's.
en. He reviewed at length the finuiti-
al of the country, and asserter-
eit free (-renege was a fallacy, ant:
:trned the ye ople against it
His eat:refs was eloquent but not con-





is A j. • Doug, t out by Clevelard's Grua
and Oaly Dispenser of Seed.
e-reeetet. to sew ene:
W.. 7 iettou. Oct 16 —The public an-
iline., i meta at Denmeratic hettetinarters
yesterilev that Republican campaige
literature was brieg mailed from th,
egrietoteral Departmeht has riled Sete
eery Morton. He not only felt it his
:ity to tiefeitu himself from the refits:-
tit% upon the civil service referm prin-
ciple*, but proceeds to attack the South,
ollectively and individually. Th,
withholder of Government steels front
the Southern people, by whose votes hi
eecame seed-dispenser, eagerly wrote
IY this gratuitous fling at Democracy
.tud the South, and handed it to the re-
porter in quest of information concern-
ing the alleged violation of th3 civil
• ervice law at his Depaitmeet :
The finance which they teaeh is en-
tirely Confederate fiat. In the South-
ern Confederacy the same leaders who
now are in command of the picket
guards for free silver at 16 to 1 were
leadiug financiers. And Harris, Pugh,
Morgan and the other Confederate Gen-
erals now in command of the Bryan
campaign seem to desire to accomplish,
by false finance, that which they Gillett
to bring about by arms—national dis-
nonor and disgrace."
And then he retnarked to Comptroller
Eckels, who had just entered the office,
that there was "no use iu being mealy-
mouthed; it might jir off a few Repute
tican votes who would not be touched
in any other way."
After defending his civil service rec-
ord against the Democratic headquar-
ters' accusation that Republican cam-
paign literature was being franked front
the Agricultural Department, the Sec-
retary asserted with vigor: "I wish you
to say that the author of that accusation
against me is a liar." The charge he
however, still made in spite of the Sec-
retary's denial.
This is how Cleveland's Secretary of
Agriculture regards Southern people.
His vulgar and unprovoked flaunt of
the bloody shirt has no parallel in the
campaign. It is placed alongside of
Lanterbachs celebrated announcement
that if Bryan is elected "we will not
abide by the result."
The eagle, the king of all birds, is
noted for its keen sight, clear and dis-
tinct vision. So are them, persons who
use Sutherland's Eagle Eye Salve for
weak eyes, styes, sores of any kind
or granulated lids. Sold by ail dealers.
—For sale by R. 0. Hardwick
WILL FOLLOW BEN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Oct. 17.—Mr. Bryan's dates
'a Indiana have been arranged so that
he can follow ex-President Harrison's
route and offset the effect of the latter's
speeches as far as possible.
The new chilli cure, Dr. Bell's Pep-
permiut Chill Tonic, looks better, tastes
better. sets better and is better than
any other. All dealers guarantee it to
cure.
—For sub bjelt. C. Hardwick,
TOO BIN ral B 01Br HE'S UNDECIDED.
"The Man who Works for His Living Should Abstain
•
from Fresh Meats and Pies and Content Himself
on Rice," so says an Enthusiastic Gold Bug
who in truth Expresses the Opinion
of Nine-tenths of the Gold
Standard Leaders.
SOMETHING EVERY LABORING MAN SHOULD READ.
The gold standard ham accomplished but one thing, and that is make the rich
man richer and the poor man poorer. The rich Democrats are all taming for
M^Kinley, and the man who works for his liviug should seriously contemplate
this and stand shoulder to slieulder for Bryan and Free Silver. The Railroads,
Corporations and Millionaires are arrayed against the toiling manses in this mu-
test. There is no labor newspaper in the United States that is supporting Mc-
Kinley. Now is the time to aet and to think.
I he following letter addressed to Judge Bell, of Fort Wayne, Ind., fully ex-
plains how much love the average gold bug has for the working man. This let-
ter is a bona fide and no fake. Its authenticity was est:del/died by the Denver
Post, and also the Fort Wayne Journal, last week. It is the opinion that most of
the gole but" entertain for the wor: lug mai and is worthy of consideration.
Judge Bell, to whom the letter is addressed, is one of the most prominent and
honorable lawyers in Indiana.
To Hon R. C Bell, Fort Wayne, hid.:
DF.AR Silt :—The committee of politi-
cal education of Wall street, this cien
w hi h the undersigned has the Minor
to beloeg, having determined that caeh
member should write personally to at
least one or more prominent party lead-
ers of the silver cause, your name has
been handed to me. You are described
as of a fair mind and large influence in
your State, I therefore adi r es you nt
the hope that you may be persuaded
from your present course, for you are
leading the lower class, the laborers, ar-
tisians, mechanics and agriculturists of
your State into a step which will cause
them great distress.
We whose business it is to study fin-
ances, and are therefore capable of de-
termining such questions, know there is
at this time too much money. Millions
are now ready in this city to be loaned
on call, with good collateral, such as
government geld bonds, where it is real-
ly needal, at remunerative rates. Your
methods are such as to frighten all
money lenders (for nothing is so easily
scared us money). No one can tell
what laws your candidate (if elected)
inay 'suggest ; while even now the laws
ire all egainet our people. We are
forced ti loan money at such rates as
we can get. If we call not get 10 per
'tint, we take 9; if we can not get 9 we
take 8, and in peaceful times even low-
er, and it is difficult even then to keep
our motley at work. But what do your
working men say? If they can not get
a dollar a day they refuse to work,
while th. y ought to take 75 cents or
eve u 50 c-uts •0 that they may keep
it work. You env t to teach
them th:.t $1 per day on a gob u basis is
eitorniotoi pay in this country;, no gold
eountry pays more than e0 eents for
labor, wIdle here living is the cheapest
id all ,coantries, providing the lower
'lass s will live as they should live.
[hey are really extravagant, they buy
!wed fo_r or five tines a week; they
Nen indalge often in pie, which is no
eind of fetid to be enjoyed by working
people aed does them no good. Rice is
•ttie ate() most healthy and tiourishirg
if (toes: It is cheap and can be raised
n endless (pantiles, but workmen
Avoid it its a general rule. They eat
wheat Woad when rye is much more
suitable. These ideas grow out of wrong
elocution, which you, my dear sir, are
eisieting only to their future disaster.
Mr. Hamm, if he wins the election
and all iutolligrlit men of the East hope
eid believe he will), will certainly in-
.ugurate a much better system for the
.owtr, closes. He will try to take the
eY q iestion and tariff out of poll-
s, which should have been done long
seice.• • e he law governing fluent es cae
,afely be lett with the national banks,
iesurance and retitle): d ci rporations--
who through a standing counnittee with
some well-knowu and honorable finale
ler, such as Mr. J. P. Morgan or Mr.
Augustus Belmont, as chairman, who
could formulate cud have puesed direct-
ly 'inch laws on n ouey as would be safe
end metal for the vi hole people. All
laws govtruing the tariff could be
handled the same way by a committee
appointed by the great manufacturing
and industrial enterprises, and with
such honorable and charitable men as
Mr. ittx•Icafeller or Mr. Carnegie as
chairman of such committee, the most
wise anti useful tariff laws could be
,peedily put in force, not bothering
those ssi.gaged in agricultural or rural
work, or exciting them by frequent
elections, as is now the case.
We have talked with Mr. Hanna, as
to many things which are now wrong-
ing the lower classes and diverting
them from their labor. He thinks there
are too many holidays mild especially
excursions to somewhat long distauces,
where these people meet and exchange
exciting converse upon subjects such as
we hate referred to, and which they
are not capable of understanding; be-
sides this, they should be at work; they
speuri too much money, oftaa going to,
a hottl and laying out an etnne day's
tecome on one dinner. Gentlemen like
Mr. Astor or Mr. Rockefeller, who by
application and economy have amassed
a competency, never would think of
vending a day's income for one meal
How can workmen expect to indulge in
luxuries, idle away their time and pros-
per? We believe for their own good, if
some beneficient law could be passed
which would' limit excursions and con-
fine the lower easses to the township itt
which they live they would be much
better off at time end of the year. These
local laws we presume, must Is. put into
effect in each State, say through the
governors, but the governors could be-
appointed by committees of local bank-
ers and Manufacturers resident within
the State, and we think if the present
election is carried by tne honest people
and Mr. Hanna that Ler Iteet the people
themselves would unanimously vote for
such changes in their State constitutions
as would relieve them from the turmoil
and worry over elections. Co
could act quickly and noislessly




ers are ouly too happy to be let alone,
once they have good laws and good men
in control.
The people West should be impressed
with the fact that our people here can
take care of themselves come what may.
We are concerned for only the classes
that labor, whether in the factories, on
the'railroads or on the farms. It is
costing 1114 a great deal of time besides
several millions of dollars to teach these
lessens, and they should realize that we
can not constantly ambecribe millions of
money at presidential elections for their
cause which outlay by agitation is con-
stantly increased. In talking with Mr.
lieuna recently he said he would need
twenty five millions of dollars from our
city before the polls close in November,
caused by such men as you end Mr.
Bryan, but we think that if treble the
amount is really needed, our generous
people will supply it to keep the ignor-
ant people trout committing political
suicide. Every one at the lent meeting
when Mr. Hanna was here agrevi to
stand by him. Our newspapers are
loyal to the people; they are terribly
mad, however, at Mr. Bryan for his
speech ut Madison Square Garden, and
we should not be surprised if some of
them indulge in violent language should
Mr. Bryan speak here again. Mr.
Hanna has seen sonic of the most ietice
tura' owners of these papers since,
however, and we think they will still be
lenient. Our efforts will be towards
kindness to our fellowmen. We invite
you in all kindness and well wishes
personally, trusting you may. aid in
quieting our people. We are willing to
aid you financially, if necessary, and
a e perfectly willing to trust you vt ith-
out fear. Mr. Hamm in many cases
does uot allow our treasurer to pay at
once; he thinks guarantees are good
enough until the pool shows the actual
result n the town or precinct, but in
your case, if you will make known your
actual needs for thesbeginning of the
work (provided you agree to change
your views in accordance with our other
followers in your State belonging to the
honest gold party) we will endeavor to
provide you with all necessary funds,
you need not answer thitypersonally as
a.s some of Mr. Hanna's agents will
visit your city soon and will surely call
on you. It is not our inteteion to have
anyone cononitted-by letter. I assure
you that our work is telling in the East;
most of our manufacturers have con-
verted their employee, who are rapidly
alining our clubs. There is not much
trouble once the way is shown them.
Wishing every success to you if you
elect with us, and with best wishes per-
sonally, I ant, yours sincerely,
J. Fttexces Fottsvote,
No. 11, Wall Street, New York.
To make the complexion good and
breath sweet. use Dr Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic It parities the blood, rids
you of malaria and is an up-building
tonic, aiding digeeition Pleasant taste
and pleasant effect. 50c. Guaranteed
by all dealers.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
•••••.-
HAS BEEN FORCED TO THE WALL.
Mr. Jesse Bf Bullard, the Grocer,
Makes An Assignment.
Jesse M. Bullard made an assignment
Saturday to James D. Russell, of the
Planters Bank.
Mr. Bullard has been engaged in the
inescery business for over a year, and it
was generally thought that he Was
making a success. He has been doing a
credit business and this is responsible
largely for the failure.
The liabilities amount to about $3,000.
The amount of resources is not given in
the deed of assignment. Thirty credi-
tors are named in the deed, the largest
being Hugon Bros., Evansville, to whom
Mr. Bullard is indebted to the amount
of $1,375. Among other creditors are
Planters Bank, $100; Crescent Mills
.412; it. L. Preacher, $100; Hopkins-
will Tobacco Manufacturing Co., $100.
Other amounts range from $4 to $50.
The tabulated list of debts aggregate
$2,10.47.
Mr. Russell, the assignee, has tw-
cepted the trust and qualified by giving
bond.
Mr. Bullard is an industrious and
worthy gentleman who deserves good
fortune. That he has been forced to the
wall is a matter of much regret to his
friends. It is hoped that he will be
able to so adjust affairs that he can con-
tinue in business.
•
Weak eyes are made strong, dim
vision is made clear; styes are removed
and granulated lids or sore eyes of any
kind may be speedily and effectually
cured by the use of Sutherland's Eagle
Eye Salve. It's put up in tubes and
sold on a gi•aratitee by all dealers. •
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
A Good Showing.
A forty-sixth annual report of the
Illinois Central shows gross receipts
from traffic of $22,0028421, an increase
of $2,945,848; net receipts, $7,040,566,
an increase of $1,252,103. To total net
receipts of the road were $8,959,030, an
increase of $1,52s,124. After the usual
payment of f$50,000 of bonds through
the sinking fund and increasing the
surplus dividend fund by $423,723, the
fund of redemption of the 'Western
lines' first mortgage bonds at their ma-
turity by $47,S83, the insurance fund by
$78,191, and after purchasing forty-fire
new engines to replace old ones at a cost
of $153,789, the results of the year have
sufficed for the payment of the usual 5
per cent. dividend and have enabled the
directors to set apart to provide for fu-
ture betterments the sum of $422,500.
Paducah, Ky., may well feel proud
of some of her enterprises. Messrs. D.
Wilson & Sou, of Kimble, Ky., write to
the E. E. Sutherland Medicine Com-
pany as follows: "We write this to
certify to the wonderful and grand
good results from your Dr. Bell's Pine-
ear Honey, which is selling fluster than
any medicine weever sold. People who
never traded at our store have heard of
it and come from adjoining counties
for it. One ease in particular is that of
Mrs. Smith Wooldridge, of this rhuse,
who was 80 afflicted wite her throat for
over two years thut sue could not speak
abode a whisper. After she used the
first bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey
she could talk as well as ever, and the
case is such a wonderful cure that her
neighlors tome in to see for themselves
and are astonished to hear her talk."
e by R. C. Hardwick.
All dealers—seyollristai.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Brom° Quinine Tablet,.
All druggists refund the money if it
tfails to cure. 25c, Septed7ra
Mr. C. W. Southall Doesn't
Seem to Know What he is.
BUT HE'LL FIND OUT.
He Claims to be a Middle-of-the-Road Pope
list, but His Record Contradicts
the Claim.
Mr. G. W. Southall, of this city, has
announced himself as a 'aiiiddle-of-the-
road" Populist candidate for Congress
in this district. This announcement
was quite a surprise to the people of this
coy and county, *no knew that
he had abandoned the Populist
party lust year, and had since then not
only announced his intention of acting
with the Democratic party, but had act-
ed with it on every ocemeion. Mr.
Southall's announcement appeared in
the last issue of the Republican Banner,
a weekly newspaper published in this
city. The announceeneut was in the
shape of a two-column article, in which
he thought he was giving his reasons
for becoming a candidate, medals() abus-
ed the leaders of the Populist party be-
cause they had entered into a fusion
with the Denwerate for the purpose of
electing Mr. Bryan to the Presidency,
something which, in the course of this
article, we will show that Mr. Southall
himself had been in favor of until he
DETERMINED a few days ago to make the
race for Congrt ss as a ..middle-of-the-
road" Populist.
A 'little more than a year ago Mr.
Southall concluded that he would aban-
don the Populist party, with which he-
had affiliated for some time, and he
not only announced his intention to his
friends here in Hopkinsville and
throughout Christian county, but, as
the campaign for State offices was then
in full blasChe "pulled off his coat"
and went earnestly to work for Hon. P.
Wat Hardin, Democratic nominee for
Governor of Kentocky,in opposit'on to
Hon. Thomas Pettit, the nominee of the
Populist party for the same office, and
in that way showed that he was in earn-
esten stating that he NA-ItS forever done
the Populist party. After that Mr.
Southall posed as and was regarded as a
full-fledged Democrat.
The next opportunity that Mr. South-
all had to show that he was really a
Democrat was when precinct and coun-
ty conventions were held all over
Kentucky to select delegates to go to the
State convention,which was to be held
in the city of Lexington for the purpose
of choosing and instructing delegates to
the Democratic National Convention,
which was to convene in the city of
Chicago on July 7th, and which was to
adopt a party platform and nominate
candidates for President and Vice Pres-
ident of the United States, and he em-
braced that opportunity also, attending
the precinct and comity conventions,
thereby pledging himseelf in advance to
abide by the work of both the State and
National coesventions of the Democratic
party.
Again Mr. Southall had an opportu-
nity to show that he was a Democrat—
and he did so. 'I here was a convention
held in _every precinct in the First
Appellate district of Kentucky the lat-
ter part of July for the purpose of giv-
ing all Democrats an opportunity to ex-
press their choice among the candidates
for the Democratic •nomination to fill
the vacancy in the Court of Appeals
caused by the death of Judge John R.
Grace, and Mr. Southall attended the
convention in his precinct and was quite
active in his support of one of the can-
didates. The precinct conventions were
followed by a county convention, and
he participated in that also.
This county conveutionwas followed bya
District convention, held at the court-
house in this city, and attended by del-
egates front the eighteen counties in the
district, and heattended that
convention as a delegate from Christian
county, and he participated in its ac-
tion. That convention adopted resolu-
tions indorsing the action of the Chica-
go convention—its norilinees and its
platform—Mr. Southall thereby again
binding himself in reteard,to the Chicago
convention. That convention also in-
dorsed Dr. Clardy, the Democratic nom-
inee for Congress in this district.'.'-whom
Mr. Southall, in his article in the Re-
publican Banner, goes so far out of his
way to attack and accuse of inconsis-
tency, and in opposition to whom he has
just anuouuced himself as a candidate
As a member of that convention he also
indorsed Dr. Clardy.
If Mr. Southall had not done any of
the things mentioned, there istone other
thing that he old db, which alone would
be sufficient to show that he
regarded himself as a Demo-
crat. Early in August of this
year there was a certain paper cireula-
ted in this city for signatures, and Mr.
Southall's name is the twenty-seventh
one „that was- inscribed under the cap-
tion, which read as follows:
"We, the undersigned voters and
Democrats of Chriotan eemity, hereby
unite in a call fore grand mass-meeting
of all good Democruts at the cow t-house
in Hopkinsville, Ky., on next Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock, 11th day of August,
1896.
"The object of said meeting is to form
and omanize a Bryan and Sewall Club,
and szi`i.! hereby pledge ourselves to be-
come members of said organization and
do all in our power to further and pro-
mote the election of the Democratic
ticket in the November election in
1886•"
Mr. Southall certainly regarded him-
self as a Democrat when he signed that-
paper saying "We, the the undersigned
voters and DEMOCkATs." He, however,
not only signed that call for tomass-
meeting of Democrats to organize a
Bryan and SewallClub, but he attended
one or more meetings of the club, show-
ing that he still regarded himself as a
Democrat. All this was before anyone
had said anything to hint about making
the race for Congress as a "middle-of-
the-road" Populist.
Mr. Southall's declaring to his friends
his intention to quit the Populist party
and become a Democrat and following
up that declaration by working earnest-
ly for Gen. Hardin, the Democratic
nominee for Governor, and against Mr.
Pettit, the Populist nominee for the
same office, his participation in the
Democratic precinct and county conven-
tions to select delegates to the Demo-
cratic State convention at Lexington,
which was to send delegates to the Dem-
ocratic National convention at Chicago,
his participation in the Demotetedie pre-
cinct, county and district conventions
to nominate a candidate for the Court
of Appeals, the latter of which conven-
tions indorsed the Chicago ticket and
also Dr. Clardy, his signature to the call
for a 1111188 meeting of Democrats to or-
ganize a Democratic club to support the
Democratic national ticket and his at-
tending one or more meetings of that
Democratic club after it was organized
all taken togetherahow that Mr. South-
all has up to a few days ago considered
himself a Deincerat, and has been so
considered by all who know him.
The true inwarduees of the manatee!)
is shown by the fact that Mr. Southall's
announcement is made in the Republi-
can Banner—the whole thing is explain- New
ed right there, and no man who will
think a moment will find it necessary to
ask any questions.
The Populists of this county all under-
stand that Mr. Southall has been a
Democrat for the past year, and they
understand the present situation thou
()uglily, and it is not at all likely that
as many as twenty of them will cast
their ballots for him. It is pretty safe
to may that he will not get two hundred
votes in the entire district of eight coun-
ties, How he expects to get his name
on the official ballot is something „that
puzzles n good many people, as the law
requires that a petition bearing the sig.
natures of 600 voters be presented to
the Secretary of State before the name
of a man can be placed on the official
ballot as a candidate for Congress.
Democrats would not sign the epetition,
nor would the Populists, as they are
satisfied with the fusion, and, besides
are solidly for Dr. Clardy for Congress,
therefore the only conclusion is that the
Republicans intend to furnish the 000
names necessary to get his name on the
official ballot, hoping that he can draw
off enough Populists from Dr. Clardy to
insure the election of Franks—ax vain a
hope as ever took possession of the Re




Everybody is talking about the big
Democratic barbecue. It was a success
in every way. The tables were excel-
lently managed and everybody got
enough to eat. Not less than 4000 peo-
ple were present. While the failure of
Gen. St. Claire and Mr. Hooker to ap-
pear was much regretted, a number of
COL. JOHN R. FELLOWS.
York Pays for His Ora,
tory.
NEGLECT OF DUTIES.
While Chasing Around In the South Hi OHMS
a Big Salary.
Anent the presence in the South of
Col. John R. Fellows who delivered a
political address here Thursday, the
New York Journal, giving the article
the most prominent space in the paper,
says:
-If you have any buienees withl net
Attorney John la Fellows don't go to
his office in the Criminal 0ourt Build-
ing. He is not there. He WpRi'l be
there for a week. He may drop in for a
few minutes next week, but it le not
likely. He is too busy just now. argu-
ing for "sound money" in the South to
pay much attention to the prosecution
of criminals in New York, even though
he draws fifteen thousand dollars a year
for doing the latter. He is still drawing
this sum, though he has been making
sturap speeches for Palmer and Buck-
ner ewer since the Indianapolis Cooven-
t ion.
'In fact, since before the Democratic
convention, in Chicago, in July. he lute
felt that the country was in enah se-
rious need of education as to the finan•
4cial question that it ought not to be de-
spoiled of his services as an educator
-As a consequeure.the priaonere in the
Tombs have got along as best tiny
could, though they slept three in a cell.
THE FALLING OUT OF HANNA AND QUAY.
Perhaps honest people are going to get their dues.
—New York World. -
plendid speeches were made: which
more than satisfied the crowd. Capt.
Bell:and:Dr.'Clardy started:the ball rol-
ling and delivered short addresses in the
morning. 7 In;tiiel afternoon:Jolly Bob
Franklin, of Frankfort, made a charac-
teristic speeeh. Mr.Frituklin, assisted by
several local singers, rentered -Dar's
Trouble in de Lan'. " This was a very
enjoyable feature of the afternoon.
The free silver forces announce the
following as an extremely conservative
estimate of the. free silver strength in
the next House i Alabama 9, Arkansas
6, California 9, Colorado 2, Florida 2,
Georgia 11, Idaho 1, Illinois s, Indiana
10, Iowa 4, Kansas 5, Kentucky 9, Lou-
isiana 6, Maryland 4, Massachusetts 1,
Michigan 5, Minnesota 4, Mississippi 7,
eliseottri 14, Montana 1, Nebraska 4,
Nevada 1, New Jersey 2, New York 5,
North Carolina 8, North Dakota 1, Ohio
3, Peensylvania 2, South Carolina 7,
South Dakota 2, Tennessee 8, Texas 13,
Utah 1, Virginia 9, Washington 2, West
Virginia :a Wisconsin 2, Wyoming 1.—
Total no.
OROANIZED A CLUB.
At Herndon last wet-k a big
Bryan and free silver club was organiz-
ed. Judge J. T. Hinbery made a rous-
ing speech that was well-received by
the large crowd present.C. M. Meacham
attended to the formation of the club.
J. W. Raseoe was elected President
of the club, and W. H. Stevenson Sec-
retary,
The Howell free silver club attended
the speaking in a body.
WHICH ARE YOU FOR?
This is not a bad view of the matter.
Says the Owensboro Messenger: "The
whole question is: Are you for Bryan
anti civil and religions liberty; for a
government of the people; for obser-
vance of constitutional limitations; for
the union and the constitution; or are
you for McKinley and a government ;
for suspension of constitutional limita-
tions at the will of the executive; for a
centralized government and the union
and the constitution the sport of a poli-
tical party?
VOTE FOR HUMANITY
European trdublee have to a great ex-
tent simmered down, and at present the
eyes of the entire world are turned to-
ward America. The Shylocks of other
nations applaud the infamous meth-
ods of Hanna, while the people of all
nations and kinds are hopeful that
America will take the initial step in the
restoration of silver. Upon the present
campaign depends not only the welfare
of the masses of free America, but the
naussee of the entire civilized world. A
vote for Bryan is a vote for humanity.
Bowling Green Advocate.
AT hONUYIEW.
Messrs. W. E. Ragsdale, Austin Peay
and Sam F. Embry spoke at Lougview
at two o'clock last Saturday. They or-
ganized a free silver club.
NATIONAL STEEPLE CH ASE.
The Post-Dispatch's official program
for the November races is as follows :
The great National Steeplechase ; to
be run over the course of the United
States, Nov. 3, 1896; over forty-five hur-
dles.
Entries: 1. Thoroughbred racer,
Billy Bryan, sired by patriotism; dam,
Popularity, to be ridden by Intelligence
2. Piebald hack, Billy McKeKinley,
sire, Plutocracy; dam, Boodle; ridden
by Mark amr Hoiwarne:igae.
lding, Jack Palmer a
ringeri, sired by Corporation ; damned
by Everybody ; ridnen he Cheek.
Betting: 16 to lotu Billy Bryan ; too
to 5.9 on Billy McKinley—Any old odds
on the Mongrel,
But in Virginia and Maryland and Ken-
tucky and Tennessee West Virginia and
even'away up in Maine, they have tesarcl
Col. Fellows expound the "gold etan•
(lard- principles at a salary of $15,0o0 a
year paid by the city of New-York.
eitsws ms seeeete REI,ULARLY.
"That Col. Fellows is drawing Isis sal-
ary from the city at the rate of $1.2110 a
month is admitted at the Compteolier'e
office. That he is spending his time in
the South making speeches for the "old
brick" Democracy is also admitted,
though unwillingly, at the District At-
torney's office. Up at the Palmer and
Buckner headquarters they say that Mr.
Fellows is one of the most pablittspir-
ited men in New York.
"Col. Fellows is extremely popular in
the South, they say up there., He
made several speeches in West 'Virginia
some time ago, and the committee seked
that he be sent back there. So we as-
signed him to work in the South. He
left here Saturday on his last trin for
work in Kentuky. His time is mon-
pied for this week and next. Where he
will go after that we don't know. He
is in the hands of Senator Lindsay, of
Kentucky, who is travelling with him.
Mr. Lindsay has control of his asnign-
ments and will probably send him still
further in the South for the remaihder
of the campaign. I don't believe that
he will be back in the city before elec.
tion. He may come back for e few
minutes, but we have too much work
for him to allow him to stay here :cog el
THERE ARE OTHERS.
"Cob Fellows is not the only one who
is or has been using the public's tinie to
work fbr some of the gold-standard can-
didates. President Roosevelt, of the
Police Board, only returned to the city
Monday. He had been away for some
time, and made a trip to the West,
where he spoke several times fo: Mc-
Kinley. Mr. Roosevelt was not away
so long as was CoL Fellows, and he does
not draw so much money. His salary
is only $5000 a year.
"Cob Fred Graut,of the Police Board,
has also been out of town frequently to
lend his aid to the cause of McKinley.
He does not go far from home.
-While Col. Fellows is away hie as-
instants are doing their best to lo4 anti
the argent affairs Of the office. ;
" 'Yes, Col. Fellows has been :Way a
good deal lately, but his absence bee not
interfered with the work of the office,"
said one of his assistants. "In fact, this •
office has not been in so good a rennin
non as at present for the past ten!yeari.
He isn't neglecting business, yet may
be sure of that. We telegraph htm two
or three times every day.'
Elected a Member. .
Mr. Robert McDaniel, of .thi4 ?COOS
who is studying in the- medical Separt-
meta of Vanderbilt University, hfieeeteil
elected a member of the VanderbetiCiles
Club. Theta were scores; of aptilleants
for the place. Mr. McDaniel isitegoott
musician and a clevea young genttletuan.
Er. Wallis' Article
In the laiit issue of "The ('olden
Rule," a magazine published in Boston,
and which is the international sepreseu-
terve of of the Christian Endeavor
movement, an excellent article, ott
"Christian Endeavor Among Prieoners"
is printed. The article is from the pen
of Mr. Fred'k. A. Wallis, formely of
this city. It was written at a request
of the editor of the Golden Rule.
Needs Another Excuse. )
Mr. Keys explains his vote for Brewth•
itt, the Republican, over Linn, the Deni-
er-rat, by saying that the latter was not
competent, Rays the Piulucah Register.
The best Governor the State err had
thought otherwise when he appointed
Judge Linn to the office of Virenit
Judge, and the people of Cellowey
thought otherveise when they ratified
that selection by a big majority - Me.
I Keys will hlive to invent some uther ea-









kw Era Printing & Publish's Co
HUNTER WOOD. President.
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OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main. Hopkineville. Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
ReCelved at the poetotti •.•
al second-class mail mato, r
Friday,. October 23, 1896.
- IIIIVERTISING RATES:-
One mop, first insertion . . ... . $ I a.
One Inch, one month. 
One inch there months  CI
One inch. six months. 
One inch, one year 
Additional rates may be had by applies-
lion t at the oilier.
Transient advertising must be paid fort;
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Oolleeted quarterly.
All advertiaemeati Iniferted without spec-
ified timq will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriage.; and Deaths.
Dot exceeding five lines. awl notice,. of
Preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect.
and other similar notices. five cents per line.
- CI-WIRING RATES: -
The 1.11-1111M1.Y NEW Eat and the following
pswer one year:
Weekly rinetreennati Enquirer.  w
Weekly St. Louis tteputdie 175
Semi-Week:Iv tilobe- Democrat.  175
Weetly NsishvIlle dun.  17:'
home and Farm  ISO
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cmcrar Cotarr-First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday In February and /Sep-
tember.
QueirriaLY Cotarr-Second Mondays
in Jan . April, July and October.
FiscaL -First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY Covaa-First Monday in every
month.
PROVED TO BE A TRAITOR.
Thomas E. Watson. of Georgia, who
has been persisting in running for the
Vice Presidency as the nominee of the
Populist paltry, and who has been de-
manding that Mr. Sewall withdraw
from the Democratic ticket in his favor.
has been proven to be a traitor to his
party. Soon after Watson was fraudu-
lently nominated at St. Louis for the
Vice Presidency, there appeared in 
the
New York World over his signature a
letter in veliich he said that he woald
accept the nomination of his party for
the Vice Presidency, because if his partv
should indorse Mr. ewall as well as
Mr. Bryan it would lose its identity. and
that he felt it his duty to preserve) his
wipe The next letter that he wrote
was rather salty, and denoanced the
fusione that were being arranged be-
tween his party and the Democratic
party, and demanding that Mr. Sewall's
name be taken off the Democratic ticket
and his own :name be substituted. A
number of very bitter letters have since
appeared from time to time over his
signature. It has now been proved be-
yond the shadow of a doubt that a few
days after Watson's nomination by the
Ste Louis convention, the New York
World, which is working for McKinley,
knowing Watson's disposition an
knowing that he was not satisfied at the
turn affairs had taken, sent a man all
the way to Georgia to make a trade
with Watson for some letters, allowing
him to name his own figures.
agreed to write these letters for the
gold-bugs to help to injure his own and
the Democratic party and to injure the
silver cause that he had always pre-
tended was so deer to him, for $150 per
letter, but it seems that Watson could
not seen prove true to a contract, as
after writing two letters to the World
sie e price agreed upon, he began to
see how valuable hb letters were to that
paper and the gold cause, and knowing
that money was no object with them,
he tent in his third letter marked, ' tHot
Stuff," and told them that his price for
that letter was $250 and that it was not
to be used unless those figures gaited.
The f2.5.0 was paid and since then he has
charged that for all his letters.
Nobody that knew Watson ever sup-
posed for an instant that he was fit for
the Vice Presidency, but his close
friends did not believe that he would
sell out his party, while others thought
be would *ell out, but not for such a
paltry sum, as it is known that the
World has paid him in all not more than
V.2,000, whittei is a small sum for a man
running fur such a leigh office to value
himself at. It is good for the Populists
that they have found him out so soon,
as his claws can now be clipped so that
he can not do any harm on November
*rd. The middle-of-the-road men, who.
by taking an unfair advantage in the
St. Louis convention, nominated Wat-
son are now doubtless very sorry that
then did so, sorry that they had not
voted to indorse Mr. Sewall as well as
Mr. Bryan. ,They have, however,
found Watson out in time to drop him.
THE DIFFERENCE.
It would be ranch cheaper for Mr. Mc.
Kinley to go about the country and
speak than it is to have the voters
brought to him, or rather DRIVEN to him
by the corporations employing them, as
is the cage in thousands of instances,
and it would be far more manly,-but
as to the cost, Mr. McKinley doesn't
care for'that. SA the people of the coun-
try at large will have to bear that in
awe he should happen to be elected, as
the manafacterers would, raise their
prices en the wholesale men, who would
then raise on the retail men, who in
torn would raise on the consumers, and
in that way the people would have to
pay back to the capitalists the immense
sums that they have subscribed to the
Hanna corruption fund. Mr. Bryan
goes to the people like a man, and most
of the time he has to ride on the regu-
lar trains instead of having a special
train,becanee he has scarcely any money
at his command, but, when he goes into
office-as he surely will do-he will go
in as a man, owing nobody anything,
and free to act for the best interests of
the whole people, whereas if Mr. Mc-
Kinley could possibly be elected he
would take the oath of office-then
Hanna would say, "I bought this office,
you are merely a figure-head, get out of
my way, leave me to myself a while, as
I desire to think over the arrangements
of a new tariff and a two-hundred-
million-dollar bond gale, as Pterpont
Morgan and a few other fellows have
that much idle money that they told me
this morning that they desired to invest
in Government bonds." And if Mc-
Kinley should show any hesitancy about
tiring up, Hanna ;would simply say,
"remember the $118,000 worth of your
uncancelled notes of hand in the syndi-
cate's Along box, are you ready to pay
them?" That's the way the thing
would be worked, and it would be
worked that way for four years, too.
Mr McKinley has no prospect what-
ever of belt* President; even if he
should be elected he wouldn't be Presi-
dent-but Mark Hanna would, as the
people would soon find out to their sor-
row.
Deafness Cannot se Cared
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure destines
and that is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is caused by an inflamed con-
dition of the mucous lining of the Eus-
tachian Tube. When this tube gets in-
flamed you have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it is en-
tirely cased deafness is the result, and
unless the intiamation can be taken out
and this tube memorial to its normal con-
dition, hearing will be destroyed for-
'-Tar; nine claws out of ten are caused
ey catarrh, which is nothing but an in- i
eemed condition of the mucous surfaces, I
We will give one hundred dollars for
Any case of deafness (caused by catarrh;
than can not be cureo by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. Send for eireulare. free.
J. CHENEY etc CO.. Toledo, 0.
Seed by aruggitits, 7.se
Jail's family Pills are the best,
mirk,
-.eNiessEa-e:n....n •
FOR THE SAKE OF OFnCE.4
The amount of • •gall" that a mama
ty of the Republican It utters are dis-
playing in the pm Slit • campaigu is
simply amazing. There are veryi few
of them who have not been silveranen
up to the beginning of this campaign.
yet they now Stand up before large au-
diences of their fellow- countrymen- ised
denounce in the bitterest terms imagin-
able a policy that thees-7-iiii-years advo-
cated and that thiey know that the peo-
ple, or at least many of the people, in
their audience have heard them advo-
cate-and not a blush of shame comes
to their cheeks.
Take for instance the Republican can-
didate for the Presidency. He is run-
ning on a platform that is diametrically
opposed to the opinions of a life time.
He has always been in favor of bimet-
allism. and he never lost an oppartunity
to speak for it during his entire political
career until a prospect, or rather a de-
sire, to occupy the executive chair seal-
ed his lips as with the silenee of death.
For hope of an office he changed his
conviction.
Again, there is ex-President Harrison,
who made hie second race for the Presi-
dency on a bimetallic platform , only
four years ago, and who on December
1st 1S90, not in a canipitigu speech, but
in a Meesage to Congress,au official doc-
ument, used these word: "The en-
largement of our currency by the-silver
bill undoubtedly gave an upward ten-
dency to trade, and had a marked ef-
fect on prices.' Does that sound as if
he thought silver would ruin the coun-
try? Me did not then tell the people that
it was disastrowi to have raring prices.
He also said: -But this natural and de-
sired effect of the silver legislation was
* many erroneously attributed to the
tariff act." As he was a friend to sil-
ver he was unwilling that its good
work should be attributed to the Mc-
Kinley tariff bill that had been passed
at the preceding seesion of Congress.
Thene words of the ex-President Ire on
record and can be found in the printed
"Menage and Document of the Session
of 189t-al," yet Mr. Harrison has the
••nerve" to make public speeches de-
nouncing silver and declaring that its
remonetization would rain the country.
What faith is to be put in the., public
utterances of such a niail? To return
to Mr. McKinley-in lied he made a
speech in Toledo, Ohio, in which he de-
nounced the gold policy and said that.
by conerieting the currency that Mr.
Cleveland daring his first term had
made mote y the master and all things
else the servant. Yet he accepts a
nomieaton for the Presidency on a
platfiem in which that very policy is
decal rat o be more important than all
other in which the people are now in-
terested. How is that for consistency?
Mr. Thomas B. Reed, the Speaker of
the National House of Representatives,
was a friend to silver until Wall street
issued its orders to its servant, the Re-
publican party-and now Mr. Reed is
going over the country declaring that
:he remonetization of silver metuis na-
tional bankruptcy and national dishon-
or.
And so one might go on for hours and
show that the leading Republicans in
the present campaign had up to a very
short while back been bimetalliets all
their lives, and only changed over be.
cam* the moneyed interests that fur-
nish them campaign funds ordered them
to do so, and they for the sake of office
are willing to tarn their backs upon the
people, willing to strengthen the chains
that already bind the manses in servi-
tude to the money power. Their con-
duct is outrageous.
THEY KNOW BETTEP..
From Mark Hanna, Senator Quay,
Speaker Reed and other unprejudiced
observers we see that Illinois is to give
McKinley a majority of 100,000.over Mr.
Bryan. These disinterested gentlemen,
who represent the combined capital of
the country are exceedingly kind to al-
low Mr. Bryan army votes at all in the
State of Illinois. They also state that
Indiana and Ohio will each speak pine
as approvingly of the syndicate candi-
date as will Illinois. It is in order,
however, to say here that not one of
these gentlemen really believe one word
of what they themselves say in regard
to the votes of these States, in fact it is
well-known that they have already
given up all hopes of carrying either
Illinois or Indiana, and instead of put-
ting forth their greatest efforts there,
have turned their attention al' a great
measure to West Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, Kentucky and Tennessee, in
which States they have been led to be-
lieve, by politicians who want money
to sPEND, that the trust candidate has a
lighting chance. Even in regard to
Ohio these gentlemen have. many mis-
givings. They would long since have
abandoned the campaign in Illinois and
Indiana but for the bad effect it would
have in other States where they think
they can win.
Men who reside in Illinois and who
are well-acquainted with the voters, as
well as the Democratic Committee
that has made a poll of the State, say
that Mr. Bryan will receive a majority
of 50,000 there. In Indiana the Demo-
cratic Committee is in receipt of pellet
from the school districts from which it
can b3 seen that Mr. Bryan's majority
will not fall below 30,000 and may go
as high as 60,000, and if Mr. Hanna and
his assistants would tell the truth about
the matter-which, of course, nobody
expects them to do-they would say
that their polls of these two States show
about the same majorities for Mr. Bryan
as do theme Democratic polle that we
mention, and that is why they have
given up all hopes of carrying them and
have directed their attention; to West
Virginia, Maryland and 'Delaware.
Hanna was not satisfied with the first
polls made of Illinois and Indiana be-
cause they showed majorities for Mr.
Bryan, so he had them both polled
again, but the result was about the
Same.
MRS. LEASE ON McKIFLEY.
. Mrs. Lease says that alc Kinley has
been made to depend upon other people
to much that he has entirely lost his in-
dividuality sinee the campaign began.
She says that there is nothing left of
he McKinley of six mouths ago except
the body and the name, that he is a per-
fect machine, never acting except un-
der the direction of some one of aie
bosses, but she does not wonder at it,
because at present he is opposing the
political opinions to which he had held
all his life up to the time of his nomi-
nation. Mrs. Lease says that it is easy
to see that he has leek all Of his will
power and that if he should be elected
to the Presidency, he would Simply be a
tool in the hands of those about him,
acting only when and in the manner they
may direct, and for that reasen if for no
other it would be a very grills calamity
to the country to have him in the White
House.
The women of the West-•God bites
em-are solidly for Bryan, and so are
the men. In fact, everybody except
the capitalists want to see him elected.
•••••••=onims 4•••••••••••
Seems as if all the things we like dis-
agree with as, an. ad the things we
don't like, agree with us. 'Dyspepsia
-irks in Eva of the good things we eat,
and indigon follows the gratification
of appetite. Of course, it isn't Nature's
fault. Nature does the best /the can,
and if a man will only help her a little
bit at the right time, he may eat what
he likes and as much as he likes. Dr.
Pierce's•Pleasant Pellets are 'for people
who ere troubled with indigestion. Par-
ticularly for those in 'shorn it manifests
*elf in the form of constipation. The
-'Pellets' are quick and easy in their
action. They are in perfect harmony ,
with Nature. They effect a 'permanent
cure. You need take them', regularly
only a little while. After that, use
them occasionally when you eked them
-.weeti you hay' eaten anYthing that
lea:trews with you. l'hey neap be taken
just as fret•ly as you would, take water
or Any 44114-r 10.4"4.4.40117 if Lfi, owe,




Chairman Jones intends. to show
Mark Mums and his gang !bet tl e
Stars wed Stripes are as dear to the
Democratic- heart as they are to the Re-
publican, and that the American flag is
the property of the whole people. Hanna,
thinking to mein some political advan-
tage, possibly to tire tin- heart of sonic
wavering Republican by appealing to
his sentiment through the national flag,
which has ever been the emblem af na-
tional honor, directed all gold-bugs to
display the Stars and Stripes from their
homes and places of business on October
list., in order that t•verybody should
See "who stood for national honor"-
national honor, of course, meaning the
maintenance of the Angle gold standard.
As a piece of deinagogutteethis move on
the part of Hanna was A I, but Chair-
man Joues, of the Demoeratic Natiodal
Committee, realizing thatHanna's move
was made with the hope that the ignor-
ant classes of the large cities would con-
elude that all the patriots were to be
found in the Republican party, and that
nobody cared for the welfare of the
country except the gold-bugs, at once is-
sued the following circular, to which he
signed his name as the official head of
the Democratic party:
"I; therefore, suggest that on Satur-
day October all those who desire to
preserve the country's honor and inde-
pendence as it came to us from the
fathers; who believe in the rights of
every man, rich or poor, to cast a fret,
and untriuninttled ballot; who oppose
Goverumeut by corporations and the
coercion of voters and desire that real
and genuine prosperity may Once again
return to bless our people, display the
national colors at their homes, their
places of business and wherever else
they may be seen in order that voters
whose hearts are for their country may
be cheered and their purposes strength-
ened, and that those who are way, ring
may take courage of their patriotism to
perform their duty as citizens, to the
end that 'government of the people, by
the people and for the people shall not
perish from ehe earth.'"
So on Saturday, October 31st., flags
will be thrown to the breezes on every
hand, as they will be displayed by free
silver Democrats and free silver Repute
licaus, gold-bug Democrats and gold-
bug Republicans, and a foreigner ar-
riving in one of -our large cities on that
day will instantly conclude that this is
a nation in which evais*tan is a pa-
triot.
Chairman Jones did well in heading
off Hanna in the manner in which he
has done. The American flag is too sa-
cred to be prostituted to partisan pur-
poses, as Hanna was attempting to do-
at least it ought to be too sacred and
would be to anybody but Mark Henna
and his desperate gang. No one should,
however, be surprised at anything that
the gang now in charge of Republican
affairs would do. Men who have for
years robbed and oppressed the people
through means of unjust laws as- the
Republican gold-bug gang has done,
could not be expected to hold the flag of
those people as 4acred. There is noth-
ing under the sim that the Haunaites
would now hesitate to do to gain a few
votes, -the national committee of that
party was, it will be remembered, some
time ago proved to be guilty of forgery
in giving out statements alleged to have
been signed by the editor and proprietor
of the London Financial News in which
they were made to deny emphatically
the authenticity of an article that ap-
pearecidn their paper in regard to the
loss that England would sustain from a
commercial standpoint if the United
States should return to bimetallism. A
copy of the financial news containing
the article in question was produced,
and the editor' and proprietor denied
having ever even seen that statement
that the Republican press printed as
having been sworn to by them. Several
other forgeries have been proved on that
gang of men who have been made des-
perate by the certainty of defeat on No-
vember-3rd.
THE CORRUPTION FUND.
A great many people wonder how the
Republican party can afford to spend a
campaign fund of $.50,000,000, but if
they would stop and think a few mo-
ments they would cease to wonder. Fif-
ty millions of dollars is a tremendous
sum of money, but if they win, it will
not take them very long to get every
cent of that back from the people of the
country, every consumer of every kind
of manufactured goods or of anything
except possibly farm products paying
his share. Why, the trusts alone could
well afford to pay the entire $50,000,0U0
in order to get assurance of four years'
more of undisturbed life-and then there
are the capitalists of every kind. The
numerous interests of every sort that
would unlawfully and unjustly thrive
and reap a rich harvest under four years
of Hanna rule-could easily pay three or
four times fifty million dollars,and then
be getting off neatly, but we do not be-
lieve that any sum they can raise will
bay enough of the voters to enable
them to defeat that honorable, fearless
and able champion of the people, Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan, who is fighting to
obtain a government of the people, by
the people and for the people on the
lines laid down in the Constitution,
which has for years been entirely disre-
garded by the Republican party, so long,
in fact, that when it is quoted and an
attempt is made to get back to it hun-
dreds of thousands, yes, millions of citi-
zens declare that a new doctrine is be-
ing promulgated, that new theories are
being placed before the people for ap-
proval. No man can take the Democrat-
ic platform adopted at Chicago and . find
one sentence in it that is not justified by
the Constitution of the United States,
but the Republican party for the sake
of obtaining and ri•taining power has
during thirty years led the people so far
away from that instruinent that they
no longer remember it. Strict constitu-
tional government-and notating more
-is what Mr. Bryan and his followers
are striving for, and sooner or later they
mast of nesessity succeed, because they
are in the right-and every aide-ethyl'
points to success ou the 3rd day of next
month.
ABOUT HIGH PRICES.
The RePiablieazi newspapers and
stutnp speakers tell the pub* every day
that if Mr: Bryan is elected to the Pres-
idency on November 3rd, his election
will be instantly followed by a big rise
in the prices of everything. The truth
of the business, however, is that there
is more than likely to be a rise in the
prices of everything-exeept probably
labor and farm products-after the elec-
tion, no matter who may be elected. If
,(fr. Bryan isailected, then the manu-
facturers and capitalists will advance
the prices of everything-and say that
it is done because of the fear of the fu-
ture loss through the free and unlimited
coinage of silver, which of course will
be said by them merely to try to excuse
themselves in the eyes of the people for
increasing the prices of the necessaries
of life. On the other hand, if Mr. Mc-
Kinley is elected these Inantifacturt•rs
and eapitalistsafeeling sure of the main-
tenance of the single gold standard for
four years more, and having no more
favors to ask at the hand, of the people
for four years more, will increase the
prices just the same as they would do in
the event of Mr. Bryan's election.
So it will be seen that there, is noth-
ing in the cry that prices will at once
go up if Mr. Bryan iii successful, SS they
are more than likely to go up no matter
who may lw the successful man, be-
•ause the manufacturers and capitalists
will want to at onte begin to get back
the immense sums of money that they i
contributed to the Republican campaign
fund. The immense campaign fund I
that the Republican National Geminate
tee is now mending will be paid back to
the capitalists in full if McKinley is
elected, but if Mr. Bryan is the lucky
man all they will recover will be what
they extort from the people between
Novendier 3rd and the beginning of Mr.
Bryan's term of office.
DEMOCRATS MU 
1
ST WORK. the occasion. In his address Cle
veland
The outiook for the Democrets
Keuiucky is blight, their chances' for
carryall; de, State are good, but cite
ei:d every one of them must work, ae
work hardatoo, if they would make vie ,
tory certain. There neve be no idle Dem-
ocrats. no stay-at-home Democrats this
year if the ellethy is to be beaten. Over-
etinfidenee has lead to the defeat of many
good causes, bet this year there is no
reason why any Democrat should be too
eontident of success in Kentucky, be-
caumethe Republicans are working hard.
The fact that( Kentucky went Republi-
can last yearihas led that party to hope
to carry the State again this year.
Mark Hanna has within the past
tell days sent an immense RUM of
money into our State to be used in an
effort be seeare its electoral votes for
McKinley. PiPt of this money-sever-
al thousand dollars-bas been sent to
Christian county, and will be used from
now until tile polls close on Novem-
ber 3d. If, however, all Demo-
crats, that is, all free silver men-
no matter with what party they may
have -formerly ir‘ to
work in earnest and keep it up until the
polls close on ejection day, the Republi
cans will not be able to aceomplish very
much with their big pile of money.
Let each Mall,18ho is in favor of the
free aud unlimited coinage of silver and
who wants to see Mr. Bryan elected put
in every moment he can at work, and
on election day, not only go to the polls
himself, but see that his neighbors go,
and where there is any man who is not
inclined to go, talk to him and ptirsuade
him to go, and not leave him to go him-
self-as he might afterwards change his
mind-but go with him, and where
there is a man who is not able to get to
the polls, has no way of getting there,
provide a way for him, at any
expense,-the future welfare of this
coentry depends upon the result of this
election. If those things are done there
is no reasoh why Mr. Bryan should not
receive the largest vote ever polled in
Christian county by a Democratic
Presidential candidate, and if this is
done all over the State, there is no rea-
son why Mr. Bryan should not carry
Kentucky by a fair majority.
The free silver men must not forget
that the enemy they have to fight has a
plenty of money and is not afraid to
spend it, while they, having i o money,
will simply have to put their work
:Against that pile of gold. This enemy
has grown desperate and will not Ilea
itate to do anything to secure a vote,
and the free silver men will, have to
keep their eyes wide open or they are
liable to get left.
As so much depends on the outcome
of this election there is no friend of free
silver who can not afford to devote a
large part of his time from now until
the election towards aiding the cause.
Let every man who is for Mr. Bryan go
to work at once and do what he can to-
wards giving him the largest vote that
Christian county ever cast for a Demo-
crat.
,tintia thinks he will be able to buy
the electoral votes of Kentucky, but
he'll fail if the silver men will only do
their whole duty, and in view of the
fact that the future welfare of the na-
tion depends upon the result of this elec-
tion, it is hard to see how any man
could fail to do his duty.
The Republicans have lots of money,
bat if all the free silver men in Chris-
tian county will go to work in earnest,
the Hanna money will not count for
much.
_
Hanna's lieutenants declare that they
will boy enough votes to make McKin-
ley's majority the largest that Christian
county ever gave any candidate.
There is lots of Hanna gold in Chris-
tian county-and if you'll watch the
Republican leaders right close, you'll
see some it.
— .
Silver men Must not only vote them-
selves, but see that there neighbor votes,
too-that is, if he can be induced to
vote for Bryan.
It was the men who stayed at home
that defeated Wat Hardin last year-so
don't let's have any "stay-at-homes"
this year.
CELEBRATING.
Princeton University is I 50
Years Old To-Day.
A VERY LARGE CROWD
Witnesses the Celebration of the Sesqui-Cen-
tennial. and Hears Mr. Cleveland
Attack Mr. Bryan.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Princeton, N. J. Oct. 22.-Princeton
University is to-day celebrating the
sesquacentennial of its existence, and
there are prominent people from allover
the United St 'tee prevent-many of
them being graduates of this famous
old institution of learning, whose his-
tory is a part of the history of the na-
tion, and which is, in fact, older than
the Union itself-many years older.
One hundred and fifty years ago to-day
Princeton Collegasopened its doors to
the public, with only a handful of stu-
dents, while to-day there are between
eleven hundred and twelve hundred
young men studying in its halls, and it
has been raised to the dignity of a Uni-
versity.
There are many very prominent pub-
lic Men present to-day to take part in
the celebration, but the cynosure of all
eyes is President Cleveland, who deliv-
ered an address at noon-tIle address of
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient nature eft the many phys-
ical ills, which vanieli before proper ef-
forts--gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that tic many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, pzompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, audio
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial efft•ete, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine Itrti-
loer,rahich is manufactured by the Call'
nisig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grad health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may he commended to the must skill:ul
physicians. but if in need of a laxative:
one should have tne best, and with the
well-informed everywbere, Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is most In
weed and gives must general an •
tale his respect.. to linDryan, end
t ti the etuettete not to bee-onto so mudl
absorbed iii their studies as to forget the
duty that every on es to his coon-
try-that of working for the lent mai
for offices. He exorte•I them to aseist on
the 3rd of next month in upholding the
honor of. the nation-"upholding the
honor of the nation," of course, mean-
in, e that the students should vote for the
mlintenance of the single gold standard.
In view of the nature of the Occasion
many people were surprised at Mr.
Cleveland's draging Mr. Bryan and his
candidacy into the address, tied thought
it in veryixor taste to say the least of it.
THE VOTE IN IL1/41NOIS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Springfield, Ill., Oct. 22.-Secretary
of State Hinrichsen, chairman of the
Democratic State Central Committee,
was asked last night to verify or deny
an alleged interview, in which he was
reported as saying that Bryan could not
carry Illinois. He said :
"I wish to say most emphatic-ally that
the representative of the paper is an or-
dinary campaign liar. The entire inter-
view as published is an absolute false-
hood. The representative of the paper
culled upon me at noon Monday, and
asked for an interview on the political
situation in Illinois. This is what I gave
out:
" 'The State is absolutely safe for
Altgeld by a majority that may roach
100,000. I am satisfied that Bryan and
Sewall will carry the State, but not by
as large a majority as Altgeld.' "
FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
The Proper Way to Cast
Your Ballot.
IMPORTANT MATTER.
A Detailed Account That Every Voter Should
Read.
Do you know how to vote?
The second column on the official bal-
lot looks like this:
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
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CHIEF U. S. INSPECTOR. New Goods!
Another Well iincwn Citizeq Who O's
Health to l'aine's Celery Compotind.
Above is the picture ofanother of the
thousands of well-known citizens whom
Paine's eelery compound has made well
Chief Postoffice Inspector M. D.
Wheeler, of Washington, D. C., writing
to the proprietors of this most wonder-
ful of curatives, says:
"I have used Paine's celery eompotind
with marked improvement in health.
At the time I commenced using it, I was
very much run down from overwork
and was advised by a friend to try it. I
began almost immediately to improve,
and after taking throe bottles felt well
enough to discontinue its use, and have
been permanently benefited. I hearti-
ly recommend it to the public."
Mr. Wheeler has found out *hat
every one should leare-that putting
heart and soul in one's business no
longer means sticking to the dealt,
counter or workroom till the head grows
dizzy, the back aches and neuralgia
twinge shoot through the frame.
They are the short-sighted men and
women who put up with this state of
things when the risk is AO great and the
remedy so easily within their reach. As
weakness, nervousness, langour and
sleeplessness are clearly the result of
'Ow nervous nutrition, so permanent re-
lief will come from rapidly building up
the wasted nerve tissues. Paine's celery
compound ie the best calculated for this
end.
Paine's celery compound:purifies and
reinforces the blood in a way that no
other remedy has ever attained. There
FIRST-Any person desiring to vote
must enter the voting room and must
give his residence, if registered by the
clerk. If he is entitled to vote the clerk
shall give one ballot, to be indorsed by
the clerk's name in writing, and give
explanation of the manner of voting on
request of the voter.
Secosn-After receiving the ballot the
voter must forthwith retire alone to one
of his voting booths and prepare his
ballot by making a cross mark in the
square opposite Cie name of the candi-
date of his choice. A stencil with an X
(crow thereon will be provided in each
voting place for the voter.
In case of a question submitted to the
vote of the people; the (-rose mark should
be marked against the answer which the
voter desires to give.Should the voter de-
sire. to vote for each and every candidate
of one party he should stenip the cross
mark in the square at the top of the bal-
lot containing the device or emblem un-
der which the names of said party are
printed, and the ballot so marked shall
be counted for all the candidates under
that title. Except when so marked the
voter may make the cross mark after
the name of one or more of the candi-
dates of one or more of any other par-
ticle and this vote shall be counted for
the 'candidates so marked, and shall not
be counted for the candidate for the
same office on the ticket of the party
first marked. If the voter mark more
men-than there are men to be elected to
an office this vote Khali not be counted
for that office. The voter may vote for
any qualified person for any office to be
filled. A blank line is provided under
the name of every candidate printed on
the ballot. The voter can write in black
pencil mark on this line the name of the
person for whom he desire* to vote and
shall stamp the cross mark in the square
opposite on the right, but the name
printed should be marked out.
THIRD-A voter who declares on oath
that he is not able to read the English
language, or on account of his being
blind or from physical disabilities at un-
able to mark his ballot. may apply to the
clerk of the election to waist him in
marking same.
Fouent-The voter, hefore leaving his
booth,shall fold his ballot so that the in-
dorsement and the facsimile of the sig-
nature of the County Clerk and the sig-
nature of the election clerk shall be ex-
posed, while the ernes marks showing
how he voted shall be concealed.
Firrit-The voter must not occupy the
voting booth more than three minutes
in marking his ballot. He will then
hand his ballot, properly folded, to one
of the judges of the election, who, after
detaching the secondary sheet which
bears the voter's name, will deposit the
ballot in the ballot box.
SIXTH-The voter must promptly leave
the voting room, and shall not be al-
lowed to enter it during said election.
SEVENTH-If a voter should epoil or de-
face a ballot by mistake so that it cannot
be used, he may return it to the clerk of
the electimeand in place thereof receive
one other ballot. If he does not use a bal-
lot delivered to him by the elerk,he shall
return it to the clerk before having the
voting room. Any voter who should
attempt to leave with a ballot in his
pow/elision shall at once be arrested on
demand of either of the judges, and
shall be fined therefor not lees than V2,5
nos mere than $100. l•
New Goods
has 1hem In tndless Varieties.
Just in From the Eastern Markets.
Come and compare Qualities, Styles AND PRICES and be convinced !hat rt is to your intermit
to buy where you can obtain strictly reliable merchandise at loses possible prices
..
Always SOMETHING NW i•
Dr C*4 CS r41.- 
this line. Black and 'Fan
s• Silks, Silk and Wool and •
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Faney and Staple Drees Goods in black and co -
ed. The newest thing in the market In Drew Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. my Keck of Capes and Ja
ckt ts is LAInall
AND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices io Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT S
TOCK of Men's,
Ladies' and Children's Underwear and Hos 
to select from, and you will also find my hue of Blanket*, Carpets, Rugs, Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of goods in my store well I*
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get prices before buying-
All nes- Men's, LiWiete and Children's SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT AT
WHOLESALE COST.
comes an innnediate clearing of the
jaundiced, muddy complexion ; n ral-
:gic and "sick"headachee oease to afllecit
and the formerly wretched sleeper en-
joys the blessings of sound restoring
sleep. Given the hearty appetite, the
sound sleep and the purt• blood, all the
other needful things that go to making
what we call perfect health, are sure to
follow. •
Low spirits, constantly brooding over
fancied wrongs and imaginary slights,
melanchblia and fietfuluess are-not
treated as seriously as they (idle-rte.
They are evident faults of the tired,ner-
voile system and are to be corrected by
putting an end to the neglectful condi-
tion of those vital pa-
Don't wait for nervous prostration.
When headaches continue and that
tired feeling keeps up, or pain is felt
over the kidneys, arouse the body from
its unhealthy condition, get rid of not
only these symptom, but the underly-
ing causes, by prompt recourse to
Paine's celery compound. This great
nerve and brain restorer will not leave
a vestige of kidney disease, nervousness,
unhealthy state of the liver or heart
trouble.
Its way of curing these alarming com-
plaints is direct and unfailing.
It replaces unhealthy tissues by new
and healthy parts and cleanses and
purifies the blood until the tired body
regains the elasticity and high spirits
that are the sure accompaniment of per-
fect health.
"IT IS ALL ROT,"
The Talk That We All Hear
About Cheap Dollars.
WEALTHY MAN TALKS.
Mad Tells the Public Why he Thinks That Sil-
ver is Right -Gold the Dishonest Money.
(SPECIAL Ti. NEW ERA]
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 22.-B. S.
Coler, of Kansas City, Kan., has receiv-
ed a letter from his brother, Colonel W.
N. Coler, founder and President of the
New York banking house of W. N.
Coler & Co., 34 Nassua street, and well
known in Kansas City through his
heavy local investments, in which Col-
onel Coler comes out squarely for Bryan
and free coinage at the ratio of 111 to 1.
Colonel Coler is now traveling in Eu-
rope with his family, and the letter was
written from Paris under date of Octo-
ber 5. Colonel Ceder is a banker, broker
and lawyer, and is reputed to be a mult-
millionaire. He is a veteran of the
Mexican War and
SERVED DURINO THE REBELLION
As Colonel of the Twenty-fifth Illinois.
He has been a heavy inv.ator in West-
ern securities, and, in 18.96, 1887 and
1888, bought $13,000,000 worth of Kan-
sas and Nebraska bonds. Until recent-
ly he was owner of the West Side Street
Railway in Kansas City, Kan. In the
coarse of his letter to his brother Col-
onel Color says:
"Of course, it is to my personal inter-
est to have monometallism-gold as the
only money-but I am convinced that
we should have bimetallism, 10 to 1, as
advocated by the Democratic party, and
that free coinage of silver and gold at
that ratio is the honest money that is
best for the whole country and far the
best for the great , majority of people.
Demonetizing silver makes money
scarcer and harder to get, and
INUREASE.s THE PlitCHASINci POWER
Of gold in the same ratio that silver de-
clines. • * * There is not a shadow
of doubt but what both silver and gold
should be need for money on the basis
of about It; to 1.
-The talk about a fifty-cent dollar is
all rot, for $1 would be jest as good as
another under free coinage and would
go just as far in buying and in debt pay-
ing.
• "If I were at home I should vote
against my private interest and support
Bryan, because he is in the right. The
policy of bimetallism is the best for the
country, and affords the honest money
of this day. Gold is the dishonest
money of this tiuie. It is made so by
its greater value. Its greater value is
due to the capitalists' doing away with
the use of silver as money, thus making
dollars scarcer and harder to get."
L Lilies Geld Dollars
Would not bring happiness to the per-
eon suffering with dyspepsia, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla has cured many thousands
of cases of this disease. It tones the
stomach, regulates the bowels and puts
all the machinere of the system in good
working order. It creates a good appe-
tite and gives health strength and hap-
piness.
Hood's Pills MI harmoniously with
Hood's Sarsaparilla. Cure all liver ills
25 cents,
-•••
There is it:tibiae *06004.
There is nothing just as good as Dr.
King's New Discovery for consuiiiption,
coughs and colda, so demand it and do
not pt-nit the dealer to sell you some
substitute. He will not claim there is
anything better, but in order to make
more profit he may claim something
else to be just AR good. You want Dr.
King's New Discovery because you
know it to be site and reliable, anti
guaranteed to do good or money re-
funded. For coughs, colds, consump-
tion and for all affections of throat,
, chtet and kluge, there is nothing so
goad as is Dr. King's New Discovery.
Trial bottle free. at R. C. Hardwick's
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE









A City Within Itself.
THE Bia STORE.
THE RACKET,
J. H. BUGLER, Proprietor.
One Price
And Courteous Treatment to All.
Musical Concert from Our Balcony
Every Saturday Night.
You Are Invited to Come
And Bring Your Friends to See THE, BIG STOKE.
mitten Bought fr0111 Oar SHOE DEPART'''. I
ti Be Sewed FREE if They sup.
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN STOVES:
Heating Stores $1 98. itwit eloYes
OPEN El. 1 \ INGS.
- GRAND OPE:A
THE LEADER.
Wait for the Grand opening of the Leader's
CLO APS.
Children's and Mimes cloaks and jackets, the finest ever brought to ibis
city, and -all tailor made. No two alike. We ha e only sample garmenta
and we guarantee price, style and material. We have come to stay and
any wrap not suited after being sold, money will be refunded. You are
all most kindly invited to come and inspect our stock, which I am sure'you
will be pleased with. You will be patiently waited on. It is no trouble to
show goods. We guarsntee New York and Eastern wholesale prices on




October 23 and 24.
Remember the place THE LEADER.
Mine.  Flurette Levy. _ _
ELY & CO., TAILORS.
Supply„„
Demand!
OUR SUPPLY contiming of all tholatest fabrics—in
Scoteh, London Speci4Is, repcs, Tweed,' and Dress
Worsted--is iinequa'ed by any hi use, hence we are always
ready and up-to-date ill meetirg +he .
DEMANDS OF THE
MOST FASTIDIOUS....
THERE IS NO STRINGENCy in our market—except
want 4.1 ruonev—and our prices are marked low on "swell"
suits in order to "swell" ou.- bank account. You would do
well to se., our
$6, $7 and $8 TROUSERS.
The same guarabtee which goes with our $35, $40 and
$50 suits is substantially carried our in the makt-up of wir
$25 Ktite.
HOTEL LATHAM.
ELY & C., kilarOg.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN .
ROYAL
LkNGHAM
In. tr. ne4 Cf mpany i f lye pf 0
(INCORPORATED.)
BARBE. AND TLEM AN,
MANAGr RS SOUTHERN OLP P7 MLN7
COLUMBIA BUILDIFG. LOUISVILLE, h Y
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
UN
Women's Eyes
are the severest judges a tailor nee
They'll find a slight if it's hidoee be-
tween the lining and the cloth. In tills
establishment we do more than to try wee-
p alertly please our patrons-ewe go so
far as to try to please our patron's fem-
inine relatives. That is what brings us
lemiereue orders-that is why we are
always busy-that is why we can make
stylish. finely fitting, elegant clothes
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FREE SILVER.
Speech of C. W. Bransford,
President of the Owens-
boro Banking Company, of
Owensboro, Ky.
paign. He cannot put the Democratic
party upon the defensive and divert at-
tention from the crime of '73, the result
of the machinations of a coterie of plu-
tocratic politicians of whom he was
the arch-conspirator.
The record of the Democratic party
on the money question is as free from
alloy and has IAA] as unvaried as the
light of science, the voice of history, or
the result. of calculations. The author
of this 'View' had tin his speeches on
the subject), taken up the question in
a practical point of view, regardless of
history. and calculations, and the opin-
ions of bank officers; and looking to
the actual and equal circulation of the
two metals in different countries, he
371ta grains of pure silver in the Amu.- saw that this equality and actu
ality of
ican dollar. and history will sustain circulation had existed for above thr
ee
this assertion. The Democratic party
has always favored legislation in the
interest of both gold and silver. Be-
ginning with Thomas Jefferson, the
father of Democracy, who, in re-
I am not here, my friends to "steal ply to a not accompanying the first
away your hearts." I am no orator, mint bill. drawn and submiaea to him up the bill which he
 had first intro-
but a plain, blunt man. My career in for 
approval by Alexander Hamilton. aluced, and adopted the Spanish ratio.
said: "I concur with you that the unit • • a • • And, eventually. the bill
life has not been in the line of polities.
I have rather eschewed this inviting
field, believing as I had been taught to
believe, that the pathway. to success
in politics is strewn with blighted
hopes, disappointed ambitions and en-
ervated manhood. But there are times
in the lives of us all when an impell-
ing sense of duty prompts us to cer-
tain endeavors, however distasteful
they may be. That time hes arrived in
my own life, and, while I do not flatter
myself that I can change' you from
your determined judgment upon the
political issues which now confront the
American people, if when I have done,
"Within your memory dwells,
A thought which once was mine; if on
you swell,
A single recollection—"
then I will feel that my effort has not
been in vain.
Nine years ago I renounced journal-
ism to engage in manufacturing, being
allured by the prospect of a more rapid
accumulation of wealth. I had seen
colossal fortunes built up in this
branch cf industry in the North, and. I
believed, with properly directed effort,
as much could be accomplished in the
South. I was not aware at that time
that manufacturing was on the wane
in this country; much less did I appre-
ciate the cause of its decline. But
when I affirm I have learned
much in these nine years. I
do not arrogate to myself
a knowledge that is not possessed by
every manufacturer in this country.
They have been years fraught with va-
ried experiences, reckoned by the
trend of every-day busineea life. but
they have pointed with unerring accu-
racy to one fact—that there is some-
thing radically wrong with our finan-
cial system. What it is, end what has
produced it, ,has been the subject of
conscientious investigation and close
study with me for more than five
years. What conduction has been forc-
ed upon me? It is that we can have
no permanent prosperity in this coun-
try as long as gold appreciates, while
all other property meaeured by it de-
preciates.
Effect of Falling Priem.
Year after year I have witnessed con-
tinuous falling prices, with no ray of
hope except that fleeting evaneeeent
hope that seizes the weary traveler
in the midst o( the desert as be catch-
es glimpses of the distant mirage. Need
I explain the disastrous effects of fall-
ing prices on ail clasaes of business?
Haa not every business man an object
lesson in his own business experience?
And when I use the term haziness man,
I do not mean to apply it alone to the
merchant, or the manufacturer, but to
every man who depends upon his in-
duatry for the sustenance of life. Do
you not know that the uncertainty and
dastrust occasioned by falling prices
paralyzes trade and clogs the wheels
of commerce? In an era of falling
prices the consumer does not know
when or how much to buy. His desires
give way to his fear that. what he may
buy today will sell cheaper tomorrow.
The retailer. knowing the indisposition
of his custoquir to buy his wares, hes-
itates, and eren refuses to replenish
his stock. through fear of buying more
toan his trade demanda. ':Ite whole-
eater. who suppliee the retailer, suffers
in consequence of this restricted trade,
and, in turn, buys of the manufacturer
just as his needs become imperative.
Nyhat, then, is the result? The manu-
facturer, who consumes the raw ma-
terial—the creative wealth of the
'country—and gives employment to the
labor that fashions it, operates his
plant to that limited extent demand-
ed by the congested state of trade.
This means lees demand for material
and fewer hours of work for labor. On
this point. Mr. W. H. Grenfell, ex-gov-
ernor of the Bank of Belgian& says:
"The fight against falling prices and
stock depreciation is an impossibleene.
Men are holding on in hopes of better
times, hut no better times can come in
gold countries where gold appreciates.
The pitiable army of the unemployed
must increase through no fault of their
own."
But why continue the sequence? It
is a tale twiee told. The cry of dis-
tress, the wail of despair that has fair-
ly rent the heavens the past three
years. still rings in the ears of humani-
ty and calls in stentorian voice for re-
lief. But there is no -relief, nor will
there. nor can there be, as long as we
continue our present vicious financial
system. I want it understood, too.
that I use the epithet vicious acivisedly,
for I propose to show you that our
financial system, as at present consti-
tuted, was "conceived in sin and
brought forth in iniquity."
A Democratic Shibboleth.
Let us digress for a few moments, to
answer some flagrant aspersions cast
upon Democracy. Senator John Sher-
man, the great apostle of gold mono-
metallism, in opening the campaign for
the Republieans in Ohio, undertook to
give a history of the monetary legisla-
tion of this country, and by it to prove
that the Democratic party had always
been committed to the gold standard.
Mr. Slerman said:
"It is certain that from 1801, when
Mr. Jefferson became president, to the
close of Buchanan's administration in
1861, the Democratic party wag a gold
party, opposed to silver and all forms
of paper money. As I have already
stated. Mr. Jefferson, In 1806 suspended
the coinage of silver dollars and it re-
mained suspended for more than thir-
ty years. The art of eongress of 1834,
established gold as practieally the only
coin in circulation. cold coins were
Benton's mint drops. All Democrats
were then gold bugs. Senator Hunter,
in 1853. during Pierce's administration,
secured the passage of,a law which re-
duced the silver in the half dimes.
dimes, quarters and half dollars, mak-
ing them subsidiary eoins, abolished
their free coinage and Ilinited their
legal tender to $5.00. The Silver dal-
lar was not mentioned and practically
'was excluded from coinage or circula-
tion—yet now the Democratic party,
upon the demand of the Populist party
and when silver has fallen in market
value to one half its former valutaseeks
to demonetize gold and to establish
silver as the sole standard of value."
I want to say at the outset that Mr.
Sherman cannot claim that this state-
ment was made inadvertently. because
he committed the unpardonable (Time
of reading his speech. It is easy to
discern the senator's Purpose in adopt-
ing this line of argument. Your Uncle
John is nothing if not a shrewd politi-
cian; but we do not intend to allow his
shrewdness to avail him in this cam-
Democracy has been the money of the
constitution. Not gold alone; not sil-
ver alone, but both gold and silver.
You will observe that Mr. Sherman
says, "Jelerson in 1806 sus-
pended the coinage of silver
dollars and it remained suspend-
ed for more than thirty years." That
is true. but why did not Mr. Sherman
give the reason for the suspension.
Dia he think his duplicity would go
unchallenged? Did he think his mere
statement of an historical fact would
earry with it the conviction that Mr.
Jefferson suspended the coinage of the
silver dollar because he was opposed
to Its circulation? That wait undoubted-
ly his belief and his purpose, or he
would not have proclaimed in a subse-
quent sentence that "All Democrats
were then 'goldbugs.' " Had Mr. Sher-
man wanted to discuss the question
fairly and honestly, he would have said
that Mr. Jefferson suspended the coin-
age of the silver dollar, because he dis-
covered that in fixing the ratio in the
first mint bill at 15 to 1 a mistake had
been made. Thia was insisted upon at
the time the bill was adopted. What
was its effect? Silver being over-val-
ued with respect to the ratio in other
countries—which was 151a to 1 and 16
to 1—gold was shipped out of the coun-
try by the money changers, who were
using the government then, just as the
plutocrats are using it now, to line
their avaricious pockets, while that
great octopus, the United -States bank,
whose notes were made redeemable in
gold and silver coin, was coralling
and locking up in its vaults the silver
dollars as fast as they were issued
from the mint. Mr. Benton, comment-
ing on the situation. mid:
"Federal bank notes took the place
of hard money; and the whole edifice
of the new government slid, at once,
from the solid rock of gold and silver
money on which its framers had placed
it, into the troubled and tempestuous
ocean of a paper currency."
Fellow Democrats. if there were no
other act in the administration of
Thomas Jefferson to accentuate his
sterling Democracy and his sacred
guardianship of the people's rights.
this one blow at the money power
would make his name forever illume
the pages of his country's history.
Who corrected the evil that Jefferson
throttled? Who fixed the ratio at 16
to 1 that obtains today? I entreat you
to listen attentively, for I want not
only to demonstrate that Mr. Sherman
willfully and maliciously perverted
history when he said all Democrats
were goidbugs in 1834, but that the
bullion or market value of the metals
was not taken into account in fixing
the ratio. On the contrary, the legal
ratio as adopted by other nations was
the sole factor in determining the
question. You all know that in 1834,
that Nestor of Democracy„ Andrew
Jackson, was president of this great
republic. His confidential friend and
adviser waa the Hon. Thomas H. Ben-
ton, the great Democratic senator of
Missouri, from whom I have just
quoted. What did Mr. Benton consid-
er the money of the constitution?
What did he think of the money value
and the bullion or market value of
gold and silver? I will let him speak
for himself. In his "Thirty Years
Viewa' vol. 1. page 436, giving a synop-
sis of his gjeat speech on the currency
queetion, in 1834, he said:
"In the first place, he was one of
those who believed that the govern-
ment of the United States was intended
to be a hard money government: that
it was the intention and the declara-
tion of the constitution of the United
States that the fecicral currency should
consist of gold and silver. • • e
The authority granted to congress to
regulate the value of coin is an au-
thority to regulate tne value of metal
money, not of paper. The prohibition
upon the statee against making any-
thing hut gold and silver a legal ten-
der, is a moral prohibition, founded In
virtue and honesty. • • • Gold
anti silver is the only thing recognized
for money. It is the money. and the
only money. of the constitution. and
every historical recollection, as wea ea
every phrase in the constitution ad
every early statute on the subjea of
money confirms that idea." Then
again on page 466. he "particularizes
the imports and exports of gold: how
the former had increased. and the lat-
ter diminished during the last few
months, and said that a great amount
of gold, both foreign and domestic, was
waiting in the country to see if con-
gress would raise gold to its fair value.
If so raised. this gold would remain,
and enter into circulation; if not, it
would immediately go off to foreign
countries; for gold was not a thing to
stay where it was under-valued. He
also spoke of silver and said that it
had arrived without law, but could not
remain without law. Unless congress
passed an act to make it current, and
that at full value as money, and not at
the mint value, as bullion. it would go
off."
What does this language mean? Is
there any equivocation about it? IR
it not so plain that "a way-faring man
though a fool may read it as he runs?"
What did congrees do? And how did
they do it?a, As Mr. Benton was on the
ground and was an active participant
in. the proeeedings, I will let him tell
you. In his "Thiry Years View," vol.
1, page 469, he s'ys:
"A measure of relief was now at
hand. before which the machinery of
distress was to balk, and cease its long
and cruel labors: it was the passage of
the bill equalizing the value of gold
and silver. and icgalizing the tender of
foreign Coins of both metals. The bills
were brought forward in the house by
Mr. Campbell P. White, of New York.
and mewed after an animated contest:
In which the chief question was as to
the true relative value of the two met-
als, varied by some into a preference
for national bank paper. Fifteen and
five-eights to one was the ratio of near-
ly all who seemed best calculated. from
their pursuits, to understand the sub-
ject. The thick array of speakers was
on that side; and the eighteen banks
of the city of NPW York, with Mr. Gal-
latin at their head. favored that pro-
portion. The difficulty of adjusting
this value. so that neither metal should
expel the other, had been the stumbling
block for a groat many years: and now
this difficulty seemed to be as formida-
ble fie ever. Refined calculations were
gone into: scientific light was sought:
history was rummaged bark to the
time of the Roman empire; and there
seemed to be no way of getting to a
concord of opinion either from the
hundred years in the Spealsh .domita
ions of Mexico and South America,
where the proportion was 16 to 1.
Taking his stand upon this !tingle fact,
all the real friends of the gold curren-
cy soon rallied to it. Mr. White gave
must stand upon both metals," down was passed by a large majority-145 to
to the present time, the shibboleth of 36. In the senate it had an easy pas-
sage. On the final vote there were but
seven negatives.- Now listen. my
friends. Continuing, Mr. Benton eays:
"The good effects of the bill were im-
mediately seen. Gold .began to flew in-
to the country through all the channels
of commerce: old chests gave up their
hoards; the mint was busy: and in a
few months, and as if by magic, a cur-
rency •banished from the country for
thirty years, overspread the land. and
gave joy and confidence to all the pur-
suits of industry. But this joy was not
univereal. A large interest connected
with the bank of the United States,
and its subsidiary and subaltern insti-
tutions, and the whole paper system.
vehemently opposed it. and spared
neither pains or expense to cheek its
circulation, anti to bring odium upon
its supporters."
Is any further evidence necessary to
convince you of the position of the
Democratic fathers on the money ques-
tion! President Jackson, in his United
States bank veto message, thus defines
the money of the constitution: "Con-
gress having established a mint to coin
money and passed laws to regulate the
value thereof, the money so coined,
with its value 80 regulated, and such
foreign coins as congress may adopt,
is the only currency known to the con-
stitution." Again, commenting on this
same United States bank and its paper
system. Jackson. in his farewell ad-
dreee, said.
"The paper money system. and its
naturak aesociates, monopoly and ex-
clusive privileges, have already struck
their roots deep in the soil; and it will
require all your effortut to check its
further growth. and to eradicate the
evil. The men who profit by the ab-
usea, and desire to perpetuate them.
will continue to besiege the halls of
legislation in the general government
as well as in the states; and will
seek by every artifice, to mislead and
deceive the public servants. It is to
yourselves that you must look for
safety and the means of guarding and
perpetuating your free institutions. In
your hands is rightfully placed the sov-
ereignty of the country, and to you.
everyone placed in authority is ulti-
mately responsible. It is always
in your power to see that the wishes
of the people are carried into faithful
execution, and their will, when once
made known. must sooner or later be
obeyed. And while the people remain,
as I trust they ever will. uncorrupted
and incorruptible, and continue
watchful and jealous of their rights,
the government is safe, and the cause
of freedom will continue to triumph
over all its enemies. But it will re-
quire steady and pereevering exer-
tions on your part to rid yourselves
of the Iniquities and mischiefs of the
papersystem, and to cheek the spirit of
monopoly and other abuses, which
have sprung up with it, and of which
it is the main support. So many In-
terests are united to resist all reform
on this subject, that you must not
hope the conflict will be a short one,
nor suceees easy. My humble efforts
have not been spared, during my ad-
ministration of the government, to re-
store the constitutional currency of
gold and silver, and something, I trust.
has been done toward the accomplish-
ment of this much deeirable object.
But enough yet remains to require all
your energy and perseverence. The
power, however, is in your hands, aud
the remedy must and will be applied,
if you determine upon it." And yet,
Mr. Sherman nays all Democrats were
then goldbuge. and Mr. Sherman is "an
honorableman; so are they all, allhon-
orable men." The wonder is that
the spirit of Andrew Jackson did not
rise and smite him on the spot.
Mr. Sherman again says the law of
1853 reducing the weight of the small
silver coins, abolishing their free coin-
age and limiting their legal tender valt
ue to $5, was passed during President
Pierce's administration. Having gar-
bled the monetary legislation enacted
during Democratic administrations-,
Mr. Sherman now seeks to charge an
act, which he construes to he inimical
to silver, to the Democrats, that was
actually passed during a Whig admin-
istration. The act referred to by Mr.
Sherman was passedFebruary 21, 1853,
and the bill was signed by Presideat
Filmore . Mr. Pierce did not become,
president until eleven days later. It
is due to the statesman of that period
to say, however, that this act was pass-
ed to prevent the small silver change
from being shipped out of the country,
and was concurred in by both Whigs
and Democrats. There is nothing what-
ever in the act to warrant the assump-
tion of Mr. Sherman that the silver
dollar was "practically and purposely
demonetized" by it. On the contrary,
.Section 6 of the act provided that de-
positors might, at their option. have
their gold and silver cast into ingots
and bars, and the free coinage of the
stjver dollar as full legal tender was
continued without interruption until
the nefarious act of '73. In this con-
nection, I want to say that of the 8,-
e?1.238 silt er dollers coined be-
fore 1873, about whieh the single
gold standard people harp so
much over 5,000.000 of them were coin-
ed after the art of 1853 was passed.
Besides the 8,000,000 silver dollars.
$135,782,360.70 of fractional and sub-
sidiary silver coin had been
minted, and about $110,000,000
of foreign silver coin made
legal tender by congress. This gave us
about $255,000,000 of silver put in cir-
culation before 1878, all of which wile
full legal tender, except $59,047.394.20
of subsidary coin issued under the act
of 1853. Do you want my authority?
I refer you to the -Laws of the United
States Relating to the Coinage" and to
"Circular No. 123." recently issued by
the treasury department at Washing-
tcn.
I have now given you a summary of
the record of the Democratic party on
the money question from the founda-
tion of the government down to 1873.
What does it prove? What does it sig-
nify! It proves that the Democratic
party has always advocated the consti-
tutional currency of the country wait
out discrimination against either metal
in the rights of mintage and power of
legal tender. It signifies that the
money power—and I mean Democrats
of the Indianapolis stripe as well as
Reptiblicans—will resort to any
means. however desperate, to perpet-
uate the existing gold standard. You
may be assured that this element will
not relinquish its power without a
struggle. The flagitious perverelon of
history by Mr. :merman emphasizes
the truth of this statement. He and
othere of his ilk, will compass; their
object by foul means, and then appease
their consciences by the reflection,
born of selfish and human passions,
that it is beet for this country. I warn
you, my countrymen, against surrend-
ering one jot or title of your power.
The words of "Old Hickory" are espe-
cially pregnant with wholesome advice
for your guidance at this time.
-I now invTihte Cyriomureoaftie:Lion to the I.
crime or conspiracy of 1873 demon-
etizing silver. I assure you, my
friends, I approach this part of the dis-
cussion with some misgivings. Not .
that I hate any doubt that a crime was
committed, but because the mere men- ,
tion of it is enough to bring the blush
of shame to the face of every true
American citizen. The Star Route
Swindle, the Credit Mobilier and the
Whisky Ring—all sink into insignifi-
cance in comparison to it. Its enor-
mity overshadows them all. while as
consummation, to use the language of
Mr. Carlisle. has entailed "more misery I
upon the human race than all the wars,
pestilence, and famine§ that ever oc-
curred in the history Of the world." I
desire to say at this juncture that r,
have sought in vain for a reason for
the demonetization of silver. No
American wrtter, or speaker, advocat-
ing the gold standard, has, so far as
my knowledge goes, every assigned a
reason for it. At the time the act
of '73 was passed, a silver dollar was
worth a premium of three per cent.
over a gold dollar. Then why should
silver have been demonetized instead
of gold? It is conceded by every mem-
ber of congress, Republicans as well
as Democrats, except Senator John
Sherman, the Hon. George Boutwell.
the then secretary of the treasury, the
Hon. John Jay Knox, the then comp-
troller of the currency, and the Hon.
Samuel Hooper, acting chairman of the
committee of coinage, weights and
measures. that an impenetrable mys-
tery surrounded the passage of the act.
These four statesmen are the only
ones at that time domiciled in Wash-
ington who have ever confessed to a
knowledge that this act demonetized
silver. The measure was prepared by
Mr. Boutwell. with the aseistance of
Mr. Knox. and purported to be simply
an act revising and amending the mint
laws. It WRE sent to Mr. Sherman, as
chairman of the senate finance com-
mittee, and introduced by him in the
senate. Mr. Hooper had charge of the
bill in the house. A close scrutiny of
the official records shows that the sec-
tion demonetizing allver was not refer-
red to or debated in either house. Mr.
Sherman ascribes the absence of any
reference to the section in the senate
proceedings to an over-sight of the
short-hand reporter, but the unani-
mous testimony of his colleagues is
that the section was never mentioned.
I quote from a few of the most promi-
nent. Senator Thurman. of Ohio, in
the senate, February 15. 1878. said:
"There is not a single man in the sen-
ate who had the slighest idea that t
he
bill was even a squint toward demon
e-
tization."
Senator Allison, a Iowa. in a speech
in the senate the same day. said the
"bill warn doctored. It was changed
after discuseion and the dollar of 420
grains substituted for it." (Standard
dollar.)
Senator Beck. of Kentucky, discuss-
ing the demonetization of silver, in the
senate January 10, 1878, referring to
this bill said: "No newspaper reporter
—and they are the most vigilant men
I ever saw in obtaining information—
discovered that tt had been done."
The house of represenatives was
equally ignorant of the effect of the bill
on silver.
Mr. Holman. of Indiana, the great
objector, in his speech delivered in the
house July 13, 1876, said: "I have be-
fore me the record of the proceedings
of this house on the passage of that
measure; a record which no man can
read wtthout being convinced that the
measure and the method of its pas-
sage through the house was a colos-
sal swindle." Again Mr. Holman, in
an interview at Aurora, Ind., about the
middle of last Auguat, said:
"I remember the passage of that art
as clearly as if it was yesterday. It
was in the closing hours of congress
and along toward midnight when the
vote upon It was taken. The bill was
not debatable and haci already gone to
its third reading. Being slightly in
the dark as to its full import and
meaning, I asked Mr. Hooper (Samuel
Hooper, of Massachusettal if there
was anything in the bill changing the
currency. To this inquiry Mr. Hooper
replied 'There is nothing whatever of
that character in the and yet that
is the measure which brought upon t
he
common people our present deplorable
condition and which is yet an incom-
plete calamity."
Mr. Kelly, of Pennsylvania. called
the father of the house. in his speech
made in the house of representativets
on March 9, 1878, said:
"In connection with the charge that
I advocated the bill which demonetiz
ed
the silver dollar, I may say that.
though the chairman of the committee
of coinage, I was ignorant of the fact
'that it would demonetize the silver dol-
lar or of its dropping the silver dol-
lar from our system of coinage, as
were thoee distinguished senators,
Messina. Blaine and Voorhees, who
were then members of the house. and
each of whom a few days since interro-
gated the other: 'Did you know it W313
dropped when the bill was passed?'
'No,' said Mr. Blaine; 'Did you?' 'No'
said Mr. Voorhees. I do not think there
were three members in the house that
knew it. I doubt whether Mr. Hooper,
who, in my absence from the commit-
tee on coinage and attendance on the
committee of ways and means manag-
ed the bill, knewit. I say this in justice
to him." Again, on May 10. 1879, Mr.
Kelly said: "All I can say is that the
committee on coinage. weights and
measures, who reported the original
bill, were faithful and able and scanned
its provisions closely; that as their
organ I reported it; that itecontained
provisions for both the standard silver
dollar and the trade dollar. Never
having heard until a long time after
its enactment into law of the substi-
tution in the senate of the section
which dropped the standard dollar, I
profess to know nothing of its history;
but I am prepared to say that in all
the legislation of this country. there
is no mystery equalled to the demone-
tization of the standard silver dollar
of the United States. I hate never
found a man who could tell just how
it came about or why."
But why multiply the list? I could
turn to the congressional globe and
read you extracts of the same tenor
from speeches of a dozen more sena-
tors and representatives. Did Presi-
dent Grant know what he was signing
when he affixed his signature to the
bill? Ex-Attorney General Pierrepont.
a member of the president's cabinet,
in a letter dated at Nevi York, Septem-
ber 24, 1890. says he did not, are' -arie
that -General Grant, when I was in
his cabinet, spoke to me about the
fraud and deception practiced upon
him." Do you doubt the credibility of
Gen..Pierrepont's statement?
Let me substantiate it with testi-
mony from an official document. On
January 14, 1875, nearly two years
after the act of '73 was passed, in a
message approving the resumption act
and suggesting further legislation to
make it effective, President Grant
said:
"In fact, to carry out the first sec-
tion of the act, another mint becomes
a necessity; for with the present fa-
cilities for coinage, it would take a
period probably beyond that fixed by
law for the final resumption to coin the
silver neceseary to transact the bus-
iness of the country." Here you see
General Grant was proposing to es-
tablish another mint "to coin the sil-
ver necessary to transact the business
of the country," when silver had actu-
ally been demonetized for nearly two
years. But the question naturally
arises, How could a measure so im-
portant escape the attention of all the
members of congrese who voted
on it and the president who
signed it? In order to
make an explanation plain, it will be
necessary to retrace our steps a little.
I have stated that this bill purported
to be simply a codification of existing
laws regulating the mint. Secretary
Boutwell had accompanied the meas-
tire with a mendacious letter to this ef-
fect, which threw everybody off his
guard. The act was a very long doc-
ument, covering fifteen octavo pages
set in Brevier type. its great length
purposely preventing its publication
in the newspapers and its perusal by
members of congress or the general
public. There were eight amendments
to the bill, one of which was the de-
monetization section proposed by Mr.
Sherman's senate finance committee.
Proof sheets with all the amendments,
it was supposed. were laid npon each
senator's table, but what does a re-
cent investigation of official documents
at Washington disclose? It
discloses the fact that page 10
of this proof bill, furnish-
ed to senators for their guidance in the
consideration and discussion of the
measure and in which the demoneti-
zation section should have appeared
in its regular order, was not in the
pamphlet. In other words, the page
which follows page 9 in the pamphlet
is not page 10 but page le Who of
you are so credulous as to believe that
so important an omission was fortuit-
ous? laa you not know intuitively that
some tine 'Italian hand was
at work in Waahington at
that time. and that this omis-
sion was the culmination of a precon-
certed conspiracy': When a detective
undertakes to run down the perpetra-
tor of a foul crime, the first question
that suggests itaelf to his mind is:
Who was benefitted by it? Lombard
and Wall street bondholders made
millions by the demonetization of sil-
ver. No sane man umputes this state-
ment. This fact in itself would not jus-
tify conviction, however, but it affords
ground for Sellef that British gold had
something to do with the demonetiza-
tion of Americansliver. Let US see what
ground there is for this belief. To do
this it will be necessary to shift the
scene to Europe. In 1867 an interna-
tional monetary conference was held
in Paris. at which twenty nations were
represented. This conference voted
unanimously in favor of the adoption
by all nations of the single gold stand-
ard, notwithstanding only two of those
represented were then on the gold
standard, and the adoption by the
other eighteen meant absolute ruin to
their people. That this conference
was called at the instigation of Eng-
land and packed by her emissaries,
there is no reasonable ground for
doubt. Tbe unanimity of the vote alone
would indicate it, to say nothing of the
fact that the action of this conference
was repudiated by the three aubse-
quent coraferenoes, held in 1878, 1881 and
1892. But let me quote the language
of the author of the final report made
to his colleagues on the 16th of July,
1867. He said:
"The oonference has thus declared
upon principle, in favor of the unity
of the gold standard, while consider-
ing that there might be good reasons
for a temporary continuance of
the double standard in the
legislation of certain states accustomed
to this system, or living hitherto un-
der the law of the single standard of
silver. This remarkable unanimity
upon a fudamental question can not
fail to influence public opinion and the
views of specialists, who, within the
confines of the different states may
still entertain doubts upon the question
of the future."
You will observe that the members
of the conference did not have the ef-
frontery to commit these eighteen na-
tions to the gold policy, or even recom-
mend its adoption by them. They
knew such a radical step would so
arouse the indignation of the people
that it would expose their purpose and
thwart their scheme. Hence they con-
tented themselves with a resolution in
favor of the gold standard, as they say,
"to influence public opinion and the
views of specialists.- Were they suc-
ceasful? Did they succeed in their
hellish purpose to demonetize silver
and make gold the sole standard? I
will let Mr. Magnin, minister of finance
for France, and president of the inter-
national monetary conference held in
Paris, in 1881, tell you. Mr. Magnin
says:
"The programme of 1867 was adopt-
ed in all its parts by the German legis-
lature in 1871. stoppage of the mint of
silver and the demonetization of the
old silver coins to make way for a gold
monometallism. The Scandinavian
states followed the aame couree. The
Latin Union and Holland, as a precau-
tionary measure, cloeed their mints
againet silver • • • To pro-
hibit, in great countries. the mintage
of a metal which has been hitherto
freely coined and to expect that this
metal would maintain its former value,
is a contradiction. To foresee the fall
of silver was easy, and it was Inevit-
able."
To prevent Germany from dumping
her silver on her. after the Franco-
Prussian war, France finally closed
her mints to silver, but never demone-
tized it. What was being done in the
United' States in the meantime, to car-
ry out the diabolical purpose of the
cenference? Senator Sherman was in
Paris during the sitting of the confer-
ence, although not a delegate to it.
Samuel B. Ruggles was the ostensible
American commissioner. but Mr. Sher-
man. as we learn from his autobiogra-
phy. page 407, and frotn Mr. Rugglete
reports to the state department at
Washington, rendered valuable ser-
vice in connection with the English
delegation in securing the adoption by
the conference of the gold standard
reeoluton. Returning home in the
winter of 1868, Mr. Sherman introduc-
er] a bill in the United States senate
entitled "An Act in Relation to Coin-
age of Gold and Silver," the 3d section
of which says:
"Be it further enacted, that the gold
coins to be issued under this act shall
bea legal tender in all payments to any
amount; and the silver coin shall be a
legal tender to an amount not exceed-
ing $10 in any one payment."
Mr. Sherman made a favorable re-
port on this bill, in which he said.
among other thinge. that "the single
standard of gold is an American idea.
yielded reluctantly by France and
other countries where silver is the
chief etandard of value." How false
this statement is was shown by the
fact that a minority report made by
Senator E. D. Morgan, of New York,
eo posing the scheme to demonetize sil-
ver, so completely killed the bill that
it was never reported. Bear in mind,
this was five years, before silver was
demonetized. The next move was to
do surreptitiously what could not be
done openly and above board. Things
that need to be accomplished by
stealth. invariably require the applica-
tion of a little grease that they may
go through smoothly and without de-
tection. I have already shown you
how the act of '73, demonetizing silver,
was worked through congress. Do you
believe it was done without the aid of
money? Do you believe that the per-
petrators of fhis foul crime were ac-
tuated solely by the desire to inflict
upon the American people untold mis-
ery'? Let me give you the testimony
of a man whoae character, as far as I
know. has never been impearhed. In
1892. Mr. Frederick A. Luckenbach, a
former member of the New York stock
exchange. made an affidavit. in which
the following statements occurred:
"In 1865. I visited London, England.
for the purpose of placing there Penn-
sylvania oil properties, in which I was
interested. I took with me letters of in-
troduction to many gentlemen in Lon-
don, among them one to Mr. Ernest
Seyd. from Robt. II. Faust. ex-treasur-
er of Philadelphia. I became well ac-
quainted with Mr. Seyd and with his
brother. Richard Seyd. who, I under-
stand. is still living. I visited London
thereafter every year, and with each
visit renewed my acquaintance with
Mr. Seyd. In February, 1874, while on
one of these visits. and while his guest
at dinner, I. among other things, allud-
ed to rumors afloat of parliamentary
corruption, and expressed astonish-
ment that such corruptions should ex-
ist. In reply he told me that he could
relate facts about the corruption of the
American congress that would place it
far ahead of the English parliament
In that line. After dinner he invited
me into another room, where he re-
sumed the conversation about legisla-
tive corruption. He said. 'If you will
pledge me your honor as a gentleman
not to divulge that I am about to tell
you while I live, I will eonvince you
that what I have aaid about corruption
of the American congreas is true.' I
gave him my promise, and he then
continued: 'I went to America in
1872-73, authorized to secure, if I could,
the passsage of a bill demonetizing sil-
ver. It was to the interest of thoee
whom I represented—the governors of
the Bank of England—to have it done.
I took with me $500.000. with instruc-
tions if that was not sufficient to ac-
complish the object to draw for anoth-
er $500,000. or as much more as was
necessary. I saw the committees of
the house and senate and paid them
the money, and stayed in America un-
til I knew the measure was safe. Your
people will not now oomprehend the
far-reaching extent of that measure,
but thew will in after years. Whatever
you may think of corruption in the
English parliament, I assure you I
would not have dared to make such an
attempt here as I did in your coun-
try."
Bradstreet's New York Journal of
Trade, in its issue of August 1, 1896,
commenting upon Mr. Luckenbach's
affidavit, says:
"A subsequent investigation by a
London newspaper correspondent
showed that Mr. t3eyd waa not out of
England from 1872 to March. 1873, long
enough to have paid a visit to the
staThtesia"is very ingeniously put, but it
does not amount to a refutation of Mr.
Luckenbash's statement, especially in
view of the following from the Con-
gressional Record, April 9, 1872:
"Ernest Seyd, of London. a distin-
guished writer and bimetallist. who is
now here. has given great attention to
the subject of mint coinage. After
having examined the first draft of this
bill, he has made various sensible sug-
gestions which the committee adopted
and embodied in the bill."
Why Silver Wee Demonetised.
Sueh, my friends, is a history of the
drime of '73, and yet you are asked to
condone it and perpetuate its ruinous
influence in the interest of English
money lenders. That American states-
men pertaitted silver to be struck down
only proves that they knew less about
money than the English financiers who
manipulated the scheme. Then. as
now. the United States were debtor to
England to a large amount. Being a
producing and not a consuming nation.
the United States had borrowed large
sums of money to develop her resourc-
es, to say nothing of the immense debt
incurred by the civil war. In 1873 we
were on a paper basis. There was no
gold or silver in circulation. except
about $25.000,000 on the Pacific slope.
Still our mints were open to the free
and unlimited coinage of both gold and
silver at the ratio of 16 to 1. This was
in itself enough to maintain the parity
between the two metals. The fact that
every owner of silver bullion could
have it coined at our mints at that
ratio enabled him to exact $1.29 per
ounce for it when he sold it to the ex-
porters to be shipped to England. Eng-
land is, and always has been, the great-
est buyer of silver in the civilized
world, her trade with Italia, Asia and
other silver countries enabling her to
use it to the best advantage. The
United States being the greatest pro-
ducer of silver, it behooved England
to destroy silver as money in this coun-
try that she might buy it as a commod-
ity along with our wheat. tobacco and
other products. How well she suc-
ceeded, I have already shown you. The
demonetization of silver in England
and Germany had failed to effect the
price, but the money sharks knew that
if a blow, under the belt, could be
dealt the white metal in the home of
its production. its decline was ab-
solutely certain. It was the confirma-
tion of this belief by the. downward
tendency of prices that opened the
eyes of our statesmen at Washington
to the crime of '73. Let me elaborate
this point. because it was the effect
of the decline in wheat on my own
business—due to the fall of silver--t hat
first put me to thinking about the
money question. No miller can make
money milling 50-cent wheat any more
than the farmer can make money pro-
ducing it. But you will say, how did
the decline in silver affect other pro-
ducts? I will tell you. England has
a great many dependent colonies.
among which is the populous and fer-
tile country India. India is. and al-
ways has been, on a silver basis Up
to 1873 she had exported very little
cotton and still lees wheat. This was
because the silver in a silver dollar
was worth as much as the gold in a
gold dollar, thus preventing any ad-
vantage an exchange between India
and England. English financiers reas-
oned rightly that if silver could be
cheapened, England could not only de-
velop India, but make her pay an im-
mense tribute annually to the mother
country. So she set about to demone-
tize it. As soon as silver commenced to
decline India began to export wheat
and cotton to London, and this new
conipetition has fixed the price of the
American products in that market ev-
er since. To be more explicit, England
takes American silver bullion and ex-
changes an ounce of it with India for
a bushel of wheat or 94 pounds of
cotton, regardless of the price of silver
measured by gold. This silver is taken
bark to India and coined into money
at the ratio 15% to 1, the difference
in the bullion value, 67c an ounce, and
the coinage value $1 32 an ounee. af-
fordingethat nation the Dutchman's
one per cent. profit on every bushel of
wheat or bale of cotton shipped to the
London market. Thus. you see the
United States is not only furnishing
the knife to cut her own troat, but the
grindstone upon which to whet it.
The Effect of Demonetization.
You will rememaer that Mr. Seyd, in
1874, said that the American people
would not then comprehend the far-
z eaching extent of the measure demon-
etizing silver, but that they would in
after years. How true a prophet he
was, every living Man today can testi-
fy. The experience of the past twen-
ty-three years makes every ward he ut-
tered seem as if inspired from on high.
With the decline of silver down went
every other product of this country.
while our securities held in England
doubled in value. The decline has con-
tinued steadily from that day to this,
save when it was arrested temporarily
by the passage of the Bland-Allison
bill in 1878, and the Sherman bill in
1890, until now it takes two bushels
of wheat, two hogsheads of tobacco,
two bales of cotton and two ounces of
silver to liquidate the same amount of
indebtedness that one would pay in
1873. Just here let me refresh your
memories. What years of prosperity
did we have between 1873 and 1896?
Did you ever think that the only two
prosperous periods followed, and were
the result of silver legislation? They
were only temporary, it is true, but
they brought joy and contentment to
many a household while they lasted.
From 1878, the date of the enactment
of the Bland-Allison bill, to 1882, 'and
from 1890, the date of the enactment
of the Sherman bill, to 1893. this coun-
try never enjoyed greater prosperity.
You all remember those good times.
Wheat, corn, tobacco—everything pro-
duced by the farmer—brought good
prices: money was plentiful and seek-
ing inveetment; businees and dwell-
ing houees and factories were spring-
ing up. and the sound of the hammer
and cry "more mortar" smote the ear
on every hand. There were no idle fac-
tories and no idle laborers.
Everboay was proeperous and
happy, except that same el-
ement that is fighting silver today.
Lombard and Wall streets were exert-
ing their influence then, just as they
are now, to depreciate silver. The sec-
retary of the treasury. a Republican
opposed to the circulatioo of the white
metal, was discountenancing it all the
time. and even refused to coin the min-
imum amount required by law.
With such opposition it was only a
question of time when a change would
be wrought. This came in the repeal
of the Sherman law in 1893, with all
its attending evils. Instead of the good
times promised us by those who advo-
cated the repeal of this measure, we
have had the worst time since the
country ever experienced, and they are
growing worse daily. All agree on this
point. It has been said that no man
tan write contemporary history with
exact justice and fairness. This state-
ment wee based upon the assumption
that there was a division of sentiment
upon the issues and actors of the pe-
riod. But I do not think we will have
to await the coming of another gen-
eration to write the history of the hard
times of the past three years. It needs
no written record to perpetuate it in
memory. Its evil influence has so en-
grafted itself upon the body politic and
graven itself upon the hearts of the peo-
ple that it will be transmittedthrough
their martyred blood to un-numbered
generations. Sneer at it as they may.
pooph-pooph it as they .will, the mon-
eyed clam know, as I know, that such
times as we have had the past three
years retard the progress of the human
rare and give the lie to an advancing
civilization.
The Remedy.
What then is the remedy? What can
this government do to restore pros-
perity to its people and to start again
on the high road to greatness? I
have stated that we are a producing
nation. I mean it in the broadest
Renee the word implies. No country
on earth approaches the United States
in the productive capacity of its sur-
face, while underneath is stored more
treasure than can be found in the rest
of the civilized world. All wealth be-
gins at the end of the pick and the
point of the plow. You may blunt the
former and still live and enjoy the
blessings of civilization. but you can
not break the latter without under-
mining the whole fabric of society and
relegating it to an enforced barbarism.
That all-wise Creator, who watches
over all his children and directs the
destiniesof nations, recognized the val-
ue of agriculture when he placed Adam
and Eve in Paradise and told them
to partake of its abundance. Had they
not sinned, we, today, would enjoy the
fruits of the earth withont much labor.
Their disobedience impoaed upon man-
kind the condition, "In the sweat
of thy brow shall thou eat bread,"
but it did not remove the means. From
that day down through the vista of
subsequent ages, husbandry ham been
fostered as the mainstay of republics
and the hope of empires. Rollin, the
great historian. places, "agriculture at
the head of the arts, which has cer-
tainly the advantage of all others, as
well with regards to its antiquity as
utility. It is, in effect. the source of
solid wealth and treasures of a real
falue which do not depend upon the
opinion of men—which suffice, at once,
to necessity and enjoyment by which
a nation is in no want of its neighbors
and often necessary to them—which
make the principal revenue of a state,
and supply the defect of all others
when they happen to fail.
Though mines of gold and silver
should be exhausted, and the moneys
made of them lost—though pearls
and diamonds should remain hid in the
womb of the earth and sea—though
commerce with strangers should be
prohibited--though all arts which have
no other object than embellishment
and splendor, should be abolished, the
fertility of the earth alone would af-
ford an abundant supply for the occa-
sion of the public and furnish sub-
sistence both for the people and the
armies to defend it. We ought not to
be surprised therefore. that agriculture
was in so much honor amongst the
ancients: it ought rather to seem won ,
derful that it ever should cease to be
se and that of all professions the most
neeeesary and the most indispensable
should .have fallen into so great con-
tempt." Let us then lift arrieulture
from the slongh of despond into wit
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hastiel of wheat or VA pounds of cot-
• In New York. It will do the same
today,aad yet., in 1873 sliver was worth
31.11 an ounce, while It is worth only
411 cants today By the remonetisation
of lover, the burden will be taken off
=
Silver will become redemption
ey, and, in pursuanceof the quan-
Wive theory of money, which declares
that the value of each unit of money
depends upon the total volume of
money, the purchasing power of the
gold dollar will be reduced. Commodi-
ties then will be measured by both gold
said silver, and will of necessity ad-
vance. Let me confirm this declaration
by statistics showing the average price
sliver, wheat and cotton, for the
past twenty-three years in the market
ad New York. I have here a table pre-
pared from oflicial sources, from which
let me read. It is important, not only
la showing that these products declin-
ed steadily with silver, but that both
were boosted in price along with all-
by the enactment of the Mend-Al-
lison tdll of 1878, and the Sherman bill
of 11190.
when the money power was tightning
its grip upon the American govern-
ment, and the seeds of monarchy were
slowly but surely developing, that im-
mortal Democrat. Thomas Jefferson,
whose name I cannot mention but in
reverence, like Henry of Nevarre,
threw his body in the breach, and led
the American people out of the bond-
age that threatened them. Did he and
his followers go unscathed? Abbott
tells US in his life of Jefferson that he
was denounced from the pulpit as an
"atheist and infidel," and from the
hustings and by the press as a "Ja-
cobin." Andrew Jackson! How the
name thrills the heart of every lover
of stoic courage and personal liberty!
I have stood by his grave at the Her-
mitage and contemplated the grandeur
of his character. As one historic recol-
lection after another of his heroic
deeds crowded on my memory I
thought of Hamlet's apotheosis of his
father—
"He was a man, take him for all in all,
"I shall not look upon his like again."
And yet when this dauntless Arnett-
Silver
Bushels ' Wheat per oz..
Wheat per 1,004) Cotton,
Year. Production. Bushel Fine. 10 lbs.
ISM 281,254.000 *1 321/2 $1 32% $1 50
W4 309,102.000 1 34% 1 31 1 49
inn  . ....... 292.136,000 1 271,e 1 24 1 51
lirre 289,356,004) 1 24 1 17 1 21
lllY7  364,194.000 1 17 1 184 1 11
Me 420.124,000 1 34 1 16 1 05
INN •  448.759,000 1 07 1 1214 1 15
MISS 498,549,000 1 24 1 14 ' 1 15
Mil 383.280,000 1 11 113 1 14
MS 504,185,000 I 18 1 13 1 14
RIB 421,086,000 1 12 1 10 1 08
ANN 512,763,000 I 07 1 10% 1 05
UM ..  367,112,000 86 1 06% 1 06
ION   467.288,000 87 99% 99
ION 456,329,000 89 97% 95
WEL 416,868,000 85 98 98
1110 490,560,000 90 931/2 99
IIIII 399,262,000 93 1 061/2 1 0146
111111 611,780.000 1 03 99 1 00
UN 615,949,000 80 87% 87
Mat D6,131,000 67 801/2 85
11104 4410,267,000 63 63 72
MN 447,103,000 66% 66 74
But, the advocates of the gold stand-
ard insist that the decline of prices Is
due to improved methods in farming
and the over-production of crops. In
answer to the first plea, I affirm that
ear improved facilities only make it
more possible for us to compete with
the sesni-civilized nations that are rob-
us of our trade. As to the over-
production theory, I present in refuta-
tion a table of statistics compiled from
records of the-agricultural department
at Washington, showing the produc-
tion or wheat in the United States for
the past fifteen years.
Average fur five years 1880 to 1894, In-
eftsaive Bushels.
Average for each year, pro-
duced 464,000,000
Average for each year, ex-
ported  89,695,000
Average for each year, re-
remaining far our own mills 374,430,000
Average price per bushel for
live years In New York  $1 14%
Illvenage price for silver per
imam  112
Average price for five years, 1885 to
1111118, inclusive: Bushels.
Average for each year pro-
duced 436,435,500
Average foe each year ex-
ported  66,766,600
Average for each year
can president took that hydra-headed
monster, the United States bank, by
the throat and crushed it out of exist-
epee, he was denominated a "tyrant
and hyena." Such has been the an-
swers made to every argument in favor
of less oppression by the money power,
greater personal liberty and a better
civilization In this country. The in-
dulgence of cheap censure requires no
effort; much leas does it answer an ar-
gument. They may apply all the epi-
thets in the language to us, yet the fact
would remain, that our obligations
ought to be redeemed in both gold and
Wives What ground Is there for the
charge of anaschism and repudiation?
If you made a written contract with a
man to do certain things, and, after the
contract had been signed, sealed and
delivered, he should come to you and
say that the terms of the Contract, as
expressed in the written Instrument,
were different from what he wanted,
and insisted upon your doing certain
things inimical to your interest, would
you do as he wished, or would you re-
quire the fullfIllment of the contract as
written? Most assuredly you would
exact compliance with the written ob-
ligation. This is just the position of
the Lombard and Wall street bond-
holders, who hold our securities'. This
government has never Issued a note or
bond, except the gold and silver notes,
that it has not expressly said In each
of them that It was redeemable In coin.
Nobody knew* this better than the
holders of those bonds, for no clasp hi
more exerting when anti rents
anti Involved, However, upon the dip
revery that silver heil boon flentnnei
tined, the oneation was raised as to
what coin was meant, and to eel the
question forever at rest, Hon, Manley
Matthews, a Republican senator from
Ohio, and afterwards a justice of the
supreme court cif the United Rtatesonn
the 6th day of December, 1877, Intel's
duced in the congress, and secured its
passage without amendment, the fol-
lowing resolution:
"Resolved by the senate (the house
of representatives concurring therein),
that all bonds of the United States is-
sued or authorized to be issued under
the said acts of congress here-in-be-
fore recited, are payable. pricipal and
its coinage such silver coins as a legal
tender in payment of said bonds, prin-
cipal and interest, is not in violation of
the public faith, nor in derogation of
the rights of the public creditor."
That law is still on the statute books,
and is as much a law today as when
it received the two-thirds vote of both
branches of congress. Let us see who
supported this resolution? In the list
of those senators who voted in the af-
firmative, I find the names of Beck and
McCreery, of Kentucky, McDonald and
Voorhees, of Indiana. Thurman. of
Ohio, Gordon, of Georgia. Morgan, of
Alabama. Coke, of Texas. besides all
the less prominent leaders of the [)em-
___ party, except a few who were ab-
sent and not voting, and six who voted
in the negative, all of whom were from
the Eastern states, except Bayard, of
Delaware, our present English minis-
ter, and Lamar. of Mississippi. Among
the Republicans, who voted with the
Democrats and in favor of the resolu-
tion, were Senators Matthews, of Ohio.
Cameron,of Pennsylvania, Oglesby and
Davis, of Illinois. Ferry, of Michigan.
Camerbn and Howe, of Wisconsin. Mc-
Millan. of Mieneeota. Allison and Kirk-
wood, of Iowa. and Teller, of Colorado.
In the house of representatives, the
vote was similarly divided between
the two great parties, all the Demo-
crats, with a few exceptions, voting for
the resolution while a majority of the
Repuhlicans opposed it. It is interest-
ing to note the names of some of the
prominent congressmen of both pirties
Who gave their adherence to the melts-
lire. Among the first to attract my at-
tention was that of the lion. John G:
Carlisle, the present secretary of the
treasury. The next in order and prom-
inence was the lion. Hilary A. Herbert.
of Alabama. the present secretary of
the navy, who announced with a good
deal of gusto in a newspaper in erview
a few days ago, that all the silver ad-
voeates were either "fools or dishon-
est debtors." Then comes that brave
and valiant hero of the hour. Senator
them may even trace their lineage back Jo Blackburn. who served notice on
to the times contemporary with the Mr. Cleveland. during his first almin-
lowly Nazarene, for did they not call istration, that his influence in sermon
him a "'scoffer and blasphemer?" Their of measures at variance with the in-
presence has been felt in every period tweet of his people could not be
of American history. When that in- bought be the flesh-pots of office.
trepid Virginia leader, Nathaniel Fla- Who of the Republican congressmen
eon. raised his clarion voice In protest voted for the resolution? There was
aga inlet the tyeany of Berkeley, he- the Hon. Charles Power, of Ohio, after-
was proclaimed a "rebel " And yet wards secretary of the treasury under
Lineertrfl tells us that "the better lees- Harrison, who. In violation of his oath
was completed on the 4th day of to support the law that he himself had
'72 1676, just one hundred years to a helped to enact. inautairated the eatery'
"ukY fore thr declaration of Inde- of redeeming all the obligations of 'the
• n . and that Baron's Rebellion government in gold. Another. whose
saitionaliaL,"4.1Y 
harbinger of American name will be found recorded In favor
Where tin We find them of the resolution, is the Hon. William
meet? m°1713a-fa ng the American revolu- McKinley. of Ohio, the existing gold
"'in' When e.trick Henry. in an im- standard candidate for president on
peionthat Caellared sPeechftilli  'us 
Brutus.wa
rnedrg and 
George l: ki the Republican ticet, who is pledged
elleeriell his rronsweil. they shouted 
to continue the nullification of the law
" 
that he voted to put upon the statue
"illimeatil. treason! Two decades later books. There are other leaser lights
re-
mataing for our own mills.378,666,800
rearm in New York 90e
Average prioe per bushel for five
rear In New York 
Aseirage price for silver per Mines, 11e
Average for five rears, MO to 1814, In=
absolve Bushels.
Average for each pimIr pro 
dossed , 471,471,000
Amami for melt year u 
pored ,   11,483,000
Average for each year re-
maining for our own mille.385,003,000
Avenge price per bushel for five
years in New York 78%c
Average price of silver per ounce 82c
It must be evident to every candid
mind that wheat has not been over-
produced. It is worthy of note, too,
that during the five year period from
DM to 1894, our exports largely in-
creased. The fact is that during the
year 1891, when this country produced
more wheat than it ever has produced
during any one year, and when the interest, at the option of the govern-
price was higher than It has been In ment of the United States in silver
the past decade, our exports exceeded dollars of the coinage of the United
any other year in the history of our States containing 4121/2 grains each of
eatantry by nearly one hundred million standard silver: and that to restore to
bushels]. It Is needless to add that the
creased price of silver, due to the en-
actment of the Sherman law, interfer-
ing with the exchange between India
and England, was the prime cause of
this large increase in our exports. If
eoropponents Claim the increased price
was due to a reduction in the world's
prodnetion, I answer that according to
the department of agriculture at Wash-
ington and the Statesman's Year Book,
published In England, the world's crop,
Ilk, the American crop, was the largest
lin 1891, that had ever been produced.
I have already shown the effect of
telling prices on all classes of buainees.
If declining prices ruin business, pre-
Mpftate failures, destroy the demand
for labor, and bring distress upon the
people, the converse of the propo-
sals/a Is that rising prices must
predeice the opposite effect.
I will not Insult your intelli-
gence by dwelling on this point.
levery man from the laborer, who un-
mein/slily expends his energy In the in-
terest of a happy home, to the miser,
who, in his penurious glee, tries to im-
pregnate his system with his gold,
knows that rising prices stimulates all
the arteries of trade. Let me not de-
reeve you, my friends. Prices will not
etmtinne to rise indefinitely. When
silver and conunodities meet gold upon
tonne of equatity, prices will become
steady and remain so. except as they
=ay be influenced by the ordinary con-
of supply and demand.
Toe Cry of "Stop Thief!**
I repeat then! The remedy for our
manniercial ills lies in the reetora-
tam of silver and its use as redemp-
tion money.
/Scorch i st ! Repudiationist !
I welcome the sound. It comes from
that same "holier than thou" class that
has opposed every measure and hes ex-
erted all Its power to thwart every ef-
fort,to bestow on f the people of this fair
land the blessings of liberty. Those
who compose this element are not all
ef mushroom growth either. Some of
in the Republican party occupying the
same unenviable position, but 1 will
not detain you to mention them. Again
on Nov. 5, 1877, the house of represen-
tatives passed a law to authorize the
free coinage of the standard silver dol-
lar and to restore its legal tender char-
acter, and these same congressmen,
both Republicans and'Dernocrats, voted
in favor of the bill. This bill never be-
came a law, the Bland-Allison compro-
mise measure being substituted for it.
Had those who supported the bill ad-
hered to it, we would have had free
coinage eighteen years ago,and MaCar-
lisle's direful prophecy would not have
been fulfilled. Now, I submit, who are
the "anarchists and repudiationists*."
The men who enacted the law and have
since violated its spirit and letter, or
the army of patriots v. ho insist upon
its enforcement? This is a serious




ty by officials of the government in
sympathy with the money power will
eventuate, unless summarily, checked,
in the utter subversion of your govern-
ment. You cannot afford to treat
this matter lightly, or give it your
sanction, because you have been delud
ed, up to the present time, by false
leaders in collusion with this element.
We have reached "the parting of the
way," -and it devolves upon every
American citizen, whether he has affil-
tatted with the Democrats, Republicans,
Populists or what not, to pocket his
party prejudices or predilections and
help to rescue this government from
the hands of the plutocrats, and give
It back to the people from whom it
emanated and to whom It rightly be-
longs. How true were the words of
that martyred president, Abraham Lin-
coln, who said:
"As a result of the war, corporations
have been enthroned anti an era of cor-
ruption will follow; the money power
of the country will endeavor to prolong
its reign by playing on the prejudices
of the people until all wealth is con-
centrated in a few hands and the re-
public is destroyed. Before God, I fear
more for my country now than when
In the midst of war."
In the language of Judge Jere S.
Black. "What is the remedy? Not en-
forcement of the constitution and laws,
which command what is right and pro-
hibit what is wrong, for that can not
be effected without officers who are
faithful. As it is, our governors do
not govern, and legislators laugh in
your face when you tell them of their
oaths. Shall we turn them out and fill
their places with true men? That is
easier said than done. Monopoly has
methods of debauching party leaders,
cheating voters, and deceiving the very
elect, which perpetually defeat our
hopes of honest government. If the
power of corporations increases a lit-
tle more, they can put taleir worst ras-
cals into the highest office as easily
as Caligula's horse was elected consul
by the people of Rome." I thank God
the people are awakening to the appal-
ling situation that confronts them and
propose to assert their power in No-
vember.
England Should Not Bs Consulted.
This brings me to the last proposi-
tion, illustrative of the words just
quoted from the distinguished Penh-
sylvanta Democrat, now dead, but
whose memory ought to be a beacon
light to guide Demoerate along the
pathway of duty. It Is that the United
States, disregarding the opposition of
the money power, ought to open her
mints to the free and unlimited coin-
age of sliver at the ratio of lfl to 1
without *Asking the oonaent of 'England,
or any other nation, I have already
shown you, and, I believe tedieluolvelr,
that Idnpland Was Instrumental In de.
nionatising silver In this country. If
It was to her Interest In 11173 to strike
silver down, it Is of much more im-
portance to he In Me to bold It
down. I want to may. too, that
the English character, as illustrated by
by England's dealings with oth-
er nations, and with her own de-
pendencies, justifies the belief
that she a not hesitate to strike a
blow to keep it down. I was never
more Impressed with the force of this
statement than, while reading an old
Irish history, I encountered in a foot
note, this doggerel, exhumed from an
ancient monastery:
"With one of the English race no
friendship make;
Should'st thou, destruction Will thee
overtake:
He'll lie in wait to ruin thee, when he
can;
Such is the friendship of an English-
man."
I do not know any people better
able to Instruct the "tioubt.ng Thom-
ases" in the best method of obtaining
something good for this country. with-
out England's consent than the op-
pressed sons of Erin. However, if the
advocates of the gold standard want
any' further evidence of the hopeless-
ness of getting England's consent, let
them ponder Mr. Gladstcrne's answer
toan invitation to join the internation-
al monetary conference of 1892, called
with a view to securing international
agreement for bimetallism. Mr. Glad-
stone said:
"England Is the great creditor na-
tion; the world owes her a vast debt:
to do this would materially reduce the
value of the debt, and as prime min-
ister, I am a statesman, not a Philan-
thropist."
But my friends, if bimetallism is a
good thing why should the United
States await the consent of England to
adopt it for her people. Did our fore-
fathers do it? Let me quote from Mr.
Benton gain, who secured the passage
of the 16 to 1 law in lit34. On page
434 of his "Thirty Years View," he
says:
"Congress should not admit that it
can not do for the citizens of the Unit-
ed States what so Many monarchies
have done for their subjects. Gentle-
men. especially, who decry military
chieftains, should not confess that
they themselves can not do for Amer-
ica what a military chieftain did for
France."
Some Objections Answered.
Now, let us consider some of the ob-
jections made by our opponents
to the ,ree coinage of ,
It .4 codtemied that the adoption of
the free coinage of siker would drive
all the gold out of the country. Did it
have this effect In 1834? The money
power insisted then just as it does
now, that it would result in siker
monometalliSM. But Mr. Benton et,1
you, will remember.- said followe-- the
enactment of the law "Gold began to
flow into the country througho
all the channels of commerce." What
happened in 1878? Contrary to the pre-
diction of the Money power, gold be-
gan to flow into the -country promptly
upon the enactment of the Bland-Alli-
son bill. aVe gained $4,000,000 in gold
the floe year. $70,000,000 the aeetind
and 810,000,000 the third year, besides
(-nate! States 4 per cella bends ad-
yaneed In price during the same time
ft om lei to 120 per cent.
They ell es that free coin-
age will depredate the va lee
of the silver dollar until it will
only .4 worth as much as the Mexican
dollar. I answer that they need an In-
jection of the spirit of '741. The com-
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ment is ten-fold 
stronger and wealthier
and silver seem 
absolutely unanswer-
able in gold is why 
the two metals are
phetinelly mid thig they 
are not, juet
liun in the gold 
dollar is Worth a Mil
-
the contention', then, 
of the advocates
can maintain the 
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to ogee the Mexi
can dollar to a parity
away at will, and 
that, too. at a time
when she was less able 
than any civil-
today than It was in 
1819. Does not
of free silver that 
the United States
able? You may be 
deluded Into the
belief that silver 
dollars are redeem-
United States not only 
had the power
with the gold dollar, 
but could take it
laced nation on 
earth. This govern-
South American states, 
have ceased to
character of current money 
within the
United States. Their value is 
degraded
to the mint price of 
bullion; and thus
article of merchiusdise and 
coins, even those of Mexico 
and the
be a legal tender, and 
have lost their
month of November, 1819. 
From that
time there was no further 
suspension
of the prohluitory act. 
An exception
parts of dollars; but all other 
foreign
suspension, each for the period of 
three
was continueu, and still 
remains, in
favor of Spanieh milled 
dollars and
the actual and final 
cessation of the
circulation of foreign wins, to 
the
reason of its enforcement, he 
said:
came necessary, and in 1806, a 
further
suspension of three years was made:
after that a fifth, ant. finally a
 sixth
years; which brought the 
period for
pension of the law, owing to the 
prob-
able 
when the United States repealed
the law making certain foreign 
coins a
contraction of the currency by
val-
ue given it by congress. What w
as the
legal tender. I will ask Mr. Benton 
to
View," page 446, speaking of the 
sus-
where at the legal tender 
testify again. In his "Thirty 
Years
of customs. imposts and other oblige-
Uone due the government, every holder
exchanged on that basis, and
hence it passed current every
-
of Mexican money knew it could be
pay-
ment of all debts, both public and pri-
these dollars at 100 cents In payment
because the United States passed a law
vate. Mexico could not make it pass
current at 100 cents, but when the
country? Why did it do so? Simply
making it a legal tender in the 
United States said it would receive
Spain,and considerably more than that
that is remarkable, insist upon main-
taining Mexico upon a parity with the
cents alongside a gold dollar in this
of Russia, Italy and Spain combined.
Mexican dollar used to circulate at 100
wealth of Great Britain and Austria to-
gether, more than equal to France and
standard, with a lack of patriotism
United States. But, did you know a
that of Spain. It is nearly equal to the
bined wealth of Germany, Austria and
cording to afullhall, the English gist's-
than one-third, that of France by more
and more than five times
Austria. just about equal to the com-
tician, the wealth of the United States
And yet, the advocates of the gold
the strongest and wealthiest nation on
exceeds that of Great Britain by more
that of Germany, 21/2 times that of
Austria,. 41/2 times that of Italy,
country's ability to adopt and
that of the United States, is so puerile
with an answer. The United States is
the globe, while Mexico is one of the
than two-thirds. It is almost double
Russia, 3 1-3 times that of
weakest and most insignifleant. Ac-
maintain its monetary system, with
that I hardly feel like dignifying it
Old it ever two 
to you why the li
til•
Thus, you see, my
"A fourth suspension of the 
law be-
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tablished in 1816, _a. 
is 3 pounds, 17
shillings and 101/2 pence 
per standard
ounce. 916 2-3 fine, less 1/2 
pence de-
murrage. • • • • The 
provisions
of the bank act of 1844, 
are binning
only on the bank of 
England. An in-
dividual need not sell his gold to the
bank, unless he wishes to. Private
individuals may, and actually do, buy
as twit gold buaion in the market at
rates different from the bank price,
which is practically the same as the
mint price. But, as standard gold bul-
lion in England can always, after
some delay. be converted into coin at
the rate of 3 pounds, 17 shillings, 101/2
.pence, per ounce standard, gold bullion
in that country can never permanently
rise above the latter figure per ounce
standard. An ounce of gold and 3
pounds, 17 shillings, 101/2 pence in coin
are only different forms of the same
identical material. Nor can the price
of an ounce of standard goal in -Eng-
land ever'fall below 3 pounds, 17 shil-
lings. 9 pence, since any one can go to
the bank and ()main that amount for
It without any delay."
Mr. Carlisle -further says: "The
value of anything is the power it gives
its owner to acquire other things in ex-
change for it. Price is only one form
of value—that Is value expressed in
money. There is just as much a price
of gold in the . sed States as there
Is in England. An ounce of lane gold
ip the United States will, when coined
produce $2u.67. • That may be called
Its price here. but ..e value of these
$20.67 Is what they will purchase in
commodities. Congress may fix the
price or number of dollars to be coined
out of an ounce of gold. hut it
can not fix the value of the $20.67
when coined."
Here we have the present secretary'
of the treasury and tne spokesman of
the administration admitting every-
thing the advorats of free coinage
have contended for. Every' assertion
Mr. Carlisle tuts made in reference to
gold, applies with equal force to silver
and sustains the position assumed hy
Mr. Benton sixty years ago. It le true
congress can not fix the value at an
ounce of gold or silver either,. but it
can fix the mint price of either metal.
anti this price will remain invariable.
although the bullion 'value may fluctu-
ate. Any further argaiment on this
point would be superfluous.
"A Flood of Silver."
They threaten us with "a flood of all-
yes" Let it come. If it produces the
dreadful consequences the gold advo-
cates affect to believe it will, it will
only prove a blessing in disguise. I
have always beard it said that death
by drowning is the easiest death a per-
son can experience. While I have no
knowledge on the subject, I am pre-
pared to believe it infinitely preferable
to the process of dying by inches that
we have all experienced the past three:
years. But what ground is there for
this cOntenfion? Admitting for the
sake of argument, other nations would
dump their silver on us, it 
wouldonly
add to our prosperity. If they 
brought
their silver here to be coined int
o mon-
ey, they would not ship 
the money
back, because it would only 
be worth
its bullion value in 
other countries.
So what would the 
owners gain' They
would, of necessity be 
forced to in-
vest it in the products 
of our farms
and factories anti this 
increased de-
mand would give business 
of all kinds
such an impetus that 
this countryw
ould experience the 
greatest prosper-
ity in its history. 
But where would
this "flood of 
silver" come from?
There are not ten 
million dollars of
silver bullion in the 
whole world out-
side of the government 
vaults atWash-
ington. Europe has no 
silver except
her silver money and 
that invested in
the arts. Her silver 
money is all coin-
.ed ratios at  ranging 
from 12.90 to 1 in
Russia, up to 15.68 to 1 
in Egypt. This
silver money circulates 
in all these
countries on a 
parity with 
'goldgold To send 
it
United States to be re
-coined at the
ratio of 16 to 1, would 
entail a loss on
every dollar's worth of 
from three to
thirty per cent. If 
they threaten us
with the silver of 
Mexico and India, I
will answer that Mexico 
has only about
fifty-five million dollars of 
silver, and
she needs it all with 
which to transact
her own business. No 
silver Was ever
known to leave India 
after once get-
ing there. It has 
been described as "a
perpetual sink of silver 
absorbing It
never to return by 
thiry million to
sixty million dollars' 
worth every
year." I hardly think 
we need have
any fear on that 
score. The silver-
warea  
of all countries carries 
in it the
increased value of labor and 
the mid-
dle man's profit. hence 
it does not
stand to reason that it will 
we melted
up to be coined into 
money. I re-
peat, then. where is the 
"flood of sil-
ver" to etAITne from? het 
the gold
standard rain-makers answer.
Bimetallism by International 
Agreement.
But there is a very sincere 
and' re-
spat:table element who 
conscientiously
cling to the idea of free coinage
 of sil-
ver by international 
agreement. Is
such a thing possible? The 
consensus
of opinion is that it is not, 
owing to
England's attitude. All the leading 
bi-
metainsts of the world concur in 
this
belief, and consequently they 
are
watching with interest the contest 
go-
ing on in this country. 
Germany,
Prance, Russia and the Latin Union
are only waiting for the United 
States
to take the initiative, when 
they will
fall in line and adopt free coinage 
also.
Let me support this assertion wi
th the
testimony of some of the ablest bimet-
millets in the world. I quote first 
from
the great Frenchman, Henry 
Cernu.
hecimhie,tacalilisiedm.the father of 
international
Just before his death last April, 
Cer-
nuschl said: "After the statements 
of
the chancellor of the 
excequer, Sir
Michael Hicks Beach, (of Eng
land.)
the knot of the question of 
internation-
al bimetallism must now be 
sought for
in /Mertes. liniland. for a 
certain
time at least, will hive her hand
s tied
by the tlikelarations of the 
chancellor
of the eeehtelUer: but thaws genie 
dec-
laration,' will furnish the 
American
sliver men with a deviatee argument
for use in the present presi
dential
carnpalin • • • • Vroni a 
thine
retlial point of view, the free eolnage
of silver at 14 to 1. 
re-estehlished by
the United States without 
the
concurrence of Europe would
be a vicious solution, 
but
it would nevertheless be a step 
in
the direction of International bi
metal-
lism; for under the regime of the 
new
standard the productive power of the
United States would receive so enor-
mous an impulse, and this develop-
ment would have such a disastrous ef-
fect upon the economic and financial
Interests of England and the other Eu-
ropean nations now governed by' the
gold standard, that it may be confi-
dently predicted in advance that the
course of events would force the adop-
tion of international bimetallism as
the only true solution, even upon those
who today deny the possibility and ef-
11(74cy 
07 account itU of the publication of an
article In the June North American
Review, from which the gold standard
advocates extracted a good deal of
satisfaction, the following from Dr.
Arendt. the great German financier.
which recently appeared in the New
York World, is interesting:
"If the Democrats win the president-
ial campaign and proceed warily, they
can practically force the world to ac-
cept an international bimetallic stand-
ard at the ratio of 16 to I. There can
be no question of any other ratio. And
I am convinced that as soon as the
Wall-street •goldhug-s• saw which way
things were going, they would take the
inem.,xt steamer to Europe and would
move heaven and earth to induce Eu-
ropean governments to adopt bimetal-
is
Herr Von Kardoff. another German.
financier, says: "In my opinion, which
Is in agreement with that of my bi-
metallist friends, Dr. Otto Arendt and
Count Von Mirhach, the immediate
consequence of the victory of the sil-
ver party in the United States would
he that a bimetallist union between the
great commercial powers would be re-
stored much more rapidly than can
otherwise be the case. The general in-
crease in the prices, which would re-
melt from the free coinage of silver in
the United States, would benefit the
producing classes of the whole world.
and would convince large traders and
capitalists that fluctuations in the ra-
tio of gold to silver may' have unfavor-
able consequences for them also, and
that a fixed ratio between the precious
metals is a necessity for the world's
commerce."
I could supplement these opinions
with those of other able financiers. butt
I take it that they will suffice. No one
who is sincerely' in favor of bimatal-
lism can fail to be Influenced by these
opinions. They are the expressions of
men who have given their lives to the
study' of economic questions. and
whose devotion to the cause of bimet-
allism le.rerognized the world over.
If you cannot support the Calllte of free
silver from your own knowledge of the
subject and from your own belief in
the ability of the United States to
adopt and maintain Its own monetary
system, the declarations of these men
ought to outweigh your ill-formed 'con-
victions anti enlist yoii on the side of
humanity.
The Only Hope of Reform.
Now. In conclusion, to whom shall
we look for a reform in our curreney
eystem. Not to the Reptibliean Parts
beeallitP In its convention at St. limi.
turning its bark upon its tradition-
andhlstory at the bidding of the money
nower. it fell upon its knees before
Mammon. Not to the.' disgruntled poli-
ticians and Wall street financiers, wh
recently assembled at Indianapolis,
Like the money changers whose
tables our Savior overthrew and
Whom He then drove from
the temple, they are the
outcasts of Democracy. While the Is-
raelites were encamped at the foot of
Sinai and Modes was absent on the
Mount, Aaron east the golden calf
from the earnings of the people. So
flour years ago, waoe the Democrats
were pursuing the "even tenor of their
way" and Bryan was absent at his
Nebraska home, Whitney crystaliz-
ed the confidence of the people into a
gold standard platform. During their
eojourn in Egypt, the Israelites. from
the daily practice of the most degrad-
ing and revolting religious ceremonies,
and accustomed to see the image of
the golden calf carried in solemn pomp
at the head of marching armies, sank
into almost irretrievable degradation.
.111Se KO the ornerican people, in the
daily conduct of their business, with
their profits disappearing and the sup-
port of their loved ones drifting away
from them, accustomed to see the en-
sign of the gob a standard unfurled to
the tune of the titled wedding march,
have sunk almost into despair. But
commissioned by God as his chosen in-
strument, proving, by a series of mar-
velous deeds. in the midst of heathen-
ism, the God of Israel to be the only
true God. Moses at last overcame the
opposition of the Egyptians, and led
his people through the Red sea to the
promised land of Canaan. So William
Jennings Bryan, commissioned by the
Democratic party' at Chicago as
chosen leader, overcoming the opposi
tion of the Amalekites of Wall street,
proving by his matchless logic the cor-
rectnese of bimetallism, will lead his
people out of the bondage of the money
power into the promised land of pros-
perity Will you fall in line and help
swell his forces as he marches to vie-
try, or will you, because of some fan-
cied wrong or party prejudice, annoy
his followers as they pass by! I en-
treat you to forget your party and re-
member your country; I beg you sup-
plant your prejudice with sympathy
for your home. I implore you my
countrymen, whether you be Democrats.
Republicans or Populists, to range
yourselves on the side of this gallant
young leader, who had the courage to
hurl defiance at the money power and
warn it that it could "not press down
upon the brow of labor this crown of
thorns, nor crucify mankind upon a
cross of gold."
Struck by Lightning.
A danger long ago over, but which
Is as thrilling as any present newspaper
item of the time, because it concerued
a most precious life, is described in Mr.
Stearns' "Sketches From C0000rd and-
Appledore." In the summer of 1872 a
number of persons were killed by light-
ning, and the poet Whittier also met
with a narrow escape.
It was one of the last days of June,
and from our piazza we could see the
meet,. of black cloud rolling down the
Merrimac valley. At the same time
Miss Lizzie Whittier and a friend were
seated in a room on the right hand of
the front door, when an electric bolt
came through the wall like a rifle shot
just above her friend's head, laying her
out on the floor and shivering a mirror
into splinters.
Then it went through the doorway,
met Mr. Whittier in the frail hall and
knocked him seamless; then, 'wising
tern slate from a blind, It escaped
throtion an open window Into the gal.
dom.
Nine nt the victims was seriously
lajarett however, thoosh their hoed!
were confused and unserviceable for
immoral days.
Mr. Whistler was asked bow the
stroke felt,
"It was like a blow from a pile driv-
er," said he, "and I should not like
to have it repeated."
Lucky Delay.
The author of "Three Gringos In
Venezuela and Central America" speaks
vividly of the uncertainties of govern-
ment in Central America, where one
revolution is no sooner over than anoth-
er is likely to begin. One eight which
gave him is clear ides of such ups and
downs of fortune was an open grave by
the roadside, which had been dug by
the man who was to have occupied it.
The man had been captured with two
comrades while tiny were hastening to
rejoin their friends of tbe government
party. His companions in misery thought
it mattered little so long as they had to
die in what fashion they were buried.
So they scooped out a few feet of earth
with the tools their captors gave them,
stood up in these hollows and were shot
back into them dead, but the third man
declared be was not going to let his
body lie so near the surface, and be ac•
cordingly dug carefully to the depth of
six feet, smoothing the sides of the
grave and sharpening the corners
- While he was thus engaged at the
bottom of the hole he heard yells and
shots above him, and when he poked
his head up over the edge of the grave
it was to see his own troops running
down the mountain aide and his ene-
mies disappearing before them.
He is still alive and frequently rides
past the hole in the roadside on his
way to the capital
Growth of the Human Heart,
Dr. Benecke of Marburg has made
known his curious observations on the
growth of the human heart, It appears
from the doctor's deductions that the
increase of weight and bulk is greatest
during the first and second years of life,
the size of the organ at the end of the
second year beiug exactly double what
it Wag at the to& of birth. It is also
timed that between the second and eeia
enth year it again doubles in weight
and bulk. After the end of the second
year a slower rate of growth sets in un-
til about the fifteenth year, the aug-
ment mon of volume during I.1P seven
tie eight intervening years being only
about teo-thircia. As the period of
maturity approacees the growth of the
hCart again makes rapid progress, but
even after the body has maturcd the or-
gan C01:011311et at the rate of about
siXty-one-thousandtiq of au inch annual-
ly!, between the twenty•first mid fiftieth
years. Wheu the full growth ie
the average human heart ait about 6
micees in length and 4 inches in diame-
teir. It beats 100,800 times per day, cc
about 300,000,000 times in a lifetime
of 80 years—St. Louie Republic.
.01 the making of toilet sets there is
no end. A bewildering variety affords
a rimier of ivory implements, plain and
caved, shell imph•mente, ebony imple-
ments and implements of gold and of
silver.
Germany manufactured, in laa7,
5,800, 000 pounds of silk, worth £14,50e,•
° 00a.
NEW PARIS PALACES.
BUILDiNCIS FOR TNE UNIVERSAL EX-
POSITION OF 1900,
Arehltocistral Marmots to Cost "Monson&
of Francs Dmigned by Frowns French
Artists—Tim Buildings to Be Permanent
After the Big Fair Is Over.
A most important architectural fea-
ture of the universal exposition to be
held in Paris in 1900 will be the two
new palaces to be erected in the Champs
Elysees. Plans for both buildings have,
now been selected, and the work will
presently be under way.
The aelecti, in was made deliberately by
competition. There has, of mum, been
some discussion of the jury's award, but
the character of the jurors has been
enough to repress any expression of real
disoontent. Well it might, with such
men for jurors as Ed Detaille and nevi];
de Cheyennes, presidents respectively
of the Association of French Artists and
the National Society of Fine Arta; M.
Henry Boucher, minister of commeroe;
M. A. Picard, commissioner general,
and M. Henri Raujon, director of fine
arts for the exposition.
Sixty plans were submitted for the
grand palace, which is to be the most
imposing architectural MOORMent of the
exposition. No less a ram than 45,000
flews was offered. Tee judoes began,
by eliminating about one-half the plans
offered. About 80 remained, and this
Dumber was without &dimity again cut
in Iwo, leaving 15. This remnant, rep-
ressatLog much and varied talent,
subdivided and classified, with the re-
sult indicated in the following para-
graph:o
First premium, 15,000 frames, M.
Louvet ; second premium, 19,000 trance.
MM. Degiane and Binge; third premi-
um, $8, 000 franca M. Thomas; fourth
premium, 6,000 francs, M. liiranit; fifth
premium, 4,000 franca, M. Tropey-
Reilly.
M. Lonvet's planai are considered a
real triumph of interior arrangement
and artistic imagination of the highest
order. The principal facade, which is
reproduced herewith, at once disposed
the jury in the artist's favor.
The artist ham endeavored to modify
as little as possible the aspect of the
Chaim* Elyse& The new avenue lead-
ing from the Champs Ely's** to the In.
'elides has not been negtected. The pal-
are is to be surrotuaded with trees and
gardens, which will bare the appear-
ance of connecting naturally with tbe
existing trees and shrubbery in the fa-
moue promenade
As k, the palace itself. it contains two
moraumentel staircases and an immense
eotranoe hail, t.e3 the first floor are the
salons reserved for the exhibition of
paiutings. As enormous steam is eto
sonde ice sculpture, and pienty of ewe
has beet, reserved for smaller exhibition
rooms, a great cafe, metatarsal, ete.
The rooms on the ground floor will
bare abundant light. Thom on the first
floor will be lighted from seems. except-
ing tips salmi of hews which bee im-
mense bay windows and talouniee
This palsies is to be a permanent
butinins and will be alilumeitne the an
ewe Noy, meow A trace eau tam le tie
laid oti the ground flout, end &praline-
nista. hive twee wade het Stabiliii
daritroLtiti
M C Pieties Uleaeli by rinaninimia
'Or of tee jury inieurtel first pnas for
the..eser pa411100...4 , 000 frediai— and also
feurti, prim fur the gruel palmy-4, 000
francs. M. (limit is 46 years of age
and a native of Coen& The Palace of
Hygiene, on the Esplanade des Invelides,
and the pavilion of the chamber of com-
merce, on the banks of the Seine, two
notable features of the exposition of
1889, were his. He is now building the
monument which Mme. Pasteur, widow
of the illustrious savant, has dedicated
to her husband's memory at the Pasteur
institute in the Rue Dntot, where M.
Pasteur's body is eventually to be in-
terred.—Exchunge.
INJURED BY X RAYS.
Leary, the Blass Later, Seriously Hart by
the Experiments.
In a lodging house at Oakland, Cal.,
weak and pale and almost broken in
spirit, lies Willie Leary, a young man
who has amused the public by eating
glass tumblers and lamp chimneys, and
he is strong in the belief that all of his
troubles are due to efforts to view his
interior anatomy by means of the X ray.
After several experiments at glass eat-
ing physicians put him on a table with
the cathode ray apparatus strapped to
his back. When the current was turned
on, he received a severe shock and had
his back burned badly. This has devel-
oped into a malignant *ore, which cov-
ers a large portion of his back. His
nerves were so shattered that be cannot
eat glass until greatly improved.
"They told me they would not hurt
me," be said, "so I let them put on the
cathode ray. It knocked me down and
burned my beck horribly. It was over
two weeks ago, but it burns awful-
ly yet, sod I can't sleep at night, It
caught me in the muscles, too, so that
the doctors say I will not be well for
five or six years. If that is so, I will
die, for I can't stand it."—San Fran-
demo CalL
• 
Marriage as a Funeral.
At Buffalo Valley, W. Vs., the other
day oocurred the funeral of Mrs. Marion
Newman, Immediately after the cere-
mony Mr. Newman and Miss Melinda
Daniels, a cousin of Newman's dead
wife, stepped forward, handed a license
to the minister and requested to be mar-
ried. The marriage ceremony was per-
formed, much to the astonishment of
the mourners of the dead woman.
Wood For Larnaca.
It is proposed to substitute bamboo
for ash wood for the lentos of Eng ish
cavalry regimente•as the ash used is
said to be brittle and not to be trusted
in actual warfare. -
On the one hand the Republican na-
tional committtee is distributing 8.000,-
000 copies of congressman Linton's A.
P. A. speech, denouncing the Catholics,
and, on the other, is addressing ap-
peals to the Catholic clergy to support
McKinley.
The Democratic party. In this cam-
paign, is fighting the money pewer not
only of the United States, but of the
whole world. England. France and
Germany, especially, have eontrtbuted
liberally to Hanna's campaign fund.
The Iowa state fair meeting was at-
tended by more people than ever paid at











CONVENTION CLOSES. 'UT FROM EAR TO EAR FOUND IN FAIRMEW, SOUTHALL SQUASHED 
FACTS FOR FARMERS.i
New Universalist Church L !nseph Cekieril Suicide
Dedicated Sunday.
H:18 Pi k. e TP1:0 Ks Will ttfl.lt Co On Nv4es :nteresting,to Tillers
• • 1 c 1!0..
NEWSY LOCAL NOTES. HE WAS COMING HERE. SQUEDUNC'ygTORIES. SCHEME DIDN'T WORK.•
WIll Prehated elarriaea,llonday Afternoon- for a eurneer of Years He Had Bzen a
Protracted 'setting-Other Items. eler In Clarksville.
The State conveutiou of the Univer-
salist Church, waicla convened near Era
in this county Lae Friday, came to a
close Sunday Ulu.
The meeting was one of the pleasant-
est and moot profitable that has been!
held. All thee services were well at- I
• deed and there were several additions
$ the church.
morning the new church,
• aich is located near the old Console-
on Church, was dedicated. Over one
.housand people were on the ground,
and a basket dinner was one of the
features of the day. The dedicatory
sermon was delivered by Rev. Q. H
Shinn, of Galesburgh. Ill.
An election of officers was deferred
until the next meeting. The President
of theAseiomation is Mr. Juo. P. Prowse
and the secretary is Hon. Polk Caneler
both of this city.
The next meeting will be held in
May, 1897, at Goodhope Church in Hop-
kins county.
+4+
BILL OF KLI SIVELY.
The will of the late Eli H. Sively was
probated Monday. He leaves' all of his
estate, both real and personal, to his
wife, Mrs. Sapho. E. Sively to have dna
lag her life. At her death he wills that
all his property be cony rted by public
sale into oaah and the proceeds be
divided equally among his vhileireu.
44+
A WEDDING MONDAY AFTERNOON.
Mon. afternoon at the residence of the
groom's sister, Mrs. Jack Boyd, Mr.
George W. Ferguson and Miss Mattie
Lee Watkins were joined in marriage.
Rea Smith. pastor of the Christian
Church, officiated. The bride is a
oretty young lady who lives in Todd
county. Mr. Ferguson is a valued-- em-
ploye of the Huffman Mills, and is a
worthy young man.
+++
• POLL or CROFTON.
Mr. J. Boxley, of Crofton, was in town
Mon. and paid the NEW Etat a pleasant
visit. He has taken a poll of Crofton
and found that on Nov. 3d the following
votes of persons inside the corporate
limits of the town will be cast:
Bryan 35
McKinley.  3$




In a day or two cards will be sent out
announcing the marriage of Mr. Ed-
ward Watson Overstreet, of Paducah,
to Miss Julia Buff aloe, of Oxford, Miss.,
to take place at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Buffaloe,
on October 27, at 5 p. m. The bride is
a typical brunette of the Southern type,
and beiougs to an old Southern family,
and has many frieuds in Hopkinsville,
where she has visited at different times.
+++
WILL LIVE IN LAFAYETTE.
Rev. 0. W. Lyon preached his first
sermon in Lafayette Sunday. He will
not live in Hopkinsville as had been au-
announced. He has secured a house in
Lafayette and has moved his family and
household effects into it.
ett
TO OPEN • GALLERY.
Mr. Charles Anderson has gone
to Lafayette to remain several
months. He will open a photograph
gallery there. He is an expert artist
and a genial young gentleman.
+++
revreenoes OCT.
Invitations are out for the marriage
of Miss Sue D. McHenry, of Owensboro,
and Dr. Wilbur Fitzalan Stirman,
which will take place Wednesday, Oc-
tober 28, at the First Baptist church, of
Owensboro. The weddir g will be a
notable event in Owensboro society.
RACE MEETING ARRANGED.
As anticipated by the NEw ERA ar-
rangements have been made for the
Kentucky Association to hold a race
meeting at Lexington, beginning Nov.
2$ and continuing five days.
+++
WHY THEY DIDN'T woe
The announcement Saturday that
Forbes & Bro.. of Hopkinsville, had won
the premium for the best wagon dis-
played at the fair, was a mistake, inas-
much as there were no premiums offer-
ed on wagons or farm implements.-
Clarksville Times.
+ + + .
A CLEVE& ACT,-NTT.
The railroads carried all the coal mi-
ners to Hopkinsville last Thursday free
of charge, to allow theah to listen to
Lindsay and Fellowv,. the gold bugle,
says the Paducah News. This was cer-
tainly a very clever act in the railroads,
and something they are not accustomed
to doing.
+4f
TAXES TO THE ASYLUM.
Ed Thompson, a son of Rev. and Mrs.
A. J. Thompson, wbo lives at Grand
Rivers, was adjudged insane and has
been taken to the Asylum near this city.
++ +
KIFSLNo BABIES.
Judge Joseph I. Landes is not pnz-
&hag his brain over intricate cases in the
Appellate Court this week. He is out
hustling for votes in order that he may
hang on to his job.
+ + +
MOVES TO CHRLSTIAN.
Mr. W. H. Kennedy has moved his
family to this county and will perma-
nently locate here. He will engage in
the farming buein‘ena and has taken pose
session of the Col. Sypert farm. He is
from Kirby, Calloway county.
4.4+
WILL SPEAK SATURDAY.
Hon. W. B. Hayes, of Riverville, will
address the voters of Christian county
Saturday afteruoou at one o'clock at the
court- house.
+ + +
G. W. Southall has not given up hopes
of getting his name on the ballot. His
attorney, Judge Little, has asked for a
special hearing of the ease to-day before
Special Judge Wathen. of Owensboro.
It is the common opinion that he won't
cut any figure in the election even if he
does get his name on the ballot. It is





Jew. The New Era s Regular Correspondent Sends The Republicans Fail In
Ee e.,.. ar,•geeeer iii tee
reetaeteal of the cieresville Pike. a short
dis_tance ti, form at
"The &mar •," came upon a gristly find
Tuesday morning while on their way to
work.
L: big oireetly ie front af the big
guto to the farm was a white nein. His
throat was cat from ear to ear. He was
nneonscious and the negroes thought
dene. They went to the yelsee
they were working and told thee over-
seer, who immediately proceeded to the
Norton place and told Mr., Stevenson.
The latter sent for Dr. Harry Watts.
When the physiaans arrived he ailmin-
istered restoratives to the wounded
man and he soon recovered his senses,
Us a Breezy Letter.
Fairview. Ky., Wt. 21, '96-
One of the largeat crowds ever
bled at this place was here) yesterday to
hear the Hon. Jim. S. Rhea. One of
Kentucky's greatest orators. The peo-
ple of Christian and Todd Nineties
commenced to gather about noon and
from that time until 2 o'clock they came
pouring in from all directions. Wile
Mr. Rhea appeared six hundred peop •
were present, eager and anxious to ab-
sorb his eloquence. He was introduced
by Mr. Ilea ell. of eonr city A laree
uuneaer ()Netlike graceti the exatesion
with their presence. Mr. Howell, at the
close of Mr. Rhea's speech, was called
! upon and spoke for fifteen minutes. His
remarks were to the pont and appro. • Clerk, requesting him to put Southall's
iete The speaking took place in Mr. flame on the official ballot as the Peo-
Henry Wilkins' yard, the speakers oc- plc's party (-matte:ate for Congress.
'there were not a dozen of the signers
who belon ed to the Peo le's but
cupying the porch. Mr. Rhea's speech
had  I good effect. heard of several 0.
but his condition was such that he did S. Democrats being converted to bimet-
uot have long to live. alliszn.
At first he declined to tell anything'
When we compare our so-called rich
about himself.. Just before he died he
men with the bloated millionaires of the
said that his name was Gelcierd ; that North, they are pigmies in proportion.
for five years he had been living in A luau worth a hundred thousand dol.
Clarksville where he had been engaged lan here, wouldn't amount to a row of
In the jewelry business ; that he was on pins among them.
his wny to Hopkineville. a
I'm opposed to taereion, intimeletion
More than this nothing I"---(- bet and retaliation. I think it is utichris.
learned, except a statement' rewarding tinn and undemocratic but the railroad
the manner of the death. The man corporations and nianunectureas Noah
are re-sorting to it to make McKinleysaid that at four o'clex•k that morning
votes. If I was a fanner and employed
he had cut his throat with a peu knife. 1
• uegroadwould kindly say to them, -my
The knife was found near him. It is •interest is your interest, and if yen can't
small and the blade used was very little see what's for mine and your mutual
benefit I can't employ you and you will
have to leek work elsewhere. If Mc-
Kinley is elected and the single gold
standard is maintained the large plan-
ters especially will have to partial ex-
penses. There is not one farrder in fifty
that is making more than a living. Why
has wheat advanced? Because the
great bulk of it is in the hands of specu-
lators. Why is the gold reserve in the
treiuiurt in excess of the amount requir-
ed? Because it is done for effect. When
that reserve previous to the "free silver
craze," as our adversaries call iafell Le-
' low the requisite amount, the Genet u•
merit issued bonds, and Cleveland and
Carlisle, the arch traitorsan conjunction
with syndicates, received their portion
of the stolen spoils. They should be
taken by the people and hung to one of
those beautiful shade trees that orna-
ment the public grounds. But, thauk
God, they have had their day, and after
Rohner's jewelry store. He WaS an ex- the 3rd of November next they will be
pert workman and made good wages. consigned to a back seat in the national
museum as imagee of perpetual hate.He was frugal and saved his money.
over an inch in length.
He begged piteously for some one of
those around him to kill him and put
him out of pains.
Besides the deep wounds about his
throat, he had stabbed himself several
times in the breast.
He refused to tell why he had stabbed
self, but when, just before he died, he
lost consciousness, and said several
times that he had been engaged in "ras-
cality and that the papers weuld be full
of it before long."
He died about half-past eight o'clock.
From Clarksville the following story
comes by telephone:
Joseph Gelderd was an Englishman.
He went to Clarksville about four years
ago and secured a place in Thomas
Occasionally he would go on a spree,
but it never lasted long. He-was quiet
and well-behaved and had few intimate
friends.
Recently his mind had become some-
what affected, and he had himself lock-
ed up for several days in a. house for
fear that he would do violence. Sever-
al times he told his employer that he
was in great trouble, but never told the
nature of his worries.
Monday afternoon he drew $3.5 and
left the store earlier than usual. No
one knows where he went, but at two
o'clock that morning he engaged a horse
and buggy and a driver from a livery
stable and started from Clarksville in
the direction of flopkinsville: He act-
ed in a peculiar manner and -appeared
to be very excited at the stable. He
told the stableman that some one was
trying to kill him and he was leaving
town to avoid trouble.
At the Lafayette road he sent the
buggy back and proceeded on foot to
-The Square."
It is believed in Clarkmville that
troable about a woman was the cause of
the suicide.
An undertaker was sent out from
Clerksville that morning an a the body
was taken thare for interment.
Democratic Rally and Barbecue at
Princeton, Hy.
Account of rally and barbecue the 0.
V. Ry. will sell tickets to Princeton and
return for train No. 2 Saturday, Oct.
24th, at one fare for round trip. Train
Leaves Hopionmaille at 5:20 S. ni.
E. M. Sherwood, Agt.
Entertaining and Profitable.
Gain Sin eauth, a Chinese student in
the Theological Seminary at Lebanon,
Tenn., preparing for the ministry in his
own country, will lecture at. the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church next Sun-
day evening at 7:30 o'clock ton "Man-
ners and Cuetoms of the Chinese." The
lecture is highly entertaining and profit-
able. He appears in Chinese costume
and sings Chinese songs. All
vited. No admission charged.
are in-
Lindsay and Fellow•.
A Paclacahan who was present at the
speaking of Lindsay and Fellows at
Hopkinsville last Thursday, says that
neither speaker ever mentioned the
names of Palmer and Buckner, but
rather intimated that it would be best
to support the Republican ticket, and
should McKinley be elected, "we, the
Democratic party," would endeavor to
handle the Republican party for the-
next four years. It would seem that
both Lindsay and Fellows were getting
some of Hanna's millions of campaign
boodle, and are playing Judas lecariots
to the Democracy which gaze them of-
fice and prominence. They will go




The report of Grand Treasurer John
H. Leathars, of the Kentucky Masonic
Grand Lodge, shows the total receipts
for the year. including the balance of
$8,071.12 left over from last year, were
$16,791 12. Of this amount there has
been disbursed for mileage and per diem
$150; for general expenses, $1,1tael0;
for stationary and printing, $1,292 05;
for salaries and appropriate:ins, $1,893.-
56; for postage, $60.92, and for Maeonic
Widows' and Orphans' Home, $3,120.
The total expenses for the year
amount to $7,707.62, leaving a net bal-
ance in the hands of the Treasurer of
$9,063 50,
The total resources of the Grant
Lodge, according to the market value
of securities, is $17,353.50.
Die Ten Ever
Try Electric Bitten; as a remedy for
your trouble*? If not, get a bottle now
here Weeheaday.
and get relief. This medicine has been li Mr. Gus Moore, of "The Square," was
found to be peculiarly adapted to the re
lief and cure of all female complaints, I 
in town Wednesday.
exerting a wonderful direct influence in Mr. Walter 
Radford, of Casky, MILS
'giving etrength and tone toi. the organs. in the city Wednesday.
lIf you have loss of appetite. eonetipa- Dr. J. P. Bell, and wife, of Bell, were
l tam. headache, fainting !spells, or are I
nervous, sleeplea, excitable, me•lan. here shopping Wednesday.
choly or troubled with MEZT spells, Elea Mrs. John R. Kitchen and son, Cen-
tric Bitten. is the nowlicint. you used. a nv, left Tutewlay afternoon for
A Mire (-wipe Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre. Health and strength are guaranteed by -e :1 ,reee to spend several days with Mrs.
isms ammonia mem or any other aciudgrant, It, tea Fifty cents and $1.00 at R. C.
aillt lfialli THII_STANDMI1/2., • 
liardvack's drug store, , -John Clardy,
The bimetallists of Todd county are
well organized and ready for the fray.
The people are thoroughly aroused and
are anxious for the ides of November to
roll round. The strongest vote ever
polled in the county will be cast. ken
who have heretofore been indifferent
and lukewarm say they are coniing out
and will make one more effort for the
salvation of the country. May the good
Lord preserve them to fulfill their de-
sire.
Permit we to notice Mr. Blanton
Mobley, one of the most remarkable
young men in Toad county. With but
limited schooling he can read fluently
Greek, Hebrew, Latin and is well versed
in higher mathematics. He never at-
tended college and his knowledge has
been acquired at home. He is a sou of
Parson Mobley, one of Elktou's dietina-
nailed divines. He is a modest young
man and I trust he will excuse me for
bringing hint into public notice.
It is disgusting to hear G. S. Demo-
crats when attending aRepublican pow-
wow, applauding their old adversaries,
and the Republicans do the same when
they go to hear a Hannacrat McKinley
Aid Society fellow. "Consistency,
thou art truly a jewel."
Two weeks more and the grand battle
of ballots will be fought. Boys in the
trenches line up and prepare for the
greatest victory of your lives! The
monied powers of the world, syndicates,
combines, trusts, corporations and the
devil is against us, but be of good cheer.
He who said to the turbulent- waves,
"be still," the God of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob is with us, and will enable
us to gain a victory over the money-
sharks.
Request your mothers, sisters and
sweethearts to pray that our cause may
succeed and, my word for it, Bryan will
be elected by an overwhelming majori-
ty. -
Messrs. Marion Meacham and Jas. S.
Shaw, of Christian, will please accept
my thanks for special favors.
Miss Fyke is teaching at Laytonsville.
Prof. Fowler is teaching at this place.
Mr. Nelson Wade is a free silver man
of the strictest sect. The goldite men
of this section are about as; scarce as the
precious metal they advocate.
When the boys in the trenches get 16
to 1
They will be merry and have some fun.
And as sure as Johnny shot off his gun
We are going to have, "you bet," 16
to 1.
The above verse is copyri. ghted and







Dr. S. S. Steward, of Fairview, was
in town yesterday.
Miss Hazel Everett is visiting re-la
tiven near Sinking Fork.
Mr. and Mrs. J C Walis, of the Pem-
broke neighborhood, were here yester-
day.
Misses Kate Breathitt and Jennie
Winfree, of Csaky, are visiting Mrs.
Tom Winfree, of Church Hill.
Mr. J. C. Duffy, of Beverly, was here
Sunday.
Mr. Bryant Baker, of Gracey. as in
the city this week. ,
Mr. J W. Duncan, of Baker's Mill,
was in town Monday.
Mr. Richard K. Tyles has gone to
New York to visit relatives.
Mies Goldie West, who has been visit-
ing Man Carrie Wright, on High street,
has returned home.
Mr. Allan Draper, of Lafayette, was
in town this week.
Mr and Mrs. M. A. Mason, of "The
Square," were here shopping Tuesday.
Mr. W. W. Radford, of Howell, was
P PailYe
it large majority of them, and especially
those who signed from this county,were
Republicans, some of the more promi-
nent ones being Ben Driver, W. W.
Chambers, Dr. J. Glahn, H. H. McCain,
Buck Morton, E. Stealer, Geo. M. Pur-
tucker, F. A. Ames, 0. W. Crutcher, J.
K. Hunter, Chap, J. Werner, Lawson
Reno, C. E. VatiRefinaaeleer, Harry
Green, E. A. Watta..(eol) Dr. J. M.
Peters, [vol.], and numerous other Ite-
publicaas both white and mitered
The petition, wItlelt was presented to
put the name of John W. Lockett on
the ballot as the National Democratic
candidate for Congress contained the
names of numerous persons who signed
the Southall petition. On the Southall
petition it appears in several places that
numbers of names had been signed by
the same person. In one pla.-e over
fifty names appeared in the same hand-
writing.
Clerk Griffith considering all the cir-
cumstance*, and under leleal advice, re-
fused to file the petitimi. This being
the last day on which the petition could
be filed in time to get the candidate's
name on the ballot, Judge L. P. Little
as employed and late yesterday after-
noon he filed a petition in the Circuit
Court, asking that Mr. Griffith, by man-
damus, be compelled to file the petition
of Southall, and that his name be placed
on the official ballot in the People's par-
ty column.
The case was heard by Judge Owen
on demurrer to Mr. Griffith's answer
last night. Judge Little appeared for
Southall. and C. S. Walker, E. H.
Brown, La Vega Clements' and J. S.
Stinean presented the defense of Mr.
Griffith.
The court overruled the general de-
murrer to the answer, but reversed his
ruling on the special demurrer. He held
that Griffith had a legal right to refuse
to file the-petition, and on a denial of
the allegations of Southalas petition
prie-Of would be required. This virtual-
ly settled the case and Mr. Southall's
name will not grace the ballot this time,
for before the case can be called for
trial and proof taken by Southall and
his Republican allies, Dr. Clardy will
have begun his term of Congress, to
which he will be elected in November.
This is only one of the many schemes
that are being devised by the Republi-
cans to destroy Democratic and Popu-
list fusion, but in this case a clear ex-
position of the trick has been made, and
it will only cement the Populists and
Democrats the closer to Dr. Clardy.
The petition of Southall says: We,
the undersigned, de-siring to vote for
him, petition that his name be placed
upon the ballot so that we- may do so."
There is no person who would believe
that a single one of the gentleman nam-
ed above desire to vote for ally one but
eBroucho" Franks. This of itself is
enough to convince any fainuinded per-
son that the whole thing is a trumped
up scheme to confuse the Populists of
the Second district.-Owensboro Mes-
senger.
The Henderson Journal prints this
morning: "Mark Hanna's aetivity in
Kentucky of late is proof of his inten-
tion to carry the. State if scheming will
do it. It is also proof that he needs
Kentucky and needs it badly.
"One of his. latest &themes is to bring
out a "middle-of-the-road" candidate)
for Congress in this district upon the
trumped up excuse that somebody has
been badly treated.
"G. W. Southall. of Hopkiusville,
calling himself a Populist candidate for
Congress., was in Henderson Sunday.
The first thing he did after getting here
was to send for John W. Lockett, Bol
tocratic candidate for Congress, with
him, Judge J. F. Lockett and other
goldbugs, he was in consultation at his
room in Hotel Henderson throughout
the day. Southall knew his business.
He is out to confuse the faruna, getting
him to scratch his ballot, lose his vote
and help the McKinley aid society in
fasteniug the gold standard avail the
country.
"Eternal vigilance is the price of lib-
erty."
_
Don't think that - your liver needs
treating if you are bilious. It don't.
It's your stomach. That is, your stom-
ach is really what causes the bilious-
new. It has put your liver out of order.
See what's the matter with your
stornaele
'Sick stomach poisons liver and then
there's trouble. Shaker Digestive Cor-
dial cures stomach and then all's well.
That's the case in a nutshell.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret.
Formula's on every bottle. But it's the
simple honest way it's made, the hon-
est Shaker herbs and other ingredients
of which it's composed, that make it so
efficacious.
Any real case of indigestion can be
cured by Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try
it.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to
$1.00 per bottle..
A Basket Loaner.
A basket dinner will be give at New
Hope Church Sunday, ReM. L.
Pope, of Green Castle, Ind., will preach.
ays
Of severest trial and test prove
in regard to Hood's Sarsaparilla
st, Createst Merit
Secured by a peculiar Combina-
tion, Proportion and Preicess
unknown tu others - which
naturally and actually produces
d, Greatest Cures
Shown by thousands of honest,
voluntary testimonials which
naturally and actually produce
d, Createst Sales
Areording to the statements of
uruggista all over the country.
In these three points Hood's







to The Tobacco Market Sere asd Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
The Re publican !wheats to get the
mime of U. W. Southall on the ballot
as the People's pally candidate for Con.
grese in the See-owl district has failed to
pen out. Realizing the hopeless case. of
E. T. Franke to sit in the next Congress,
in view of ta eamplete fusion between
the Denose at- and Populists, A. C.
Briggs and other Republicans hatched
up a scheme to put Soathalla name on
he ballot as the People's party candi-
date, and thus divide the Populist vote
with Or, Clardy,
A. C. Briggs, printer of the Franks
organ, yesterday presented a petition
signed by over 400 voters of the Second
district to J. T. Griffith, the county
I.15 eick m itior.T.
Iteport1 by Louisville Live Stock
Each:taiga Bourbou Stsvekyarels.
Louisville, Ky.. 21. -Cattle -The
cattle on Kale- were limited in number
and ed plow qnality. l'nder a fair de-
mand the. market was steady at Mon-
day's price's, which have shown no
change. Choice offerings of butchers
and stockers were favored by buyers.
Good elearance of all grades was made.
Calves.-The light run of calves Was
absorbed by the local butchers at yester-
day's prices. The market was stady.
Extra shipping  
Light shipping  
Rest butchers
Fair to good butchers
ttttttt medium butchers . 1 5130 2 MS
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scales age ..
Good to extra oxen





Choice milch cows 
Fair to good mulch cows  15 OtkEt5 Re
Hogs.-The receipts of hogs were light
and of good quality. Mediums and
heavies sold freely up to$3.50 and lights
a little less readily at $8.10er3.30. The
market had an uneertain tone on ac-
Nentit of a canniderable nutuber of late
arrivnes, whie•h threatelled Stirfelt the
demand. Still all were dietatarel of
without developing any noticeable weak.
Choler, Nulling slid butchers, FRI
Mutt Itl MAU ari
Fair to good pitching, tem to 300 lb 51 aia-41 81
used to want light, Pinto lisutb I AS
Fat shoSts, 121) 1:111 te
Peet shoats, eta te tee .
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Sheep and Lambe.-The sheep and
lamb trade was very dull in consequence
of unfavorable reports from other mar-
kets and receipts of very poor quality
here. Sheep declined 150e 25c to $2.35
for prime. Bucks lost 25c to $1.75. Lambs
were sluggish without change.
Good to extra shipping sheep
Fair to goal
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THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
exclusively by Glove; & Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,244 hhae., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,001 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 140,424 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 135,303 hhds.
The past week has been one of light
receipts and salee. The prices for dark
tobacco have ranged about as the week
previous, possibly a shade stronger on
common leaf and lugs. A few lads, of
dark tobacco were sold this week-qual-
ity poor-prices low.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 1895 crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 25
Comnion to medium lugs. 1 Off to 1 60
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 Q0'to 3 50
Common leaf  2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf  3 ta to 500
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  7 (A) to 800
110PKINSVILLE MARKET.
M. D. Boales, Broker, of this




Sales for week,  
Sales ea year
Offeri,•gs for week
The rejections were large the first sale
day, it hich was quite an easy market.
The second day sales were liberal, with
better prices prevailing and market clos-
ed steady. The offerings consisted of
common talow medium grades, and a
hogshead of medium to good here and
there on the breaks. Another hogshead
of new crop offered and rejected at 412
cents. It was common leaf.
The color of new crop appears good










Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 22, 1896.
Since last report the market remains
fairly steady. Receipts are falling off,
only 1:Pilau's. for the week, 20,915 for
the year. Sales for week 292 laids., for
thee-year 17,372 bhds. So far there has
been no transactions 00 the new crop in
this immediate vicinity. 3 hlids. new
leaf has been offered on the market.
Grade, common leaf and al rejected at
$3.95 to $5.50. The co:ors are good, but





1 00 to $1 75
  2 75 to 270





...$3 00 to $5 00'
500 to 70'
7 00 to 10 00
WRAPPERS.
Short Plug  $7 00 to $8 00
Long • 9 00 to 10 00
we APPEKS STOOIE.
Medium  $6 00 to 7 00




Re Appeals to Workingmen to Assert
Their Independence and Rights
At the Polls.
Chicago, October 22, le96.
To the American People:
In view of the fact that the great cor-
porations, with scsrcely an ex -eption,
and many of the large employers of la-
bor in the United States, are engaged in
a concerted effort to coerce their em-
pleyes into voting at the approaching
election against their own convictions,
I deem it my dua all upon all those
who believe in the supremacy of the
law and the untrammelled freedom of
the individual in the right of exercising
the ballot, to use their utmost efforts to
prevent the success of this most flue-mut
act of lawlessness, for if this conspiracy
succeeds government by corporations
will have succeeded government by the
people.
The corporations which tlita appeal
to force and fraud strike at the very
foundations of Republican government,
and the lovers of free institutions must
aTrOuSe themselves to save the country
from its great peril. Especially should
the workingmen assert their manhood
rights. If they vote according to their
convictions and in accordance with their
interests, the Democratic ticket is cer-
tain of election, and in that case the
employing corporations will have no de-
sire to embark upon a policy of punish-
ment. In the contest that is raging the
salvation of the workingman lies in the
assertion at the polls of his rights BA a
free and independent American citizen.
The perpetuation of this attempted
outrage upon free suffrage will work its
own cure. An indignant people, jeal-
ous of their rights, will demand that the
Legislatures, State and National, shall
proeeen at once by rigorous measures to
prevent the possibility of a repetition of
such attempts hereafter.
The National Committee, baited by
the full power of the Democratic organ-
Is the beet - Ic Is .h- One True Blond Purifier. •ization In every State of the Union,
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
A •• ef tartar baking powder
Higheer re ell in leavening strength.--
latest •Itod States Government Food
Report
Roe' et li.e etc, POWDER co , New York
whether pnalic officer or private citizen,
weo is I:eta-tad in any violation of the.
law, elite: vigorously prosecuted and




Dr. E. N.-Fruit, dentist, office over '
City Bank. May 13 '96 - •• k
Money to loan on real estate, Fleeter a a :•
Wood, Jr., Agent. d&wt
r.WANTED-Small family of adults to
occupy part of residence. Inquire at
this office, cod
t••••
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... ajust received at Hopper Bros.
Three good rooms for rent on East 7th l tr.,:...f..i. 
street. Apply at this office. 
o 
'"s,  - iFurniture repaired and upholstered at s a e v")S • -1.
Juo. R. Kitchen's.
r






11, $ 0 .
BOARDERS WANTED-Two gate
Hemet] boarders wauted apply to Miss
Lucie Whitlock. d2t
Always in memento Hopkins' Steamed
Honlitty (Hailed Corn). Elegant lunch
Its Milk, 4.1)t. can, 10e,
It is actual merit that has given
Hood's Sarsaparilla the first place among
medicines. It is the (hie True Blood
Purifier and nerve tonic.
For billiousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 35 per
box at draggest
WANTED-First-class salestnan on
salary or commission to sell our goods
to the manufacturing trade. Addr,
the Stoddard Oil & Compound„ Co .
Cleveland, 0. d3t
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Fowright the' tailor and cutter. Pants
made from $6.00 to $15.00. Suits from
$15.00 to $60 00. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Era Also ladies dress-skirt
cleaning.
Freo,Silver Papers.
We will furnah you the following
papers in C0114,Cef 1011 with the WEEKLY
NEW ERA for one year at following
prices, viz: •
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEW late, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY Nrw ERA, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW Fate, (all three) IF2.00-
,
That Joyful Fee lag
With the exhilarating sense of renew-
ed health and strength and internal
cleanliness, which follows the use of
Syrup of Figs, is unknown to the few
who have not progressed beyond the old-
time medicines and the cheap substi-
tutes sometimes offered but never
cepted by the well-informed.
-ann. • ...a--
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-




Two nice residence on East side of
North Main, between 1st and 2d streets,
containing five and seven rooms. A
beautiful building lot immediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
Cleveland avenue. This is one of the
pleasantest homes in the city and one of
the best built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the
house. Apply to S. H. MYERS,
w2m---d2tw2tu Hopkinsville,Ky.
Hardwick's for drugs and jewelry.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at hail price
at Hardwick's.
•
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hruelwick.
Hardwick has five 'solid gold ladies'
watches at less than half price.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done promptly at R. C. Hard-
wick's.
Hardwick has the finest and beet
workman in the South in charge of his
watch-making nd repairing depart-
ment.
Christian Circuit Court.
It. B. Thi•mas and others. lieferidants.
Janie-,. S. Itaaftsiale, assignee and others, De-
fendants.
NOTICE To CREDITOR/4:
In pen:mince of an order entered at the
present term of the above styled coati in
this eauti.., the creditors of W. J. Trahern
end Tpaht•rn h Ville, are hereby notified to
tile' their eitilins properly verified, with Ill.
at my office at Hopkinsvil le, Ky.. on or be-
lwfore Oct 24t h, 1446. W. T. FowLas.
Oet. 14th 14401. Master Commitsioner.
Christian Circuit Court.
T1111111/1. I.. liraliii111. A•loir. of 1.. D. Watson.
deed. at'., plaintiffs.
llowell Dudley Watson. dc., defendants.
NOTICE To t•argorroirm.
In persuance of an order entered herein at
he prcattut term of the above styled court
lie t•reditiors of I.. D. Welb,011, liNed. art.
hereby notified to file their claims &gains
iliwtsient wit h me, pet eperly proveM on
or before the 24th day of is•tober. 15111.
'W. T. FowLea,
Oct. 13. PIM. 'Mast( r (' issioner
I'. 14.-1'..rsollY s ho have linnet' their
t•Italitim nod Ill-"! (110.01 already with T. L.
Graham, Atimr. of L. D. Watson, nissl not
file' them s Ith nu,-. (11U0kw
DO YOU
USE
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
LOUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction whenever used.
You ought to giae it a trial.
W. and W. C Binn, Fee Dee, tiy,
Mrs, Anna Gage, wife of Ex-











DID NOT SUFFER AFTERWARD.
1W-4ent by Irtn•eda M•11, or, receipt prie0
• I.00 begt10. kLUIL "10 NW illkth
111C110421 free.
BRADFILLD REGULATOR CO., ATLiNTA, at.
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"Closing Out Prices"
Still Continue....
Stock is being reduced rap-
• idly, but there are lots of
Good Things
left yet in clothing and hats.
You will save
50 Per Cent.
By buying these goods now.
T-iiev must go and the soon-
er you come the better selec-
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It takes lots of sand" these times to buy a stock of goods. But the
E, inducements were to great. We plunged, and now have the
- Strongest Line of 
$5.00. 87.50 and 810.00
tSuits Ever Shown on this Market.
E In the meantime whether the result of this election be for Silver or
Gold, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if you have not inveetigated our
immense stock of Fall Goods.




Our stock is full and complete and at prices
lower than ever known before.
Here's just a Few Items:
• Men's heavy, white or grey cotton merino French neck and full size
25 cents.
Men's heavy cotton fancy ribbed fleeced lined shirts and drawers
45 cents each.
Men's heavy balipriggan ribbed pearl buttons and nicely made shirt
and drawers 50 cents each.
Men's blue mixed wool satin front pearl button silk-stitched neck.
shirts and drawers 75 cents each.
Men's fine lamb's wool scarlet medicated shirts and drawers 90
cents each.
Men's camels hair fine and free from irritating substances shirts and
drawers $1.00 each.
Men's finest camels hair, the kind that does not becoax Y;rd and.
boardy after washing, shirts and drawers $1.50 ear; rr ec,. 2.75 pr
Men's fine genuine balbriggan, the celebratedAmerican HosieryCo's.
make, shirt and drawers, $125 each.
 AO
Men's finest ribbed fawn colored shirts and drawers American Hos-
iery Co's. make, $1.76 each. 1-2 hose to match 50c pair.
Men's health underwear, the celebrated Dr. Jaros' make, $2.SO ea?,h







REV. DR. TALMAGE SEES A SERMON
IN RURAL LiFE.
He Finds Food For Thotuzht In Plowing.
Planting, Reaping, Thrashing and Gar-
nering-As Eloquent and Hortatory Per-
oration-The Harvest Houle.
WASHINuToN. oct. 1 s.-Tb is sermon,
at this season, utter moat pecple have
had a geed, long breath uf Ihe country,
if they do not ectuelly live there, will
revive many pleasant memories, while
it deals with great religious truths. Dr.
Talmage's text was John iv, 1. "My
Father is the huseandmaii."
Tbis last Gummi r, Juicing gone in
different directions ovem- tote-ten 5,000
and 6,000 miles of hurvest fielde, I eau
hardly open my Bible saithcut swelling
the breath of new mown hey and seeing
the golden light of the wheatiield. And
wben I ellen my Bible to cake my text,
the Scripture leaf rustles liket he tassels
of the corn.
We were nearly all of us ecru in the
actuary. We dropped cern in tha hill,
and went on Seturdey to theme!, tying
the grist iu the center ef the sack we
that the contents on either side the horse
balanced each other, and delve tat, cat-
tle afield, our bare feet wet wish the
dew, red rode the borsee with the halter
to the brook until we fell off, and hunted
the mow for nests until tbe feathered oc-
cupants went cackling away. We were
nearly all of us born in the country, and
all would have staid there had not
some edventurous lad on his vacation
amine back with better clotbee aud softer
hands, and set the whole village on tire
with ambition for city life. So we all
undent and rustic allusions. The Bible
is full of tbem. In Christ's sermon on
the 1:00113B you could Dee the full blown
lilies and the glossy back el the crew's
wing as it flies over Mount Olivet.
David and John, Paul and Isaiah, find
iu country life a source of frequent. il-
lustratiou, while Christ in tau le it takes
the responsibility of calling God a
farmer, declaring, "My Father is tht
husbandman. "
Noah wax the first farmer. We nay
nothing about Cain, the tiller of the
mete Adam was a garaener ou a large
mettle, but to Noah was gives all the
acres of the earth. Elinha was an agri-
cultunst, not cultivating a lo acre lot,
for we find him plowing with 12 yoke
of oxen. Lu Bible timee the land was MC
plenty and the inhabitants so few Met
Noah was right when lie gave to every
inhabitaut • certain portion of land,
thait laud. if cultivated, ever at ea to be
his own posseesiou-juet as in a•braska
the United Anna goverunicn en pay.
ment of $16 years ago gave preemption
right to 160 acres to any man who
would settle there and en trivet+, the soil.
In the Fickle.
All elaases of peeple were expected to
cultivate ground except neuistere of re-
ligion. It was suppoted that they would
have their time entirely Occupied with
their own profession, although I am
told that eoruetimes mini/nets do plunge
mo deeply into worldliness; that they re-
mied one of what Thomas neuter saicr
in regard te a man in his day who
preached very well. but lived very ell,
' • Ween he is out of the pulpit, it is a
pity he abould ever go into it, and when
he is in the pulpit it is a pity he should
ever come out of it."
Tbey were not small crops raised in
those times, for though the arm were'
rude, tbe plow turned up very rich Foil,
and barley. and cotton, and flax, and
all kinds cf grain came up ut the eall of
the harvesters_ Pliny tells of one stalk
of grain that had on it between 300 and
v 400 ears. The rivers and the Mucks,
through artificial channels, were brought
down to the roots of the corn, and to
this habit of turning a river wherever
it was wanted Solotuou relent when be
says, "The king's heart is in the hand
of the Lord, and be turneth it as the
rivers of water are turned, whither/4o-
ever he wile"
The wild beasts were caught, and
then a hook was oat into their nose, and
then they were led over the fit Id, and to
that God refers when he says to wicked
Sennachen b, "I will put a hook in thy
nose and I will bring thee back by the
war which thou mutest." And God has
a book in every bad man's nose, wht ther
it be Nebuchadunear or Ahab ur Herod_
Be may think himself very independent,
'but 'erne time in his life, or in the hour
of his death, he will find that the Lord
Almighty has a heck in hie nose.
Thu wag the rule in regard to the
culture of the ground, "Thou +dealt not
plew with an ox and au ass together,"
illustrating the folly of ever putting in-
telligent end useful sod pliable MCI] in
glinociation with tbe stubborn and the
unmanageable. The vaat majority of
troubles in the churches and in reforma-
tory institutions comes from the diere-
gard of the; command of the Lord,
"Tbou shalt not plow with au ox and
an am together. -
There were large amounts of property
, Invested in cattle. The Moabite. paid
100,000 sheep as an annual tax. Job
bad 7,000 sheep, 3.000 camels, 500 yoke
of oxen. The time of vintage was u.sher-
ed in with mirth and music. The cies-
tersen! the vine were put into the wine
peers, and then five men would get into
the press and trample out the juice from
the grape until their garments were sat-
urated with the wine aud bad become
the emblems of slaughter. Christ hern-
iate wounded until covered with the
14od of erneefixiou, making nee of this
aflusic n when the question was asked,
e Wherefore art thou red iu thine uppe-
rs! and thy garment. like one who
treadeth the wiue vat?'  be reeponded,
"I bare trodden the e'll30 preen alone."
In all ages there has been great honor
paid to agriculture. Sevea-eighths of
the people in every country are disciples
of the plow. A government is strong in
proportion as it is supported by an ath-
lete" and industrious yeomanry. So long
ago as before the fall cf Cartbage, Strabo
wrote 24 books on agriculture. Elesied
wrote a poem on the same subject, "The
Weeks and Days." Cato wee prouder of
ins work on husbandry than nf all his
military eonquesta But I mast not be
tempted into a diecusesion of agricultural
conquesta. Standing amid the harvests
and or :herds mod vineyards of the Bible.
and standing amid the harvests and
orcharis and •ineyards of our °Nell COMO
am-larger harvests than have ever be-
fore been gathered-I want to run out
the analogy between the production of
crops end the growth of grace in the
soul, all theee marred writers making
sae at that anal. wy .
The Plow.
In the Ora place, I remark, in grace
m in the fields, there must be a plow.
That which theologians call conviction
is only the .plowshare turning up the
araelenat -have been rooted arid waren
in the ;soul. A farmer said to his indo-
lent son, "There are $100 buried deep
in that field." The sou went to work
and 'stewed the field frem ft ace to fence,
and he plowed it very deep, and thee
complaieed that he had not found the
money. But when the crep had been
gathered and sold fcr $100 More than
any previous year, then the young Illan
took the hint ma to what hie father
meant when he said there Was $100
buried down ii tbat field. Deep plow-
ing for a crop. Deep plowing for a seal
He who makes light of sin will never
amount to anything in the church er in
the woi Id. If a man speaks of sin as
though it were an inaccuracy or a mis-
take instead of the loathseme, abom-
inable, eonsuming, and damning thiug
that God hates, that man will IleVt-F
yield a harveet of met-tennis.
When I was a boy, r plowed a field
with a team of spirited horses. I plowed
it very quickly. Once in a while I paseed
over some of the sod without turning it,
but-I did not jerk back the plow, with
Its rattling devices. I thought it made
no difference. After awhile my father
came along and said, "Why, this will
never do; this isn't plowed deep enough ;
there you have missed this, and you have
missed that." And he plowed it over
. stain. The diffieulty with a great many
, 'people is that they are only wretched
with conviction when the subsoil plow
of Gods truth ought to be put in up to
the beam.
My word is to all Sabbath school
teaehers, to all parents, to all Christian
workers: Plow deep! Plow deep!
And if in your own personal experi-
ence you are apt to take a lenient view
ef the sinful side of your nature, put
down into your soul the Ten Command-
msmts, which reveal the holiness of God,
. • .
and that sharp and glittering meter
will tarn up your soul to the tieeimet
depths. If a man preaches to you that
you are only a little ont of order by
remaon of nip and that you need only a
Mal* fixidL up, he ranee.% You hive
Assifired ao appalling lenity by reason
a/ sin. There ire 00tek /1010,•• • d Pi- -W
fille".41/41P C21"Ir eems011"1"114L1
pointing, nut tee dins:gat eoula gee yon
one drop that could kill the body. And
sin is like that drug; so virulent, so
poieonous, fatal that one drop is
enough to kill the soul.
Deep Plowieg.
Deep plowiug tor a, crop. Deep plow-
ing for a soul. Broken heart or tio re:
ligion. Broken soil or no harvest. Why
was it that David and the jailer and the
publican anil Paul made much ado about
their sins? Had they leen their senses?
No. The plowshare strnck them. Con-
'Octant turfed up a great many things
that were forgotten. As a teenier plow-
ing sometimes turns up the skeleton of
a teen or the anatomy of a monster long
ago buried, so the plowshare of convic-
tion turue up the ghastly skeletons of
sins long age entembed. Geologists
never brought up from the depths of the
mountain mightier ichthemeaurus or
megatherinue.
Mut what means all this crooked
plowiug, these creoet-d furrows, the re-
mmiaute thet aneeints to nothing. the
repentance *at ends in nothing? Men
groan over their tans, but t no better.
They weep, ant their team sire not
comitteL They get convicted, but not
converted.' What es the reasen? I re•
member that oti the farm WO Fet a
standard with, a reel flag at the ether
end of the hell We kept our eye on
that. We aimed at than. We plowed up
to that. Losing sight of that, we male a
crooked furiew. KeCping our eye on
that, we made a straight furrow Now,
in this matter of couvictiou we must
bave sonic standard to guide us. It is a
led +standard that God has set at the
other eud of the field. It is the crook
Keeping your eye on that, you will make
a straight furrow. Losing sight of it,
you wilt make a crooked furrow. Plow
up to the crone Aim not at either eha
of the horiz,ontal piece of the cries, but
at tbe upright piece, at the center of it,
the heart of the Sem of God, who bete
your sins and made satisfaction. eCryine
and wtwping will not bring you teguseeee
"Him hath God smelted to- te is prince
and a Saviopr e repentance." Oh,
plow up to the tetecl 4
The Sowing.
Again I remark, in grace, us in the
field, there mast be a sowing. In tie
autumnal weather yoe find the funnel
going across the field at II stride of ;axone
21 memo, end at every stride be Tamp
his hund into the sack of grain, end he
sprinkle++ the seed corn over the field.
looks silly to u man who does uot know
what he id. doing. He is doing a very
important work. He ecattering the
winter grain, and, though them:tow may
come, the ee'xt year then, will be
Keret crop. Now, that is what we 
an
doing when we are preachieg the gorge:
-we are scattering the steel - It is the
foolishness of preaching, but it is the
winter grain. And though the snows ot
worldliness++ may come down upon it, it
will yield after awhile glorious harvest.
Let us be sure we sow the right kiud o
seed. Sow mullein stalk amid munch
stalk will come up. Sew Canada thisalts
me Canada cheeks will come up. Soy,
wheat and wheat will come up. Leeus
distinguish between truth and error.
Let us know the difference betwen
wheat and thalebore, oats and henbane.
The largest denomination iu thi
country is the denomination of Noth-
ingariathe Their religion is a system o
negations. Ion say to one of them.
"What do you believer "Well, I den'
believe in infunt baptism." "What d
you believer "Well, I della believe is
the peeneversuce of the banns." "Well,
now tell me what you do believe?'
"Well, I don't believe iu the eternai
punishnieut of the wicked." eaSo thee
religion is a 'row of cipheis. Believe
something and teach it; or, tq resew
the figure of my text, scatter abroad the
right kind of seed. -
A minister the ether day preached it
eerneen calculate el to act the &Domini%
t ions of Christians quarreling.' He wise
sowing nettles. A 'Meister the other
day advertised that he . would preach a
sermon en the superiority of transcen-
dental aed organized fern to merans-
cendental anl unorganized forces. What
was be sowing? Weeds. The Lord Jame
Christ 19 o-tortrierwago planted the di-
vine seed of doctrine. It sprang up. Ou
one slide of the italk are all the churchee
of Christendom. Oe the other side of
the stalk are all the free governments of
tbe earth, ar.d on tbe top there shall b(
a -flowering millennium after awhile..
All from the go-me,t- steed of eloctrine.
Every word that sibparent, Or Subbed-
school teucher, or city mimionary,
other Christian worker speuks foe
Christ contes up. Yea, it conies
with compound interest-you saving
one noul, Ole one saving ten, the ten a
hundred, the hundred a thousand, tht
theusand ten thouRand, the ten thousand
one hundred thousand-on. on forever.
lac narrowing.
Again I remark, in graee, as in the
farm, there must be a harrowing. I re-
fet now not to a barrow that gees over
the field in order to prepare the ground
for the seed, but a harrow which twee
over after the seed is sown, lest tht
birds pick up the seed, sinking it down
into the earth so that it van take root.
You know a harrow. It is tuade of bars
of wood nailed across (evil other, and
the undersidnof each bar is furuishee
with sharp teethe and W11411 tbe horse,
are hitched tee it it gots tearing and
leaping lierOBB the field, driving the seed
down into the earth until it gyring:4 up
in the harvest. Bereavement, sorrow,
perneention are the, Lord's harrows te
siuk the gospel truth ieto year heart.
These were truths that you heard 3e
years ago. They have not affected you
until recently. Solite great trouble came
over you. aud the truth was harrowed
in, and it has come up. What did God
mean iu this country in the7? Fur a
century there was the geepel preached,
but a great deal of it produced no re-
sult. Then Gott hareessed a wild panic
to a harrow ef commercial disamter, mei
that harrow went down Wall street and
up Wall street, down Third street and
np Third Street, down etate street and
up State street, -down Pennsylvania as
nue and up Pennsylavnia avenue, until
the whole land was tern to picees as it
had never been before. What followed
the harrow? A great awakening, in
which there were 500,000 souls brought
into the kingdom of our Lord.. No bar-
row, no crop.
The Reaping.
Again I remark, in grace, as in time
farm, there must be a reaping. Many
Christians speak of religion us though
it wertra matter of economic, or Memo
ance. They expect to reap iu 'the uezt
world. Oh, Del Now is the time tc
reap. Gather up the joy of the Ones-
tian religion this meurning, thee after-
noon, thee night. If you have not as
much grace as you would like to have,
thank God for what you have and pray
for more. You are no worse! enslaved
than Joseph, no worse troubled than
wee David, no worse emerged than was;
Paul. Yet, &ZUNI the rattling ef fetters
and amid the gloom of elungeone and
amid the horror of 'shipwreck, they tri-
umphed in the grace of God. The weak-
est man in the house today ham 500
acres of spiritual joy all ripe. Why do
you not go and reap it? You have beeu
groaning over pen infirmitiem for 30
yearn. Now give one round shout over
your emancipation. You my you have
it so hard. You might have it wore..
You Wonder why this great cold trouble
keeps revolving through your soul,
turning and turning with a black band
on the crank. Ali, ehat trouble is the
grindstone on which you are to sharpen
your sickle. To the tieleln! Wake up!
Take off your green epectache, your
blue spectacles., your black sepeettaclem.
Pull up the corners of your month as
far as you pull thee' down. To tee
fields! Heap, reap!
The ThrnahIng.
Again I remark, Ili grace, as in farm-
ing, there is a time for thrashing. I tell
you bluntly that is death. Just as the
farmer with a fiail bento the a-heat out
of the straw, ito death 101404 the suul out
of the body. Every nicktiesa is a stroke
of the flail, and the sickbed is the
thumbing floor. What, say yote ifdeath
to a good man only taking the wheat
oat ofdhe straw? That is all., An aged
man his fallen aeleep. Only yesterday
you saw him in the sunny perch playing
with his grandchildren. Caltely he re-
ceived the neeenge to leave this world.
He bade a pleasant goodhy to his old
friends. The telegraph can't* the tid-
iugs, and on swift rail trains the kin-
dred come, wanting once more to look
on the face of de ar old grandfather.
Brush back the gray hains from his
brow. It will never ache again. Put
him away in the norther of the tomb.
He will not be afraid of that night.
Grandfather was never afraid of any-
thing. Ile will nee in the morning of
the resurrectiew Grandfather e :is al-
ways thr first to rise. His voice ham al-
ready mengled in the doxology. of hei1V-
Grailelfether always did sing iu
chureh. Anything ghusily in that? No.
2141.Ualtaittees ol Wboat not of tla
straw. Thai' is ail.
The Saviour folds ajarcb in his boa- fel
one The little child ffiled ull the house 1
with her music, nod ber toys are 'scat-
tered ull up and down the stairs just as
nee left them. What if the, hand dim
plucked four-seclocks out of the meadow
is still? It will W aye in nee eternal tri-
umph. What if the voiee that made
music in the Lome is still? It will sing
the eternal hveanna. Put a white rose
iu Me hand, n red l'erV iu the other
baud anti a si math of einem. blossoms
tne brow ; the white flower for the
victory. the red flower for the Saviour's
sacrifice, Tan orenge bit:some. for lee
tuarriagO day. Anything ghastly about
that? Oh, Do! The sun wept diewn mid
the thew r shut. The w Met threshed teat
et the straw. "Dear le rel, give 'be
sleop," teed a dying boy. the non of Otte
of my elders; "dear Lead, give me
sleep." And he cleeed his eyes met
awoke in glery. Llemy W. Isongfellow,
writing a heti r of coutloit nee to these
part uts; said. "1 hose tart words were
beautifully peetie." And Mr. Longfel-
low lutes- what is pot tic. "Deur leed,
give Mt' Or op."
'Tivris not in cruelty. not in wrath,
That the reanur came that .1:ky.
-ra-aa met welted tha earth
Anil Wert he flower harpy.
SO it may be with us when our wolk
is ull done. "Dear Lord, give me sleep."
The Garnering.
I have one more thought to present.
I have spoken of the plowiug, of the
sowing, of the harrowing, of the leap-
ing, of the thrashing. I must now speak
a moment of the garnering.
Where is the garner? Need I tell you?
Oh, no! So many have gone out frme
your own circles-yea, from, your own
family-that you have had your eyes on
that gamer for many a year. What a
bard time sone. of them had! In teeth-
esteems of suffering they sweat great
drops of bleed. They took the "ene.of,
trembling," atulneianueeste net
nes, en. they ere d, "H it be possible,
let this cup pass from me." %tun
tongues of leuriiing ageny they cried, • •0
Lord, deliver ins RAI!" But they got
over it. They all got over it. Garnered!
Their tears wiped away ; their battles
all ended; their burden. lifted.. Gar-
nered! The Lord of the burvest will met
allow theta, ralenvill to perith in the
equinox. Garnered! Sone, of us remene
bcr, on the fume that the SIMIIVea we're
put on tne-eteeniek which surmounted
the wage'', and these abouVcii Wort' piled
bigher and higher. and otter awhile the
horses started fer the barn, and these
sheaves swayed to mid fro in the wind,
sued the cid wagon creaked, and the
horses- ...mole a struggle, and pulled se'
hard the harne se clan u; in locps of
leather on their bucks, mad when' the
front wheel struck the elevated eoor of
the barn it !seemed as if the load would
go no farther until the work'''. ii gave
3 great shout, and then, me 'th one last
' treineudous Ftritin, the horews pulled iu
, the load; then thea Ware unlianiessed,
eel forkful after forkful of grain fell
into the mow. Oh, niy friends, our pet-
tiest to heaven may be a pull, a bard
pull, a very hard pull; but these sheave,
an, bound to go in. The Lord of the
harvest has promised it. . I ;we the load
at last coining to the door of the heav
only garner. The sbeaves of the Chris-
tian soul sway to and fro in the Wind of
death, and the old body creaks under
the load, and as the lead strikes the
floor of the eolestisil garner, it esteem as
if it can go no farther. It is the last
struggle, until the voices of angels and
the voices of our departed kindred and
the welcoming voiee of God shall semi
the harvest rolling into the eternal tri.
mnpli, while all up and down the sky
the cry is heard: "Harvest home! Har-
vest Lorne!"
e. A businees rein is
not the most pate. ot
4.73. . creature in the
world. He cannot
stop work every
. dit. minute to bother
...•"- with an irritating
skin diseme, or a
hacking cough that




will he wait to bear
. any long-drawn-out
+ ..ei, story of the cause
of his ailment. He
doesn't care two straws about a fine spun
theory of how he should treat Rimself. He
may be predisposed to ecrefuta. or consuntp.
tion. "That.' he wile tell you "has noth-
ing to do with the case," He wants to be
well. If he can be cured, v-rite out a pre-
scription and sendjn your bill. So, here's
the first part of throposition.
Dr Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is
a medicine that permeates the whole body
as water goes thtough a sponge. It is a rut-
cr,obe hunter and a microbe killer. It is a
well-known fact that many persois of scrof-
talons blood, encourage the biPaking out
of unsightly sores, to prevent the disease
going to the lungs. There is no need of
living in this state of dread and discomfort.
Purify the blood. It can be done. The
"Golden Medical Discovery " will cure cel
per cent of an consumptive cases. also of
all other lingering, bronchial. throat and
lung diseases. Don't allow a druggist to
persuade you into taking something that
he says is "just a% lomat " Maybe it's bet•
ter for him-better fur his profits. Take
the "Golden Medical Discovery" - the
greatest discovery of the age. In addition,
in order to know yourself better, send to
the World's Dispensary Medical Associa-
tion, Buffalo, N. V , it one-cent sumps to
cover cost of mailing only, and get in re.
turn. DT. Pierce'• Common Sense Medical
Adviser. It is a book of lociS pages, illus-
trated, and is full of cotnmon sense talk
that any one who can read will understand.
And here.ist 017.- testimony of Mrs. F.. y. Fro-
Mits. of Carey, (Veto. in reganl to the - Colden
Medical Disobverv " : " I hid a troublescnne
skin disease. I sultered much from surfac+ sores
Nothing helped me until I tried the 'Golden
Medical Disci:a-cry.' A year or two later I hthi
lung trouble. Again the 'Discovery' cured me."
(Me% i
g' Z7, - I 4.-- 4.1?/
The Enemy Is Ours!
The grippe usually leaves the suf-
ferer in a very lechle condition, with a
persistent cough and- other premoni-
tory symptoms of pulmonary affection.
Dr Bull's Cough Serup proniptiv
administered at the beginning of tut
attack of grippe, will forestall that dan-
gerous enemy to life--consuniption.
Mrs. Maggie Tulga, Ironton, Ohio,
says : "It affords me much pleasure
to bear testimony to the merits of Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup. I had been a
sufferer from the grippe for a week, I
tried a bottle of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup,
and after taking it, was completely
cured of the dreadful cough and disease.
I cheerfully recommend it to all muf-
erers." Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup is
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L. & N. Time Table.
ROUTH.
The following time table tells when
all pamenger train, arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis emir* 6:0 7am
No 6h, aeeonentodation 7:05 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 5:29 pm
i NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail..   9:55 am
No. U, St. Louis express 10:28 pm
No. 56, amommodation  8 :40 pm




They Are to Rule This Na-
tion, Not to Be Ruled.
They Must Assert Their
Sovereign Power.
Government Based on the
Rights of Manhood.
Not on Property and Its Priv-
ileges.
"We have nobody with r ; let tale
pecple," said Mr. Bunn the . the r dae
in closieg a description of t I o e X01:1:14
t'vhich has taken out of the Df ameratic
party every supporter of trusts and
uionopolies, every dependent on usury,
every speculator on:the necessit les of the
people, every betide:teary of the corpora-
tions which wish to substitute thee'. own
cheap and intrinsically worthlese paper
for money of the mints, every upholder
of the British gold standard and the
British bureaucratic system of life ten-
ure in office, e • man who believes
that corporatio atterneys on the fmTeral
iney
bench are gre er then the people mid
entitled to rule t be people without ap-
peal even to the ballot box, and, filially,
every officeholder who can be intauidat-
ed by a preFideut mid cabinet in sym-
pathy with Wall street credit brokers,
bond speculators and cornerers of gold.
It is certaiuly true, and it is the cen-
tral fact of this campaign. that "we
have, nobody with us but the people!"
But it is not true for the first time.
It Wan true in Andrew Jeckson's day
Ns lien Judge Stery, a Federalist support-
er of .Aelanms, &earthed the Jackson
De teemed us the "most Yeager uncl
grow people in the patine." And it was
true Ftill earlier, for iu describing the
conditions which uhered in the great
Demmer:sec victory ef MOO, when the
Federalist party was virtually wiped
out, Thomas Jeffersen wrote hie friend
and Virginia eeighbor, elazzei, tben in
France, a lett( r in which he gives ii
strikiugly eccurate outline, uot only of
that caniliaign, but of this.
"ahe asp ct i f our i (unties," JetTer-
son writes, "has wonderfully changed
since yon le f t us. In place t f the loot&
love of Insley and republican govern-
ment which carried us triumphantly
through the war an Afuglicau patty has
spring up, whoo aveweel parm.sem it it,
to draw us over to the substance, as
they have already done to the forms, et
the British got eminent. While the
main body of our citizens remain true
to republiean in/Me:Wens • • • 'neaten
us itro the executive, the federal judici-
ary, two out of three branches ef the
legislature, all the officers of the govern-
meet, all tinted nun who prefer the
calm ef despet ism to the boisterous sea
of liberty, all British mercliantis and
Americans trading on British capital,
all Fpcpulatore uted -brokers, and with
them the banks mei dealers in the Teet-
he fun& ( United States bonds), it cun-
trivance invented for the pureene of cor-
ruption and for uesimilating us to the'
remit' us well its to the sealed parts of
the nritish model."
So suceioctly and comprehensively
don this sum up existing conditions
that it is hard to realize that is century
has passed since it stag written. 'I lie
Democracy i3 fighting the campaign ot
lee° °ter again. None 144 then, cries of
nearer' ale raie d against it by the 4 De-
tilit:fl 4.f popular gmernmete. Ire heelers
ere denouuced 113 enemies of law and or-
der, as Jambe's, WS diumeroutivirch-
este, just as Jefferson WWI then t eimunn-
ed by every one wee believed. as the
Ft de reliste did then, al the pineerats
do now, that government should le.
bneed on property and its privileges, not
on manhood multi its rights.
But the Demecraey did not turn then.
It did net hesitate. Never so strong as
when it has been deserted by all who
feer the people, it pushed forward to
victory under the leadership of the great
mau Who first laid down "Trust the peo-
ple!" as the fundamental principle of
government.
It wes the greatest diseievery eve'
made in the polities of the world-thus,
that the people can be trusted. Neve? in
modem titlleS was it a faetor in the
practical politics of tiny country until
the csuppeign of ie00. V. hen time author
of the Declaration et Inueperelences took
the field in srupport of the propoeition
that the psople are the gove rmeent--
that they are not to be ruled in Amer-
ica, Inn are to rule it.
He lead no one with him on that prop-
osition but the people. But Ite was not°
frightened. He lied Latino' him all ehe
renter( tr ef the darks ages of oppreesion
and class government. He had before
hint all the ages of the glorious progress
which is being worketl now through
contideece in the people and belief in
their capacity for indefiteite improve-
ment through 'the iudetinite extension
efeliberty. Hethired te trnst the people,
and with him as their testier they won
their first great N ictory under the decla•
ration that alemen are created free and
with equal rights under the law.
Let no Democrat fear the result. la
Fpite of the hundreds nf millions of
wrongfully' bild wealth being used
against them, the people ef the thated
States can assert their power to letwern.
And they will do it!-St. Louis Post-
aspatch.
Tom Ca'rter's J..b.
Tom Carter is not leading the Repub.
le an elephant flee year. The bi-at he
can do itoto carry Water fur the ani-
Prose 111:k,j,0„
YOU WOULDN'T
hesitate a second to pay 25c for jute one
ci m divine that would give you
i istaet relief when 'suffering name:,
pain. would you? Now. Ligeetning Hot
Drops will tient positively cure all form:-
of stem:lel) and bowel trouble, diarr-
hoea, enolera "malaise flux, cramp, colic,
wind on the steenach, intligeetiem.
Leith° colie, etc , mud only meets eic
bottle, over 30 deems. Lightning Hot
Drops cures perm:meetly and quickly
an I leaves 110 bad effects. You will be
surprised to find out how quick relief
co nes after its use. Lightning Hot
Dr ms will relieve any kind of a pain.
ext mill or internal. It is omivenient to
hav3 on hand all the time, for you can't
tell now soon an liecieent will happen
tee bottle of Lightning Hot Drops ie
better in the house than a cupboard full
of paregoric, Bateman's drops, plastere,
Jamaica ginger, camphor pills anti lini•
ment. It doss the work of them all
ennibined, and only coots 2Iie a bottle.
Wonderful', wonderful are the virtues
of this great, universal remedy. You
take HO chances in buying it either, for
if you feel no benefit after using it ae
elirected your druggist will give your
'money back. You see it costs nothing
to try it. It is cheaper to buy the ae•
bottle as it contains 2,„ tinite as much
as the 25c size. If you don't need it to-
day get a bottle anyway and have it on
hand in case something happens. Not
one false edaternent has been made me-
an exaggerated aceount given of the
great effects of Lightning Hot Drops
and when you have once used it you
will be of the same opinion. Liiththing
Hot Drops are made by the Herb Medi•
eine Co., Springfield, 0., and no honest
druggist will try to sell you /something
else. Notice the inenent, Herb Med.
Co., Springfield, 0., on each bottle and
don't be. persuaded to take something
else, for it is not as good aa Lightning
Hot Drops.
THE TEST CASE DECIDED.
Judge Breathitt Itervorsts the neecision
Against the Physicians.
In the Circuit Court, Satelay, the teat
mem against Dr. leraek Stites charged
with failure to register births and
ttbs a4 mended by the lastewae tried.
Judgel3reathitt reversed the decision
of the lower court fining the physician,
on the grounds that the Auditor had
lot provided the County Clerk with the
proper Hankie
A new theory in the treatment of
ougho lung mei bronchiol affections
has been advanced by the manufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It is
rnly a wonderful remedy. All dealers
. . 4 se 0 1 11 IS* ive gnarati




Better ti.Lai (idler is a healthy
liver. If the liver is 0. IC: the
man. is O. K. His blo'),1 is-kept
pure, his perfect,- and he
can enjoy ii7c iv•t intelligently
and patiently np the questions
of the-day. ;Vol all know what to
take., Vott have known it for Years.
It is F.imin. Itkguliator-
r yeal•a you and your fathers
i:a 'mid it of sterling worth.
it is and i.h.vavs Inte been pit up
only by J. II...LAM & Co. Take
none but- the g,nuine. It has the
Red Z -on the front of the wrapper,




P. _1. WOMB, 111.11.
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Iti„Jrz...:nud, 1V) o2pwer4Bu
ilding.
Telephone No. 132.
Huuter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
FlOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
JOH FEL*,
littorneii - at - I awi
Wire [Hopper Block, over Planters Rant
11.3 S. Merimatlier
311711%7 Tr' Ilr
moo sver itamet t 'a In Sommer Moot
E. C. ANDf.liSON
Physicin&Slirgeoll,
Office over Planter+ lean'ir. Office
hours from 9 to 11 a. m., 2 t,o 4 p. m
0. V. Ry. Time 'fable.
Corrected May 31, 1896 ;
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1 daily No. 8 daily
• eoransville 6:15a. in, 4:20 p. m
Ly. Henderson 7:02 " 5:08 "
LT. corytem 7 :23 e 5 a 1 "
Lv. Morgantield :. 5 " 6. et •
Lc. DeKoven 8 :e7 " 6.37 "
L . arivn 9:21 " 7.35 "
Lv. Princeton '10:21 " 10 "
An. Hopkiusville 11:30 noou te p. in.
NORTH HOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2 :53 p.
arrive 4 ait
Princeton 6:37 " , leave 4 :41.
La. Marion 7 :31 " 6:41 '
Ly. DeKoven 8:27 " 6 :?7 '•
Lv. Morgantield 9:02 " 7:12 '•
Lv. Corydon 9:30 " 7 :41
Ine Henderson 9:52 " 8:07






Ly. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m
An. Uniontown 9:3e a. m. 7:40 p. m
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. in. 5:25 p. ni
Are. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 5:50 p.
LOCAL FREICHIT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily.
• Hopkiruiville 10:20 a. m. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m. daily.
Arr. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.







Of Newark, New Jersey.
-Ste Th ir New Contract -
Ev3rytts ;mg t Ccn tract.
'fans an i zai estate are
pecialties witl; us.
Office on West Fide North Main, near
Court House, Ilopkineville, Ky.
A 111S & WALLACF.
MENTHOL INHALER
Cures lit tnon.leo tbe





14 EA 1,At'll K. Con•
tii.rred uae effects







Hay . Fever, Berm.
Le
The mim Refreshing
• and Ilvalthrul aid to
HEADACHII Suffer-
mi. Brings Sleep to the Clime lueornois
and Nervous Pmetration. 14,111 be Motel with worthless
lake .t.ly C71141301•N'S. Prior, 60o.
at all louggIsts. or mailed free." AGENTS a ANTED.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Pr°d1we''yonder •
WI cures of Balt Rhaum, Old Boras, Cut&Wounda,
Marna. Frostbites. F.A.ele all other r-inedirs for
PILES. Pro e One at leturitle• Book Menthol
free Addrem Cuishm ,n Drug CO., Yin.
norm**. Ind...1124 Dia alloall sr-Chic/MO. 111
Doctocs-Sar
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic cFs-
tricts are invariably accompan-
..:-; j• derangements of the
:;'.:)-nach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great "
wheel " in the mechanism of
nan, and when it is out oforder,
he whole system becomes de-
ranffed and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills





(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plamtering and cement work.
All work guararteed,
DECISION RENDERED. STILL GOING UP.
The Test Case Was Heard Exciting Scenes in the
Saturday. Wheat Pit at Chicago.
STORY OF THE TRIAL. CLOSES AT 79 CENTS.
hitae Breatiett Turns eDown tte Opinion of A Well-Krows Louisvit4 /terms Marries a
His Father. Prominent Fiench Marine.
The r esuit of the test cas, against ler.
Frank Stare, nientioeed brie fly in Sat-
urday-le NEW ERA, WaS awaited with
eager interest by ilearry ever pliyeician
in the State of Kentucky.
It se ill be renesered 1 y all nee paper
readers that during the firet part of lust
July, papers were served on the majerity
of the doctors Christian county erect-
ing them to appear in the county collet
to be tried for failure to comely with an
old State la x neon ing the leg eeterele
of deat .s and births.
Th boy Am HS pUSI.Ot in 1874 en: et..see '
that it shall he the enty of all phyei-
ciane surgeons end utieleives to keep I,
registry of se birthe and (teethe et
which tem- have profess-ion:Illy attend-
ed, showing, in cases of birth, the time
and place of birth, nurne of father and
maiden name of mother, and the reel-
deuce, sex and color of the child, to-
gether eith ite mune, if it shall receive
Imo, and is hether it was torn alive or
(lead; and showing. in eine of eleath,
the time, placte and cense of death, the
name, aze, sex, color and coneition,
whether mingle, married or a idowed,
name and surnam m of parent., ot (men-
tion, residence and place of bath of the
deceased, etc., etn
This law also provides that it ehall
the duty of physicians end others mine (1
above to deposit in the County Clee
Alice in the counties inwliteli births a,.0
(teethe occur on or teefore the. tenth day
of January in every year, the raid re-ves-
try, or a copy thereof, emlaticing
period of one year ending on the 31st
hie, of December, procedieg the time ot
the deposit.
The law has never been generally oh-
ierved, if at all, in this county, and the
physicians se ere greatly astonished
when visited by officers with summons
for their appearance.
The penalty as preseribed by the law
is a fipe of from $5 to $20 for each fail-
ure to comply with the povigions of the
1 iw.
On July 9th the physiciars appeared
bsfore Judge John W. Breathitt, of the
County Couit. It was agreed to let one
elector be rated and to let his case be a
est case. After hearing the evidence
Dr. Frank Stitee, who seas selected as
lefendant, VI as fined f20 and costs.
The mem efts taken to the Circuit
Court and tried before Judge Jamet
Breathitt, who decided the ease fawn
If the defendant on the groan Is that
the Auditor of tee State had not pro
vided the County Clerk eith the propel
blanks.
RI e u matism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism ant
Neurnlgia ratheally cures in 1 to 3 days
Its action upon the syefern is remarkable
And mysterons. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis
Appears. The first dosegrestlolwneflts:
73 cents• Sold by R. U.- Haolwick Drug.
gist Hopkinsville.
run For the Farmers.
And kill the orator who bus read up
on finance for 15 minutes goes foith to
educate the farmers who have been
reading up for 13 years. -Dt troit News-
Tr bum.
Heckert's; Ar nica sot •
The Best Salve in the world for Cute
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Ittmun
never Sores, Totter, Chapped 'lame
ehilbLaien, Corns aud all Skin Erie
eons, and positively cures Piles, or re
pay re {etre-ed. It is guarautoed to gis
per et satiefacion .ir motley ref node .
Pri e metes per box. For Sale lyv
O. Hardwick Ilopkinsville Kv
Gold Wita a String to It.
Our option( hits soy, "We wine south,
-ccrey." Ne hut would yon thiuk of e
;•arpenter who tried to build a house
upon an invisible foundation? Anti yet
;hey want to build all the commercial
transactions cf this country upon a lit-
le lump of gold, regardle AS of the fact
:hat foreigners bold a siting to the gold
sad cau jei k out the foundatiou of our
munuerce.-W. J. Bryan.
Dr. Bella Peppertnint Chill Tonic
urea chills end makes you well amen.
e rids you of having them and builds
.p your strength. It is pleasant to
ake and gives eou a warn deliehtful
eeling all over, instead of the miserable
hivering. It is ented for tbe stionneh,
oo, and peppermint is the best thieg in
-he world to the towels. Avoid bitter
luinine pills that may make you ne at.
Ind have alit aye handy in the tome a
eottle of Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill
runic. It's gum anteed.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
BALFOUR ON FINANCE.
Ile Says the Geld Standard Will Produce
Worldwide Misfortune.
The policy of bimetallism leas rus
"nevelt the indorsement (rale. wie,
itatesmanship both of this country mei
Europe. euch leaders of thought as Bis-
marck and Balfour, whose opinion's on
the greet financial (mealtime of the day
have not been warped by subeerviency
,t) the money poster, are ardently
favor of the principle for which the
Dereocratic party is contending in this
eampaign.
Right Hon. Arthur J. Balfour, the
great English stateeman, whoop name
;tarries with it a familiar sound through-
out all Christendom, has recently ad-
dressed is letter to Hem. Austin P. Low•
ry, well known citizen of this coun-
try, in which be takes a pronounced
stand on the money question:
-I ion necessarily Lut ill acquainted, with
1-pecial difficulties under whieb you Putrid-
in the weeternkledricts of the L'nited States,
-.Amerces the great English titateatuan in his let-
ter, "nor should I venture I'VVII to suggest
what eourse ought to be followed by those
who, like youreelf, take strong VI•Wo upon th..
currency question. I entertain, howevvr, n.
loubt W11..toWt•r that for the L'nited States
Adm.t 4:,.1,1 atundard and to drive sayer from
c:retilation, emeept in the tong ot auutisidtary
and token coinage, would lei not only a na-
tiMial, but a Worldwide misfortune."
Just what the great English leader
arcade is exactly whist the advecates
the single gold standard are socking to
bring abuut le this country. To avert
such a disaster is the patriotic aim of
the Democratic party in the pending
campaign.
Monuments.
By calling oultobt. H.Brown for a mon-
ument, either granite, marble or statu-
ary, you will find elegant and artistic
designs, lowest prices and satisfaction




Cltiltues Lnd t.eau: fie. the helm
Fronuses • lc:Z.10am growth.
Never Wells to Nestor* Gray
Heir to its Youthful Color.
Cone wag, d Aemee a taLalg,
41nr, and II malt Draggles 
I se Parker", Infer Mo. emelt.: eautua,s00.
Weak Lunge, Deb.,. r, Ind gestf,m, Nue, Tat I
at.rs DE RCORPS. 9,....!,,airctr. Feet
Gupta. sae. et wuggele or 
THINACURA
FOR TillN \ PEOPLE
AltE YOU /THIN?
Flesh mole a Ith Thhincure Tablets by a
%et, wine proven*. They l's vit t r perfect as-
similation of even. for of fIMINI. Klu:11.1 I ng the
%HI tinble parts the worth MOM.
1 hey 'nuke thin fares plump and ntund out
the figure. TII. ore th..
STANDARD REMEDY
lennness. III. arsenic'. ane ab-
telj harmless.
Priv... prepaid, AI. ft for $F.
Pntil ph let, "Fit 5W TO GET FA1," free.
TIIE 'VII 1.1%. Acl'ILA 0.1..045 Broadaoy. N.Y.
CI teimerees. Ma 0.04
NNYROYAL PILLS
and prices remonable. Repair work 4r•
a specialty and wal receive prompt • rimer
attention.
ADDRIC88 Lock Box 490,
4 Lambed
• jo"Mniti, iisto h..4. Pupae:.
01▪ 11111, me laset insigne 
Iszerzic
peo swarm e . -sonwenso,
u al S... Oat, fikampulaw.
11•••::• tomato. •ao.a•
t7.fiet LI VIImalh"Va =Iota Zit
a• 4.604 . DIN Hakes. Tak•
As • *Mew eekeem
BRYAN'S MAJORI IN KENTLCKY.
Chicago, Got., 19-There WAS great
eieitenient on 'Cliatige this morning
when wheat took a
ss ent up to eigley
wt rt. I Xritillg bey
sucllen turn and
etas. The seem s
description, many
en the nem itethat its.it they were crazy.
The minket reseed t 79 ceehr.
A ene. ILIA AN %Vt.:Di:IN' -..
[-me 1.1. I Nee- tete]
Nets' York, Octl 19.--A t at ef.frittli
from Pare mete ite eunt of. e aniline+
wedning that took lace in the Freuelu
Capital tue-day talon. The contract-
ing pieties were Min Givendoline Cald-
we the Inentesom
vele, Iey . wet al•
Paris. Tee weddii
fair, and win witeee
bee of friend.; of th
le frees of Inea,_
tits• Mereesille, of
Vas a brahaer af-
sod by a large mune
bride mei groom
The teeth. belt bp one oa the old. et
and wealthiest fait eels eof Lonomee,
and eOliio year, legit iiiherited a lune'
.fertnne, pint of wh eh he we've, to the
Catholic clinte.h to Se. nsed for the benn
fit of 'the Cal:tee. qi.lvt.rsits lit Wane
gton City. .
BliYAN:8 alAJOltlfY.
[sameleL rp NEW Fll ,
LOIliSV ', Ky.. et 19.-The
emetic leader+ have. beeu sore
figaree in tee appre elet t:11.1,
lad Recording to t! tir count Mr. Bry-
an's majority in Kentaelsy will not te
legs than ten thou4nd end they believe
tthhaatt.lt will be a geed deal larger than
COTTON FROSTED.
[serene'. Tei Naar ERA)
Crystal Springs, Miss., Ott. 19-Ther.
was quite a heavy frost over this part ot
Miewissippi las't night, and a great deal
of cotton was &Memel serious-some
of it ruined. As yet no est imate.can
be made of the damage done, but it ie
thought that it will take a very large
amIonia to cover it. There is is still a
great deal tef cotton standinw in the
fields, and unless' etas gotteu in pretty




New York, Oct. 17.-There was a lee
made this morning by a manufaeturee
in this city that attracted eonsideratble
attention on account of the big odds an,
'he uncenteitity ef the result. Th.
mann facturer bets*ix thousand della.--
es two thousand nett - MeKinley wouln
•airry theState of Illinoise The manu-
facturer is evidently depending upon
r he size. of theRepablican campaign fund
end believing that Mark Hanna st ill 10
able to buy tmouglt votes in -Chicago te
carry the State Of No well
meted politician, however, can be foune
who would make reach a bet ail the one
Ina mentioned.
The chronic grutubler Ftill lives, but
there are lees cases of ehronie indigen
non and Dyspepsis Veit foi merle-. The
fact is FO many peeple in the past hate
taken Situnione Liver Regnieter t:i. •
they are now curea of these ells. Ac,
3 great multitude pre now , taking SW.
mons Liver Revelator for the sae',
troubles and they'll ffiltli be cured. -It




lireW %SUN, under 1 te•letwrit of Rest
PlAy•lelana. Tried
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Great Change In Five Days and To-day la
Entitely Cured.
My baby had Eirtenia in Its worst form.
me of t lie beat phyS lc IMO' II/ the. attended
her. but she voiltiatiml to get worse all the
time. He tiriany a,Inattted war: at has watt'
end I theli I'VTIcr KA ICENIKI:IF.S. &III: III
a lire liotor,I grr.a o, ye in her
tion . !the vont oint,t to 11.10$e anti 0,,b4,
is entirely nleer if, CLAN I:f anti Is
I vo and hearty. considerable money
f.ir drugs and doctof bi Is, is :WI: NAM useless.
J. 'Slat Wilkins Ave., Halt., Sid.
Seven? Cue. Tat•nionrs.- Warm baths with Cr 71
• [earl. apyilleatkta• el vile. II • mnreb....t..
th• Crest As. eu re asa mod downer cericiae Amos
rater. gleals.t of hollow corm.
Sold ihrenehnet the world Tree. Ceneve, sir
6.• •P Itaa.:: tar, it and in. ?onto Dot, •et.
Pt hoot°,





Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.-
and Illinois_Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans -and
points beyond.
Ly. Hopkinmeille .5:20 a. m. 2 :53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12:00 noon 5 :al p.in
Ar. Memphis 6 :40 p. m. 7 :10 a. nu
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. 7:30 pen
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m
Ar. Cincinnati . 6:40 a. ni
Close connections made_ at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, ear-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,




AVE YOU "re flee."` net:lbiewed Sputa, Aglow. Ole tve
'Imre tn uth, Retr-Yellingl Write ii,t0
BSI D V 00, 1,417 ligeobas Tin .ple
te e, III., foe proof. of large. Leapt




k'eve table Prcparation for -
thcFood andRegula-
Ling the s temi•rhs andboweLs of
WIJ/111:N
Promotes Digestionchiecrful-
ncss and Rest.Contains neither





Aft ut into, •
illyremitat
tr. Carts's.* jag •
Vichy fecal -
chrthed .
A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach.tharrhoca.
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feveri sh-
!less and Loss OF SLEEP.




35 Dosts -35(.1 Nis











Coterie is pet tp in one-eine bottles cony. It
is Le. sold in balk. Dose allow myons to en
you anything else is the pko or preause Oat it
is " Jest as good" aad "will ammo every per-
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Ever brought to Hopkiusville. We in-
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• Write fur Arm and ILainini,-r Bof.k of valuable Recipes-FREE.
iati•MODOSODOMOD•ReD6311201111•111111•"1434111••6••• mmmmmmmmm
about
ARIA AND HAPIttlER SODA
in packages.,,,„,-unlversally acietowleegee eerest in the world.Costs no more than ether pack2 'oda-never seoils










Cor Seventh and Virg'
Elopkinhtvilie, K






7 .11,1RY Renshawk Son
Livery, Feed and
Sale Stable.
A nice line ot pretty turnouts always on hand. Call on
us Stableon west Seventh st.
Bethel i College
RUSSELLVILLE, BY.
.4ccessibly, Healthful, Xine Schools, Thorough
Instruction, Xo Saloons, Expenses Moderate.
For:illustrated catal4ue, address
W. S. Ryland, - President.
. '/f 4/0 74/ifit ./(1/)/(J/77(/// (//'
T E 9REAT BUSINESS TRAINING SCHOOL OF THE SOUTH. •
.9h/dawd. NURDNEDS Of GRADUATES HOLDING FMK MT
9)RAJW.Atoft0 -4" h&77-e/ s y EfC,011111ENDED BY THE LEADING tRISINESS •
• "par"
L.; ) THE COUNTRY. arrrrrtorrurras Ivo.; '
C117110WEA,110URNALAI.4, -.ic117//y ̀,_9/47/.
NO:110-EACcuTt:BytypconE
,•vet1.011).11. - breme Its power to koatttry the dash." tor u.taboon
fortn. .• Itu• o • gain nounos le tura 142,61
tads tO 1:11,11.1) the weak ; 0i vloorou, rthoinet le. Jost P t
*awns. Bond tor our ' Don tlehaste It glpg1:41091:. SOY: 1.11* 5) 1. ri, ',aflame' sae
11a hted. IA 0 saps.? ih• I - •• .1 lior • cur., !. uteir wunranteed by demon..
trios saitipto Addrool IT ZIIILD 111141011.1.0ratew
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